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The spread of mobile technology throughout low-income countries has given rise
to prominent entrepreneurs like Indian-born Sunil Mittal and Sudanese-born Mo
Ibrahim who took initiatives to introduce the technology in large parts of India
and Africa, respectively. Entrepreneurs like Mittal and Ibrahim, along with major
mobile phone operators, have succeeded in making mobiles virtually universal and
have deservedly become highly visible industrial leaders and examples for younger
generations to create new success stories. Now mobiles themselves, in turn, are
unleashing thousands, if not millions, of entrepreneurs in low-income countries.
These new entrepreneurs are less visible but nonetheless contributing to a dis-
persed entrepreneurial ecology on the ground that will change lives, create inno-
vations and strengthen democratic forces. 

Numerous studies and accounts on mobile phones have discussed their global
ubiquity, their substantial economic impact, and the extent of entrepreneurial pos-
sibilities they unleash.  How can we better understand the scope of these new
entrepreneurial roles? To start, we can observe that, for each new widely accepted
technology, there are at least three phases of interactions between the technology
and the economy. Each of these phases gives rise to a class of entrepreneurs
(although the relative importance of these classes may vary for any given technol-
ogy). I call these three categories Form, the development and utilization of a new
base of purchasing power arising from increased user productivity; Transform, the
new ways of doing business that further capitalize on the technology’s possibilities;
and Platform, the new applications based on the original root technology. With
these three classifications, I seek to create a framework for understanding the
broad range of entrepreneurial roles created when a technology like the mobile
phone flourishes in an economy.

Take the case of the Model T a century ago; Henry Ford, in this case, would be
the equivalent of Sunil Mittal or Mo Ibrahim. When these affordable cars first
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came out, their users travelled much faster, saving time and accomplishing more.
The ensuing economic benefits allowed users to advance materially and gain the
ability to purchase other goods and services. This created an opportunity for entre-
preneurs to produce and sell these other goods and services. This is the category I
call Form. Next, as the affordable cars became widely available, it became possible
to build larger factories away from residential settings, employing more workers
dispersed over a wider area who could drive to work. Complementary but non-
automotive assets such as better roads and highways were built to fully capitalize
on the benefits of automobiles. Shopping malls away from city centers became
desirable. With time, the economy adjusted to the new possibilities of automobiles.
I label the entrepreneurs in this category of activities—rethinking and reworking
solutions to the needs of the economy—as Transform. Finally, a third set of activi-
ties were launched to produce new kinds of vehicles (such as trucks, vans, buses)
on the original automobile Platform, to capitalize not just on the automobiles but
also on the emerging complementary assets such roads and highways. Transform
and Platform, moreover, in producing more value in the economy, gave rise to
greater purchasing power and strengthened the impact of Form. 

In exploring these categories, we can better understand the different entrepre-
neurs that emerge from each phase of the co-evolution between a widely accepted
technology, such as the mobile phones, and an economy. Entrepreneurs, in their
own self-interest, capitalize on this co-evolution, but also in turn advance it. They
benefit and are benefited from the blossoming of a technology.

FORM

Because mobiles are both accessible and empowering, they have been embraced en
masse by people of all walks of life. Mobile phone penetration worldwide has sky-
rocketed since the 1990s; South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, two of the world’s
poorest regions, together experienced an increase in penetration from 0% to 63%
between 1996 and 2011. Increases in access form the foundation for broad-based
purchasing power, giving low-income economies greater fertility for entrepreneurs
in every imaginable area of human wants, from consumer goods to housing and
transportation. 

Let us first explore why mobile phones have mass appeal. First of all, they are
affordable even for average citizens of low-income countries. The prices of digital
technologies have decreased steadily and dramatically because both hardware and
software take billions of dollars to develop but only a few dollars to copy. At the
same time, simple devices can cheaply accommodate increasingly enormous
amounts of processing power due to continual advances in engineering and sci-
ence. Second, unlike computers, which require literacy and training, people use
only their voices to access the impressive processing power of mobile phones.
Third, communication is a universally pressing and constant need, and people are
eager to ease that process. 
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Beyond their wide accessibility and universal appeal, mobile phones are eco-
nomically beneficial to billions of people of very low income, who generally can-
not indulge in purchases that do not advance them economically. In easing the
process of communication even over far distances, mobiles save time (which trans-
lates to saving labor), money, and opportunities, giving rise to higher productivity
and earning. These saved resources can then be applied toward other purposes,
and a more complex and diversified economy arises, including producing the
effects that I describe as Transform and Platform. 

To get a sense of the magnitude of Form, let us return to the increase in mobile
phone penetration in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa from 1996 to 2011.
Building on a World Bank study of 120 countries that found that a 10 percent
increase in mobile phone penetration correlates with a 0.8 percent average increase
in GDP growth, I calculate that the increase of 0 to 63 percent mobile phone pen-
etration contributed on average an additional one percent annual economic
growth from 1996 to 2011.1 Since these regions together grew at an average rate of
5.72 percent per year over this time period, I estimate that they would have grown
at 4.72 percent without mobile phones. This translates to a difference of a quarter
trillion constant 2000 US dollars in the economies of the world’s poorest regions.2
In today’s US dollars, the effect is much larger.

A quarter trillion constant 2000 US dollars in additional purchasing power in
the hands of people of all walks of life means larger demands for a wide range of
products and services. These demands give rise to opportunities for entrepreneurs
to provide consumer goods, financial services, entertainment, transportation, edu-
cation, medical services and many other human wants and needs. In addition, the
widespread availability of communication has enabled immigrant workers in high-
income countries to better connect with their origins in the rural areas of low-
income countries: collective people-to-people remittances from high-income to
South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa is forecast to be $128 billion in 2012.3 These
remittances, like mobile communications within low-income countries, boost the
purchasing power of ordinary citizens and subsequently create opportunities for
entrepreneurs. Let us also remember that of the revenues of the mobile industry,
which total roughly $40 billion in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa alone, a por-
tion have been supporting other entrepreneurs who are building cell towers and
supplying computers, batteries, and other industry demands. The wages of
employees in these supporting industries also contribute to Form. 

Historically as well, increased purchasing power among consumers has activat-
ed entrepreneurs, producing significant economic growth. During the “industri-
ous revolution” in England in the 17th and early part of the 18th century, ordinary
people found opportunities to work more hours and raise their incomes so that
they could attain better standards of living by purchasing better and more goods.
Entrepreneurs responded to such aspirations, contributing to the Industrial
Revolution.4
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TRANSFORM

In Form, entrepreneurs simply take advantage of the economic results of wide-
spread and cost-effective communication. Such entrepreneurial opportunities are
only the beginning, however. Individuals in a second category of entrepreneurs
unleashed through mobile phones are rethinking the problems and solutions that
can follow once pervasive connectivity becomes part of the context. Thought it is
hard to obtain quantitative data illustrating this Transform phenomenon, I have
seen enough cases to firmly believe that it represents a substantial component of
the impact of mobile phones. Some of the Transform impact may have been cap-
tured in income growth figures but some of it will continue to occur in the years
to come.

In Bangladesh, I have seen even small farmers rethinking their world because
of mobile phones, reworking and adjusting to new opportunities. They became
entrepreneurs even though they did not contemplate doing so until useful infor-
mation fell into their laps through pervasive communication. This is, in a way, an
enactment of Frederick Hayek’s 1930s vision that everyone, armed with market
information, could potentially become entrepreneurs. Hayek observed that an
economy moves forward as individuals try to capitalize on dispersed bits of infor-
mation available only locally. For example, I saw an owner of a small mango grove
become actively involved in distant markets rather than the local market where he
had traditionally sold his mangos. Discovering a discrepancy in prices between
local and distant markets by using his mobile phone, he capitalized on major arbi-
trage opportunities. As Hayek would have argued, the farmer made the economy
as a whole more efficient as he sought to individually profit from the local infor-
mation. The increasingly widespread availability of mobiles brings more of these
dispersed bits of information into play, and small farmers, craftsmen and traders
became entrepreneurs rather than selling to middlemen.

In 2004, several years after mobile phones began to proliferate in Bangladesh,
a barber told me an interesting story. Due to the rising prices of real estate, the bar-
ber faced a prohibitively steep increase in rent for his shop in a posh neighborhood
in Dhaka. After his lease expired, he bought a motorbike and started visiting his
existing clients for haircuts at their residences, using the addresses and mobile
phone numbers he had collected before closing his street-front shop. He kept
records of his home visits and began making phone calls several weeks after each
visit to schedule another appointment. Clients found the in-home services more
convenient, emboldening the barber to charge 20% more per haircut, all while
avoiding paying high street-front rent. As satisfied clients recommended his serv-
ices to others, the barber steadily gained new customers. The mobile phone, in his
own hands and in those of his clients, had allowed the barber to re-think and trans-
form his business.

I also met a doctor who, in order to practice medicine, had abandoned his
rural ancestral home. Living and working a hundred miles away in Dhaka, the doc-
tor was unable to make use of this significant amount of land and, for emotional
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reasons, was unwilling to sell it. The emerging availability of mobiles, however,
opened new possibilities for the urban doctor, and he organized a fish farm on his
rural property. Equipped with a mobile phone, the doctor could travel to the vil-
lage on weekends while staying in touch with his clinic and, likewise, keep in touch
with his managers at the rural fish farm during the workweek in Dhaka. The
mobile phone had transformed the potential use of the land. 

Prior to the spread of mobile phones in Bangladesh, many wealthy apparel fac-
tory owners built their manufacturing facilities near their expensive posh urban
residences by necessity, given the lack of quality telecommunication, electricity,
and road connections. Owners paid high prices for land and workers, uprooted
from their villages, struggled to survive on low wages in the expensive urban areas.
Though many owners continue this practice due to continuing shortages of elec-
tricity and good roads, others, motivated by better communication through mobile
phones, have began to locate factories in less expensive areas away from their own
homes.

These stories illustrate some of the countless ways that economic assets have
been creatively redeployed in low-income countries, capitalizing on the availabili-
ty of widespread communication facilities and improving livelihoods.  Rethinking
and redeploying physical assets is one important way that mobile phones have
mobilized entrepreneurs.  People like the farmers, the barber, the doctor and the
factory owners are able to use their existing skills and assets in new, more produc-
tive ways. 

As I described earlier, all technologies help Form, Transform or provide a
Platform, some to a greater or lesser extent than mobile phones. The effect of per-
sonal computers in the U.S. economy may be of interest in this context. Though
computers had spread throughout the 1970s and 1980s, it takes time for business-
es and entrepreneurs to rethink their activities and attain higher productivity
through new technologies, and productivity increases did not immediately follow.
Until about 1995, the annual growth in output per worker per hour hovered
around 1 percent; Robert Solow, winner of Nobel Prize in Economics, famously
said in 1987 that one could “see the computer age everywhere but in the produc-
tivity statistics.”5 However, growth in productivity jumped to above 2 percent in the
mid-1990s and continued for a decade, an increase that has been attributed to the
widespread use of computers. 

Why did it take decades for computers to increase productivity? Mobile
phones, which bring communication to people who were previously unable to
afford or access communication technology, affect the economy on a fundamental
level: anywhere someone is interacting with another person. Because interaction
and coordination between any two individuals is a pervasive need, an increase in
efficiency in these activities immediately affects the economy. Computers, which
are more costly and complicated to use, impact the economy on a more sophisti-
cated level. They are therefore less likely to increase productivity and purchasing
power through simple ownership, and instead require creative transformations of
surrounding complementary economic assets—which takes significant time.6 In
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my language, at least in terms of growth in productivity, computers may have had
a small initial Form but relatively larger Transform and Platform which subse-
quently led to a larger Form. Computers, of course, had enriched lives in many
ways not necessarily reflected in the figures for growth in output per worker.

PLATFORM

We see now that mobile phones give rise to greater incomes among users, boost-
ing their purchasing power and, in turn, creating opportunities for Form entrepre-
neurs. Over time, mobiles unleash new ways of production or distribution, open-
ing Transform possibilities. A third category of entrepreneurs goes a step further:
mobiles themselves are used in new ways, unleashing a brand new set of produc-
tion and distribution possibilities. The mobile phone becomes a platform for new
economic schemes. 

Many other technologies can give rise to entrepreneurship in these three cate-
gories, but Platform is especially potent for mobile phones, which are in essence
small, powerful computers. Voice communication and its ensuing economic ben-
efits have helped mobiles proliferate, but voice communication is, perhaps, merely
the first killer-app. Mobile phones are rife with potential to fully blossom as hand-
held-and-connected computers, since many businesses in areas such as payments
and banking, healthcare, entertainment, and others require combining the servic-
es of multiple providers. The natural abilities of computers to store, retrieve, and
process vast amount of data in various forms (text, images, video, audio); connect
multiple providers; and use complicated sets of logic contribute to the creation and
delivery of complex services. All this can happen in the hands of billions of people.

Let me provide some examples of Platform entrepreneurship in a few of many
different possible areas: medical advice, pharmaceutical authentication, medical
diagnosis, financing of solar equipment, and payment systems.  Although there are
many emerging services by NGOs and government, I list below only for-profit
enterprises, which may be considered more entrepreneurial and, in the long run,
prove their viability and value through continued sales. Entrepreneurs are demon-
strating that for-profit enterprises can flourish in meeting needs ordinarily consid-
ered appropriate for the state to provide, such as in the areas of authentication of
pharmaceuticals and providing medical information.

In India, mDhil sell health tips to 18 to 25 year olds through text messages in
mobiles. It covers health issues from nutrition to various ailments for a monthly
charge of 30 Indian Rupees per month. Confidential information through mobiles
is quite helpful to the tech-savvy age group.

Sproxil, established in 2009, is helping to authenticate medications in Ghana,
Kenya and Nigeria. Fake medicines not only mean losses of billions of dollars for
pharmaceutical companies; they also mean potential fatal risks for patients. Sproxil
provides a scratch off label with a PIN attached to a product, charging brand own-
ers for the service. A consumer texts the PIN to a phone number and receives a
reply text stating whether the product is genuine or counterfeit. 
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bKash is a mobile payment system in Bangladesh. The company’s 25,000
agents all over Bangladesh do cash-ins (that is, accept cash from a subscriber and
provide electronic money on his phone) and cash-outs (that is, accept electronic
money and provide cash to subscribers), both for a fee. A subscriber cashes in with
an agent and sends his electronic money to someone else over the phone. The
receiver then cashes out with another agent. In its first year of operation, bKash has
signed up more than a million subscribers, mostly poor migrant workers in urban
areas who need to send money to their rural homes.

M-Kopa is enabling pay-as-you-go solar solutions in Kenya.  Low-income
households and stores in rural areas of the country currently depend on kerosene
for lighting and mobile phone charging, with an estimated 3 million Kenyan
homes or 80% of the population living off the power grid. M-Kopa allows people
to lease solar equipment for as much time as they can afford; the equipment shuts
down if the customer does not make another payment at the end of the leased time
and restarts after continued payment. Customers who complete the lease cycle
own the equipment, rendering future lighting and phone charging free. This pay-
as-you-go scheme has become possible through payment mechanisms over mobile
phones. 

The above examples are by no means exhaustive. They simply illustrate the
possibilities, yet to fully materialize, that emerge when innovators are able to cus-
tom tailor to local conditions. When mobile services started in low-income coun-
tries, they were generally faithful copies of existing Western services. In contrast,
Platform projects generally adjust to local conditions, giving advantages to local
entrepreneurs. As a result, these Platform projects may play out a truly
Schumpeterian “creative destruction,” provided mobile operators are mindful of
facilitating an environment for fair competition among the projects.

As mobiles become more powerful in computing power and smartphones pro-
liferate in low-income countries, the trend will continue at an accelerating pace.
Given the limits of other infrastructures in low-income counties, we can only
underestimate what might eventually be possible with devices that are already in
billions of hands. Entrepreneurs are not only taking advantage of the mobile phe-
nomenon in pursuit of profits, their very actions are making the phenomenon
blossom further.

CONCLUSION

We can safely assume every human being is constantly trying to improve his or her
economic condition7. When a new technology arrives on the scene, people
embrace it to advance their economic lives. At a microlevel, that improves one life
at a time. At a macrolevel, when billions of such advancements add up, they give
rise to substantial new markets open to entrepreneurial exploration.  The entrepre-
neurs who take on the challenge of working in these new market spaces are also
trying to improve their conditions. The overall such direct effect is Form. Over
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time, as people constantly strive to improve their conditions, they find new ways
of allocating other resources to capitalize on the technology. The medium- to long-
term response of an economy to the technology is Transform.  Human beings still
do not rest. They continue to improve their conditions, this time by adjusting and
tweaking the technology itself.  Despite the well-known adage that discourages
people from reinventing wheels, there are thousands of kinds of wheels. The wheel
has become a Platform.  Our economies are simply the consequence of individuals
reacting and responding to whatever is emerging in their surroundings, while
striving to improve their own conditions. Though these reactions and counterac-
tions make forcasting difficult, the Form, Transform, Platform framework may be
useful in  structuring our projections.

Since phones are actually handheld, connected computers, everything that can
be done on computers eventually will be done on mobiles—only to a greater extent
because in the future these devices will have more power, more innovations, and a
greater network. Hence, the Platform effect in the future will mushroom on a much
larger scale than we have seen in the past, facilitated by several additional features
of low-income countries. First, the percentage of smartphones in low-income
countries is small but rapidly rising. Smartphones tend to loosen the hold of net-
work operators on phones, allowing small entrepreneurs to create products on the
mobile platform. Concurrently, expertise in developing apps and software for
mobiles, which took time to develop, is now gaining momentum. Finally, the prob-
lems to be solved—and thus entrepreneurial opportunities—in low-income coun-
tries are greater because of the lack of other infrastructures. It is for this reason that
mobile money spread so rapidly in Kenya, faster than similar technologies did in
high-income countries. 

Roy Amara, who headed the Institute for the Future in Palo Alto, once said,
“We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run and underes-
timate the effect in the long run.” The hype around any new and exciting technol-
ogy may create unmet short-term expectations, but we also fail to foresee the true
long-term potential of a technology over because it is difficult to grasp the effects
of Form, Transform and Platform. These three simple categories may prove helpful
not only in understanding the incredible phenomena of technologies like mobiles,
but also in assessing the potential economic marvels of the future.

1. Christine Zhen-Wei Qiang, “Mobile Telephony: A Transformational Tool for Growth and
Development,” Private Sector & Development, no. 4 (2009): 7. The study did not define a time
frame for the increase in GDP growth; I assume that this effect lasts for more than one year. I
consider my overall calculation conservative for at least two reasons. First, though the average
penetration for the two regions is 63 percent, higher-income pockets within the regions are like-
ly to have higher penetration and thus a greater contribution to overall region growth. Second,
the assumption of one additional percent of growth over a 15-year period possibly overestimates
the effect in the early years. However, this overestimation is more than compensated by the pos-
sible underestimation in later years when the economy is larger, the penetration is higher and the
network effect is greater.
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Many of this century’s conversations about the potential of mobile technology and
development seem to have a familiar ring. Some people get that same starry-eyed
look that was so prevalent at the end of the 20th century when the topic of microfi-
nance began to emerge. Lots of excitement. Lots of promises. Lots of ad hoc activ-
ity and hopeful anecdotes. However, we still have a long way to go before we reach
anything near a full understanding of the sector’s true scope, scale, and impact, so
I believe this hopeful speculation should be matched by an equal push for reliable
data collection and rigorous information sharing. 

That does not mean that we at Omidyar Network are not bullish on mobile
technology. We are. We have staked a lot, both financially and organizationally, on
its power, and we will continue to do so. But we also recognize that “we don’t know
what we don’t know.” The technology is still young, and some fundamental ques-
tions need to be answered—and answered correctly—if we are ever going to see a
fraction of the dividends that the mobile for development optimists are projecting.

The current trajectories are undeniably promising and developments are com-
ing quickly.  In fact, they have never moved more quickly. In July 2012, the World
Bank issued its report on Maximizing Mobile, which provides one of the best sec-
tor overviews to date and graphically captures the dynamism of the mobile mar-
ket, especially in the developing world.1 Figure 1, taken from page 8 of that report,
shows how mobile applications can maximize development.

Irrational exuberance aside, we are now at a crossroads that will irrevocably
determine the future of “mobile cum development tool.” At Omidyar Network, our
vision is a vibrant mobile ecosystem built on a platform of affordable Internet
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access for a majority of the developing world.  We have identified three fundamen-
tal ecosystem enablers that will drive us toward that vision:

1. Mobile devices will provide affordable access to the Internet
2. A locally relevant set of services, including things like a localized

Wikipedia and classified ads, will address the most pressing needs of local con-
sumers 

Raj Gollamudi

Figure 1. “Maximizing Mobile for Development”
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3. Mobile money infrastructure will facilitate the monetization of mobile
applications, services, and commerce
By focusing on the simultaneous evolution of these three mutually reinforcing
enablers, we hope to create a virtuous economic cycle in which innovation drives
adoption, which in turn drives new investment and further innovation. 

What follows are examples of how we are engaging with our network to sup-
port these enabling forces and unleash this virtuous cycle. Like anything worth-
while, this can only be done in partnership with other sectors, organizations, and
people, so we are eager to hear feedback and to keep the conversation going—star-
ry eyed or otherwise. 

AFFORDABLE ACCESS

As the infographic in Figure 1 highlights, cell phones have reached every corner of
the world, with nearly six billion subscriptions in 2011. That’s a six-fold increase in
less than a decade. This growth has been fueled by the developing world, with three
out of four subscribers now in developing countries. About 75 percent of the
world’s population, now has access to at least a basic cell phone. This connectivity
has clear economic benefits; Waverman, Meschi, and Fuss found that in emerging
economies, every 10 percent increase in mobile phone adoption drives a 0.81 per-
cent increase in GDP growth.2

In contrast to the widespread availability of mobile voice services in emerging
markets, the penetration of the Internet is extremely low. Across Africa, for exam-
ple, only an estimated 4 percent of people use any Internet service, while that num-
ber in India is 10 percent, according to International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) data.3 By contrast, in the United States mobile-broadband penetration is 54
percent and it is more than 90 percent in South Korea, according to the same ITU
report. In a seminal 2011 paper published in the Economic Journal,4 Czernich et al.
show that a 10 percentage point increase in broadband adoption raises annual per-
capita growth by between 0.9 and 1.5 percentage points, with the greatest gains in
emerging economies. Given this enormous potential, narrowing the digital divide
by increasing Internet penetration rates must become a top priority for the sector.

Given the robust mobile infrastructure in emerging markets today—and the
lack of wired infrastructure—it is a given that a vast majority of consumers in
emerging markets will access the Internet via mobile devices. Hence, when we
refer to Internet access in emerging markets, we are mainly speaking about mobile
Internet access.

Two key factors cause the low rates of Internet adoption: the high cost of data
services, and the lack of affordable mobile devices that support such services. In
many developed countries, an entry-level broadband connection costs the equiva-
lent of 1 percent or less of the average individual’s income, but in some developing
countries, the same connection can cost up to 100 percent of an individual’s
income, according to ITU data from 2011.5 Even as the high costs of data-capable
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devices continue to drop, the price of ongoing service remains prohibitively expen-
sive and stands in the way of increased user adoption.

At Omidyar Network, we believe that the path to affordability lies in the com-
bination of technological innovation and a favorable regulatory environment that
fosters healthy competition among mobile operators providing access to Internet
services. To that end, we have recently joined forces with a group of interested
stakeholders that includes governments, the private sector, and international
development organizations. We are tackling this issue at the global level with a goal
to radically reduce the cost of Internet access to below 5 percent of average month-
ly income in developing countries; that figure is the threshold at which people will
widely adopt technology. While the launch of the SEACOM submarine high-band-
width cable along the eastern and southern coasts of Africa (in 2009) and the
ongoing rollout of higher speed networks (3G and 4G) have reduced the cost of
access in some countries, it remains prohibitively high in many other markets. 

Clearly, there are issues other than infrastructure availability at play.  Drawing
on research and incentives to promote change, the initiative seeks to encourage
regulatory reform by engaging specific governments in ongoing conversations and
debates about the benefits of Internet adoption. We will share information on this
initiative with interested parties by the end of 2012, and we are keen to find part-
ners who will help us realize this mission.  

However, it will take even more than that to lower the costs for consumers in
emerging markets; we will also need disruptive technology and innovation in busi-
ness models. A small group of entrepreneurs is currently working to bridge this
enormous gap. 

Range Networks, for example, is a two-year-old startup that is extending the
reach of affordable cell service to underserved areas worldwide. It has developed
long-range cellular base stations designed to deliver the common GSM wireless
standard in a way that is cheaper and more efficient.  Compared to existing sys-
tems, Range’s systems cost one-tenth as much to buy and one-twentieth as much
to operate. This dramatic improvement in the unit economics allows operators to
deploy infrastructure in situations that do not have the subscriber density or aver-
age revenue per user that is high enough to justify their effort at existing price
points. The success of Range and other companies with similar approaches will go
a long way toward improving affordable access to mobile data services in under-
served markets.

LOCALLY RELEVANT OFFERINGS

Of course, affordable access alone will not solve the problem of low mobile Internet
usage. Consumers will adopt new technologies only if they are offered compelling
new services that are relevant to their daily lives. Local job listings, weather
reports, agricultural market information, money-transfer and bill-paying services,
and highly localized community and social networks are among the various data
services that should drive increased adoption. But creating these compelling new
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services will require the existence of a vibrant community of developers and entre-
preneurs focused on local consumer needs. Omidyar Network has begun to engage
in active partnership with a variety of players across the spectrum to support this
process.

Praekelt Foundation, a nonprofit based in South Africa and part of our net-
work portfolio, is leveraging the widespread availability of mobile phones in Africa
to develop mobile applications that allow people to find local jobs, access health
information, and create online social networks in which they can share and com-
municate about issues important to them. For instance, it has developed TxtAlert,
a mobile application that sends appointment reminders to HIV/AIDS patients to
help them better adhere to their antiretroviral treatment plans. It has also created
Young Africa Live, a mobile portal platform where young people can chat online
and learn about critical issues that affect their lives, including love, sex, and rela-
tionships.

Similarly, Mobile and Development Intelligence (MDI), the newest initiative of
the GSMA Mobile for Development Department and a recent recipient of a grant
from Omidyar Network, is creating the industry’s first open and freely accessible
data platform for the mobile ecosystem. Combining both publicly available and
proprietary industry data on a wide range of metrics, the platform aims to enable
participants in the ecosystem to share what they are learning and consequently
increase collaboration across both regions and sectors. The platform will also sup-
port a Wikipedia-style library of user-generated content, which we hope will
evolve to become a community hub for all organizations active in the emerging
market mobile ecosystem.

Indonesian-based Ruma, a recent recipient of venture capital funding from
Omidyar Network, is developing and distributing mobile tools that empower
entrepreneurs to increase their income stream in meaningful ways. Aldi
Haryopratomo, Ruma’s CEO, founded the for-profit social enterprise to build a
large-scale distribution network connected by powerful mobile tools on smart
phones. Today, the company has a network of more than 6,000 lower-income shop-
keeper agents who are generating income by selling cell phone minutes, enabling
people to pay bills, and providing platforms where large consumer brands can con-
duct customer surveys. In the future, this agent network can be used to distribute
a variety of financial or other products to communities that are otherwise difficult
to reach. 

Versé, another organization in our network portfolio, specializes in developing
mobile products for emerging markets. As India’s market leader in mobile classi-
fieds, Versé develops a range of subscription services to improve people’s access to
news and information, job and educational opportunities, and personal and prop-
erty listings. It has teamed up with content and telecom providers to ensure that it
reaches a critical mass of people from all socioeconomic backgrounds, people who
previously lacked affordable access to relevant and real-time information. With
more than 11 million paying subscribers across India, Versé is now expanding
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more broadly into Africa by working closely with its mobile operator partner,
Airtel, which operates in 17 countries in sub-Saharan Africa. 

MOBILE MONEY INFRASTRUCTURE

The third, and arguably most critical, enabler of a thriving mobile ecosystem is the
payment infrastructure needed to conduct commerce and generate profits from
mobile services. An entrepreneurial ecosystem will not be viable unless new serv-
ices can generate revenues and profits for their creators. In emerging markets,
where a vast majority of consumers do not have a bank account let alone access to
credit cards, it is important to build an ubiquitous and reliable mobile money
infrastructure that can replace today’s cash-based transaction environment.
Frictionless payments—the ability to pay easily through a trusted platform—has
been critical in enabling Apple’s Appstore to generate an astounding $5 billion in
gross revenue since it launched just under four years ago.

Omidyar Network actively supports various organizations and initiatives that
are driving the proliferation of mobile money efforts across major emerging mar-
kets. In one notable example, we recently joined GSMA’s Mobile Money for the
Unbanked  (MMU) initiative; its other funders include the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation and the MasterCard Foundation. The initiative is designed to encour-
age the adoption of mobile money in emerging markets and promote the practices
that best meet that goal. When the MMU launched in 2009, there were fewer than
20 mobile money operations worldwide. Now there are more than 100, thanks in
part to the MMU.

In addition to supporting nonprofits such as the MMU, Omidyar Network
actively invests in mobile money and payment infrastructure companies that facil-
itate commerce, such as Nigeria-based Paga and Zambia-based Mobile
Transactions. A money-transfer service, Paga aims to deliver access to financial
services for all Nigerians. Consumers can conduct these transactions directly on
their mobile phone or by visiting one of Paga’s more than 850 agents across 19
cities. 

Tayo Oviosu, Paga’s founder and CEO, has focused on building an independ-
ent payments platform that is compatible with all mobile networks and works in
collaboration with local banks and retailers. Paga’s network-agnostic approach is
possible in Nigeria because of country-specific regulations—in contrast to opera-
tor-specific solutions such as M-PESA in Kenya. This is yet another example of
entrepreneurs building solutions based on unique local conditions. In June 2012,
Paga processed more than $4.4 million in transactions, a 40 percent increase from
May 2012, according to Oviosu.

Mobile Transactions, the first startup technology company in Zambia to raise
international venture capital, is building a network of agents to facilitate mobile
money transfers without the high fees that currently hinder the smooth flow of
commerce. The company currently processes $2 million in transfers per month,
with a base of 60,000 users. CEO Mike Quinn says Mobile Transactions will even-
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tually offer broader financial services in Africa. The company already has launched
electronic vouchers, which allow companies to pay people with scratch cards—
akin to debit cards—that they can validate electronically. 

As Ruma, Paga, and Mobile Transactions are demonstrating, using the mobile
platform as a distribution channel for a diverse set of products and services is a
phenomenon now being replicated across
many markets, each with its own particular
refinements to suit local needs.

Mobile operators can also play a meaning-
ful role in facilitating money movement. As
they already have billing relationships with
customers, mobile operators can also bill them
for third-party value-added services. Often
this is the only infrastructure available for
third-party providers to collect their pay-
ments, and sometimes mobile operators
demand a particularly high price for this con-
venience. For example, Versé pays the mobile
operator roughly 70 percent of every dollar of
revenue it generates from a consumer. In contrast, U.S. application developers
within the Apple and Android mobile ecosystems only give up about 30 percent of
their revenues to their platform partners. Unless operator business models evolve
to be more balanced, the entrepreneurial ecosystem for application developers
cannot thrive.

We believe market forces will help drive new operator business models that are
more equitable for entrepreneurs. Many operators of voice services in emerging
markets are now experiencing declining revenues per user; something similar also
happened in the developed world. To offset this decline, they face internal pres-
sures to deploy data services that can command a higher profit margin. For exam-
ple, in India there is more competition among mobile operators, and Vodafone,
one of the largest operators, plans to introduce a model that would allocate 70 per-
cent of revenue to application developers. 

OUR VISION FOR THE MOBILE PLATFORM 
AND FOR CATALYZING CHANGE

The mobile platform has the potential to become the largest single delivery plat-
form for reaching hundreds of millions of lower-income consumers at a cost that
still allows businesses to be profitable at scale. But to realize this potential, we must
address these critical gaps in the ecosystem. We must work together to create a
vibrant mobile ecosystem that can play a vital, enabling role in massive social and
economic development. 

Through our grants to nonprofit development organizations and equity invest-
ments in visionary local entrepreneurs, Omidyar Network is working to bring the
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power of the mobile platform to benefit the billions of underserved people in
emerging markets. Through this comprehensive sector-level effort, our goal is to
bring affordable access and compelling services, enabled by widely available pay-
ment infrastructures, to the developing world. This, in turn, will fuel the rapid
adoption of the mobile Internet, and consequently enable the social connections,
information flow, commerce, and thriving entrepreneurial activity that we so often
take for granted in developed parts of the world. 

So, yes, we are bullish on mobile. But we also are working as fast as we can to
learn as much as we can. We see so much potential to effect fundamental and
transformative socioeconomic change by getting handsets into the palms of mil-
lions of people, but we must be thoughtful and mindful about our end goals. No
single company, government, or organization can do this alone.  We are working
hard to figure out how to make it all work, and we welcome dialogue and input
from anyone and everyone who would like to join us.  

1 Information and Communications for Development 2012: Maximizing Mobile, DOI:
10.1596/978-0-8213-8991-1 Available at http://www.worldbank.org/ict/IC4D2012. (July 2012 con-
ference edition)
2 L. Waverman, M. Meschi, and M. Fuss. “The Impact of Telecoms on Economic Growth in

Developing Countries,” Vodafone Policy Paper Series 2, March 2005: 10-23. 
3 ITU, The World in 2011, ICT Facts and Figures. Available at http://www.itu.int/ITU-

D/ict/facts/2011/material/ICTFactsFigures2011.pdf, pp. 1, 5.
4 Nina Czernic, Oliver Falck, Tobias Kretschmer, and Ludger Woessmann. “Broadband

Infrastructure and Economic Growth,” Economic Journal, Royal Economic Society, 121 (2011): pp.
505-532.

5 ITU, The World in 2011, p. 7.
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While on one of the earliest trips I made in my role as the managing director of the
Mobile for Development Department within GSMA, I found myself in a busy mar-
ket on the outskirts of Nairobi, weaving my way through a maze of stalls to the
buildings beyond. I was honing in on those painted “Safaricom green”—not a hard
task, as it sometimes seems as if every other building in rural Kenya is painted this
color—and was enjoying spending the day talking to users and agents of mobile
money services.1

Nestled amidst the market stalls I found a pharmacy painted the ubiquitous
Safaricom green, so I went in to meet the owner and rattle off my usual list of ques-
tions. The pharmacy was as expected—rows of medicines, an assistant in a reas-
suring white lab coat. However, perched at the edge of the counter was a huge
ledger used to record M-PESA transactions, and on the walls a smattering of
posters advertised M-PESA services, explaining the charges and noting the M-
PESA agent’s number. I questioned the pharmacist: How long had he been running
an M-PESA agency within his shop? About a year. Was he happy with it? Yes, very
happy. Was it providing a good side income to his pharmacy? Yes, but more than
that. What did he mean? He earned more from being an M-PESA agent than he
did from the pharmacy. Really? How long did it take for this to happen? About
three months. 

Three months! Within three months the revenue from being an M-PESA agent
had outstripped that of running the pharmacy, which probably had taken the man
years to train for and to build up a business. What this man now was running was,
effectively, a phone-enabled bank in the same building as his less profitable phar-
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maceutical business. I asked him how the M-PESA business had become so suc-
cessful so fast, and he gestured outside. I turned to look, and saw again the market
stalls I had picked my way through. Most of the traders likely were his customers,
people who used him as a kind of small-business bank to manage float, pay sup-
pliers, deposit earnings, etc. The pharmacy was a secure building built to protect
the valuable medicines kept within it, but it now also protected the earnings of the
market stall traders outside. It was convenient to use the building as an ersatz bank:
drop a phone in the secure building, place a ledger on the desk, register as an M-
PESA agent, and bingo—you’ve just become a small bank. 

AFRICA: THE WORLD’S FASTEST GROWING MOBILE MARKET 

Apart from allowing me to indulge in some travel writing, there’s a specific reason
I’m leading off with this anecdote. What that pharmacy in Nairobi represents to me
is something that I think is a specific trope of mobile entrepreneurship in develop-
ing countries—the synergistic business, or the business within a business, where
the use of an existing host business or service allows a new form of digital business
to emerge and become sustainable. I think we need to understand how this partic-
ular model works if we are to fully understand how sustainability is to be achieved
in developing markets.

We talk of Africa in particular as a technological tabula rasa, a geography
devoid of infrastructure that, while posing a tragic problem in itself, offers the
opportunity for innovative solutions. Much has been made of the leapfrog charac-
teristic of the development of mobile telephony in Africa; how, unencumbered by
a physical landline infrastructure, the continent has been allowed to move direct-
ly into a 21st-century wireless network culture. This is true, and I think we should
be quite optimistic about it. 

The rate of mobile telephony development in Africa is phenomenal. In 2011,
the GSMA published its African Mobile Observatory, which indicated growth of
30 percent each year, with connections in the region expected to reach 735 million
by the end of 2012.2 This makes it the fastest growing region in the world in terms
of mobile. The appetite for mobile services doesn’t appear to be slowing, and as
cheaper smartphones such as the IDEOS start to take hold in African countries,
the continent will start to move beyond voice services to more sophisticated SMS
and data services. The GSMA report indicates that non-voice services already rep-
resent 26 percent of total revenues in Kenya, which is head-and-shoulders above
many other countries in the adoption of these services. 

Innovation, however, has not been waiting for digital services to become avail-
able. What has always struck me about innovation in Africa’s mobile sector is that
a new layer of digital innovation is floating above the topography of the economy,
culture, and society—not in the way ecommerce has slowly denuded high streets
of all but charity shops and betting venues in the UK but in how mobile innova-
tion is being woven into the physical world, dependent on its host. This is the kind
of synergistic innovation that I think characterizes mobile entrepreneurship in
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Africa: it is building on existing businesses and infrastructure, augmenting them
rather than replacing them.

This struck me initially in 2005, when I was editing a book on the global social
impact of mobile. In an excellent chapter by Jonathan Donner, one of the pioneer-
ing academics in this area, he described how he had seen small business owners in
Rwanda use mobile phones to manage their small businesses.3 He noted how café
owners, hairdressers, and many other small businesses were using the most cheap-
ly (or freely) available mobile services to improve their business efficiency. A café
owner, for example, encouraged customers to give him a certain number of rings
to indicate they would be in for lunch. This is not a separate industry emerging and
existing in isolation, but something that is always connected as it forms new paths
between existing businesses and customers. It is not replacing old systems but
renewing, improving reach, reducing costs, and improving efficiency.

To my mind, this is real innovation, not technology-led innovation whereby
top-down improvements in the features or functionality of a platform enable new
business processes to emerge. It is more akin to a process of bricolage, in which the
most is made of the limited materials available from the bottom up, thereby allow-
ing innovative and creative uses of technology to emerge. The mobile phone—a
device, we may need to be reminded, produced primarily for one simple function,
to conduct phone conversations—is now being used in many innovative ways. It is
a device that people can make their own, that they can bend to their own needs and
purpose. The best and most innovative uses of the mobile phone are those that
treat it as a resource as much as a product in itself, and then mine this resource for
all its capabilities.

THE EMERGING ECONOMICS OF APP DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

The impending mobile digital revolution in developing markets often is discussed
in terms of the degree of the explosion in market app development. A fantastic and
laudable amount of effort has been put into developing a mobile app ecosystem in
Africa that has driven some real success.

The work of InfoDev within the World Bank group is a particular case in
point.4 For many years they have been pioneers in supporting the training and
mentoring of app developers in emerging markets. By developing these training
programs, they are bringing much-needed digital skills and entrepreneurship
training to emerging markets. There also are countless competitions for app devel-
opers in emerging markets, many with a social agenda, which offer incentives for
developers to train on mobile platforms. This is creating a buzz, as a new genera-
tion of mobile entrepreneurs emerges that is familiar with mobile as a platform and
has the support to develop the necessary skills. However, the question remains as
to how sustainable the app economy will be, and whether it will produce sufficient
revenue in emerging markets to support this new generation of entrepreneurs.

Research by Vision Mobile provides what is likely the clearest breakdown of
the profitability of app developers.5 The economics of trading in the virtual world
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of app stores is brutal—Vision Mobile’s research shows that up to one-third of
developers live below the “app poverty line”—a particularly vicious application of
Pareto’s principle in which the limited opportunity for exposure to an audience
creates a fierce separation between the most successful apps and what Chris
Anderson calls the “long tail.”6 Contrary to Anderson’s long-tail thesis, there is lit-
tle sustainability in this long tail of app development, which produces barely

enough revenue to sustain the effort
needed to create an app and then to
maintain it. 

Anecdotal evidence from devel-
opers has shown that, for an app to
sustain two people working full
time, it must maintain a position
within the top 250 paid apps.7

Moreover, sustaining an app in the
market requires much more than
developing it, launching it, and sit-
ting back while it brings in the
money. It requires, rather, invest-
ment in constant development,

upgrades, and new features. App stores are fiercely competitive and fast moving,
and offering new features is essential to keeping an app buoyant in terms of ratings,
reviews, and placement on the charts. There currently are more than 400,000 apps
available from the Android app store, which means that a lot of developers are not
covering even their basic costs. 

Xyologic tracks stats for a range of markets globally and shows the trends in
app-store downloads and economics.8 Its research shows conclusively that, even if
a developer manages to beat the brutal “discoverability” issues, as most apps sim-
ply go undiscovered by the consumer, the path to producing revenue isn’t an easy
one. In its October 2011 research on the U.S. market, Xyologic showed that only 1
percent of Android app downloads are in the “paid” category. The picture is better
for the iPhone (20 percent) and better still for the iPad (27 percent), but as Android
is most likely to be the dominant smartphone platform for developing markets,
this does not bode well for the sustainability of an emergent app-developer ecosys-
tem in the region. And remember—that 1 percent of paid apps on Android is
based on the U.S. market, where purchasing apps via credit cards is a well-devel-
oped consumer behavior. In emerging markets with little to no credit card pene-
tration, 95 percent or more of users are on pay-as-you-go systems, and with the
smaller amount of disposable income in these markets, the paid apps percentage
can be expected to be even less. 

This is not to say there will not be an explosion of digital creativity and inno-
vation around apps in developing countries. It’s hugely encouraging to see that one
of the winners of the Pivot East (a Nairobi-based competition to fund early-stage
app developers) was Ma3racer, a game based on racing matatus, the informal buses
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found all over Kenya. It is great to see a game developed for one of these competi-
tions, as games at the moment are still the most sustainable form of mobile app.
I’ve always rather glibly stated that I’d consider it a success if the next Angry Birds
was written in Kampala or Nairobi or Lagos. This is because I really believe that,
by supporting nascent mobile digital innovation and entrepreneurs, we are build-
ing a more relevant and beneficial industry for developing countries. 

The information and communication technologies industry can offer more
than cheap off-shore coding or business process work. Simple tools and free soft-
ware can unlock the creative potential of many budding entrepreneurs and support
them in the creation of new businesses that, if successful, can have a trickle-down
effect and inspire or even directly employ more innovators and entrepreneurs. We
need to help a thousand flowers bloom  and support islands of innovators who can
grow and proliferate like the rhizomatic growth of the mobile networks them-
selves, rather than creating the massive coding farms that have previously charac-
terized the information and communication technologies industries in developing
markets. Yet again, we can leapfrog this stage.

My concern, however, is that app store economics alone haven’t got enough
revenue potential to sustain this market for long. Some early successes are needed
to prove what’s possible (the function Angry Birds served in developed markets),
but it will be damaging if the seductive promise of this early success isn’t followed
up by a market that can sustain the many, not just the few. What will happen when
the app competition prize money dries up, as has occurred with many past devel-
opment projects? How will the pioneering app developers in emerging markets
sustain themselves if, as Vision Mobile’s research shows us, only a select few app
developers in more mature markets are managing to live above the app poverty
line? Perhaps the answer is in looking beyond the walled garden of app store eco-
nomics and seeing how different models of mobile innovation can support sustain-
able entrepreneurs. 

ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY BY BEING SYNERGISTIC

Mobile technology at its most simplistic level provides the opportunity to connect.
If users do not allow themselves to be seduced by the shiny world within the screen
of a brand new smartphone, they will find a nondigital world that the device can
harness and interact with. Some of the most innovative mobile services users have
seen in emerging markets in the past few years have not been apps but services that
integrate with and augment the world around them—and not in a way that aug-
ments reality but one that connects reality.

M-Kopa is an innovative service that embeds mobile seamlessly in a non-
phone device and uses many of the business innovations driven by the mobile
industry to deliver its service.9 For example, M-Kopa offers customers a home solar
power system for lighting and charging devices that has a 2G chipset from a sim-
ple mobile phone embedded in it. By sending small amounts of money to the M-
PESA account in the solar system, customers can afford to access cheap, clean elec-
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tricity in their homes on a pay-as-you-go basis. This is a nested innovation, a prod-
uct that requires not just the physical network but a lot of the existing mobile infra-
structure to succeed, for this product builds on the success of M-PESA. It also
replicates the success of the agent network mobile operators have built to sell air
time, and uses this model to sell and maintain payments for its solar energy prod-
ucts. It is not just mobile technology that is enabling this business but mobile
industry innovations around marketing, distribution, customer management, and
payment processing. Mobile is not a “dumb bearer” network for M-Kopa but the
very supporting architecture that allows it to thrive and survive. 

Grundfos Lifelink provides a similar service for water supply.10 Again, by using
the existing infrastructure of the mobile network and building on the “rails” of M-
PESA, this service provides a scalable, sustainable model for providing access to
water for rural populations.

Tienda Tek by Frogtek is another service that uses mobile technology to pro-
vide simple tools to support small businesses.11 Like an updated version of the basic
use of phones Jonathon Donner noted in Rwanda, Tienda Tek uses more sophisti-
cated mobile devices to bring smartcode-based stock control and management to
microretailers in Latin America.

The M-PESA agency within a pharmacy, the solar energy business that uses
mobile technology and distribution networks, the water service doing the same—
all these are examples of a “Russian doll” mentality of building new innovative
businesses within existing businesses. 

1. M-PESA needs no introduction, as it is almost a cliché to discuss it in a paper on information
and communication technologies or mobile for development. However, if you have picked up
this copy of Innovations without knowing about it, then I can tell you in a nutshell that M-PESA
is an SMS-based mobile payment revolution in Kenya used by over 70 percent of the population
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An impossibly large demographic—some 600 million people,1 or more than half of
Africa’s population2—relies on agriculture for its livelihood. Recently, rising food
prices, increasing meat consumption, a growing global population, and climate
change are all factors that have created unprecedented pressure on the global food
supply and thrust agriculture back to the top of the Global Agenda. Despite years
of effort and renewed focus, the agricultural sector remains one of the most dys-
functional on the continent. 

I am not an agronomist. I studied social anthropology, and my career has been
built around the design and application of information products and services. I am
currently the CEO of Esoko, a mobile information service and communications
company that I founded in 2006 under the name TradeNet. At Esoko, we are nav-
igating the convergence of mobile data services with Africa’s enormous and ineffi-
cient agricultural sector. 

My simple conviction—and the belief that has driven me over the years—is
that 99 percent of what makes any business successful is having a competitive
advantage in information. Africa’s agricultural sector is no different. People
involved in agriculture understand how to grow things, but they also need certain
information to access markets and guarantee incomes: Who wants to buy our
products? At what price? Are buyers trustworthy? These are the risk constraints in
agriculture. I believe that if basic market intelligence were readily available on who
is buying, what their reputation is, and where they are located, there would be a
transformation in African agriculture—one that would pull people out of poverty
through opportunity rather than push them out through sympathy. 
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The astronomical growth of mobile communications across the continent has
made that sort of information more accessible than ever before. Suddenly, rural
Africans have a pocket-sized device that can store and retrieve data that is critical
to their livelihoods. Imagine the leap for a person who has barely any information
—and probably no evidence—to real-time customized information on a personal
handset and you’ll begin to grasp the source of our excitement—as well as our
challenges!  

I view gaining access to data via mobile in Africa as the final frontier of the
Internet revolution that started in the 1990s. The availability of cheap information
services has caused a global transformation between individuals and companies
over the last decade. Products from eBay to Amazon, Twitter to Facebook haven’t
created anything inherently new, but they have provided links that enable people
to share information more easily. The information revolution in Africa’s agricul-
tural sector may involve less sexy content than its predecessors—not everyone can
get excited about the variety of seeds or the price of maize—but the potential
impact is phenomenal. Although Africa has 60 percent of the world’s uncultivated
arable land,3 it produces only 6 percent of the global food supply.4 Mobile commu-
nication offers one of the keys to unlock this potential, a challenge Esoko has been
struggling with for more than five years.

THE INSPIRATION 

In 1995, I was fortunate enough to start a dotcom in New York. Metrobeat was later
sold and subsequently went public. After that, two friends and I started a match-
making business in London for Internet startups, which was also sold. By 2001, I
felt I had been lucky and wanted to give something back. I decided to spend 30 per-
cent of my wealth doing something I cared about—a kind of self-imposed wealth
tax—and later that year I moved to Accra, Ghana, to set up a technology incuba-
tor. After a few demanding and exciting years, that incubator and technology cen-
ter, BusyInternet, had made its mark. I had an outstanding manager and team to
run operations, and I wasn’t needed any more. I began to think about attempting
something new, a disruptive, transformative innovation, and started talking to
people. 

In May 2004, I asked a friend who ran the agri-business NGO Technoserve if
I could talk to his team. I remember saying to them as we sat in a circle, “Forget
that I’m into software and technology, just tell me what you’re observing in the
field . . . tell me what you think is needed.” It didn’t take two seconds to get the first
answer: “Farmers need price information.” We continued to discuss other ideas,
but nothing resonated with me in the same way. It was such a simple concept—
providing critical and much needed insights into the value of your assets—and,
with the advent of mobile phones, clearly a new opportunity. 

I’d read about other services that were pioneering prices over SMS, and though
it was already happening, it was still in the early phases and not well understood. I
was intrigued, and put the idea aside to percolate for a while. That’s how I devel-
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oped my previous ideas—I would have a few in play at any given time and would
see which one gained momentum. I mentioned the SMS idea to a few friends and
colleagues, including Stephen Rudyard from the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization. “Go build it!” he urged. I had developers and a small staff at hand,
so it wasn’t out of the question. “I’ll send you to Uganda if you want,” he said.
“There’s a guy down there doing this. Go see what they’re doing and see if you can
help them.” I jumped at the chance to take a trip to the Pearl of Africa. 

Foodnet, which is located in Kampala, Uganda, was the brainchild of Shaun
Ferris, an engaging, irresistible force for innovation in agriculture. Ferris had
dreamed up the whole SMS price service and convinced his team they could build
it—and they did. He worked the same magic on me. However, during my visit I
recognized the inadequacy of their software. At that point I didn’t really under-
stand the scope or impact of such a service on farmers—I got the idea that if you
give them market prices they’re more likely to negotiate better prices for them-
selves, but that was mostly hypothetical. As a tech and design person, I was more
interested in Foodnet’s  rudimentary Excel sheets. They had one for email, one for
MTN (the mobile operator), one for mobile numbers. It was a  manual process that
caused them to duplicate data and struggle to keep up. I immediately saw the
opportunity: I could build a platform that could be used to deliver prices not only
in Uganda but in other countries as well. I assumed all of Africa would want to
empower farmers by providing this type of market intelligence. Not only could I
build a simple, focused, and effective product, I could license it to create revenue
and, most importantly, have a social impact, which was my interest from the start.
I thanked Shaun and his team for their time and company and raced back to Accra
to pester my developers. 

Puoza Gamaliel and Michael Ocansey, two self-taught but excellent and occa-
sionally rogue Ghanaian software engineers, were working down the hall from
BusyInternet with a company doing offshore data processing for American firms.
I was able to engage them as part-time developers on the new project, and we were
off. 

MODEL 1: MARKET PRICES OVER SMS 

We started to map out a product and to think deeply about how we could drive
SMS messages from a Web interface to a cloud-hosted system. It was clear that
Shaun and his team didn’t want to manage any sophisticated software or hardware;
they just wanted a few key things: to enter prices into an easy-to-fill-out form, to
send prices to farmers over SMS, and to have a website where they could post news
stories. I’d been in this sort of situation before while building Metrobeat in New
York, when I created specifications for entirely new concepts. We got to work
building our new product, and just as we began perfecting the initial ideas and
talking to agricultural specialists in Accra, we realized that posting prices was
going to be just the beginning. Farmers, the experts told us, needed not only access
to prices but also to advertise what they were selling, and traders wanted to adver-
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tise what they wanted to buy. So we started building in the ability to post sell and
buy offers, creating a simple “eBay style” matchmaking service. We should have
seen this as a sign of things to come, as there is always something new to construct,
a new direction to go. We kept on building. 

MODEL 2: MARKET INTELLIGENCE VIA SMS

We were rapidly developing the ColdFusion platform—I designed screens and
interfaces,  Michael would build them, while Puoza focused on the SMS gateway
functionality. Thus far the business model was simple: projects or governments
throughout Africa would license and use our system to collect and publish the
national market prices, and bids and offers. It seemed to us to be one big homoge-
neous market with actors across all of the value chains. 

At this point we had our first glimpse into the content problem—or, more
specifically, the government content problem. I knew that market prices were
nothing new and that governments across Africa had been collecting them dili-
gently for years. However, while talking to traders, the message became increasing-
ly clear: they didn’t trust the data. The prices they received were sometimes inac-
curate and mostly out of date. This was our first inkling that many of the services
being provided weren’t in sync with the market, a theme that would broaden as the
market dynamics became clearer. Prices needed to be collected on the market floor
in real time and be sent out almost instantly. This was commerce, and yesterday’s
prices were no good. Bringing that lesson into our technology development
process meant that we needed to give market actors the ability to develop and share
their own information, not just to receive government or project data. We began
building in the ability to send prices via SMS from anywhere. However, issues
related to content—trust, consistency, and timeliness—would show up again in the
near future. 

At about this time, it was announced that USAID would be funding a five-year
project called Market Information Systems and Traders Organizations in West
Africa, or  MISTOWA. The project would seek to increase trade volume in 13 West
African countries by supporting regional trade organizations. The parties bidding
for participation in the project had heard about the market information systems we
were building in Accra and came to visit. They included our product in their bid
to USAID, stating that a modern market information system was needed to
empower regional trade deals. Although government data-collection activities
were already planned, MISTOWA particularly liked our focus on the private trad-
ing of  bids and offers (not just market prices) as it complemented their strategy to
drive trade. 

I remember one critical conversation I had with Patrice Annequin of IFDC,
who was a key member of the MISTOWA team, as we started to work together and
shared prototype screens for the web platform. “Of course you know groups will be
key,” he said. When I pushed him further, he explained: 
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Trading isn’t about one big public market in the sense you’ve been work-
ing. It’s a maze of private networks and groups, all sharing different bits
of information with different actors. They may all be covering the same
commodities, but there will be multiple public and private prices. That’s
where the power will be. 

It made so much sense: if we could allow people to create groups, they could
share information among their own market networks. This was a complete game-
changer. At about the same time, Facebook was an emerging online force, and
within that context we saw the power of social networks. As an anthropologist by
training and having spent five years in Ghana, I could see the power of social net-
works at play every day in Accra. Social capital was everything—whom you knew,
whom you were connected to, news of funerals, christenings, parties, neighbor-
hoods, families—Africa has a “we” culture, not the “I” culture I was used to in New
York or London. When I considered the value of social capital in Africa and saw
the rise of social networking in the West, I wondered what would happen if you
could combine them online in commerce. 

MODEL 3: FACEBOOK FOR FARMERS 

“Facebook for Farmers” was a trite name, but it got the message across. Our model
remained clear—we would build the software and license it to others. The mobile
services would be hosted and managed on the Web in a cloud-based environment
over any Web-enabled PC. We wanted anyone to be able to access Esoko any-
where—on any SMS phone, in any cyber café—to send in market data. By now we
had MISTOWA up and running and had licensed the platform back to our friends
in Uganda, who were using it to enter and disseminate prices. 

Whereas Foodnet in Uganda was diligently uploading data into the system, the
same could not be said of MISTOWA. The latter was relying on associations and
individuals to do the work for them—people over whom they had little control. In
Ghana, we were never able to finalize a deal with the local Ministry of Agriculture
(MOFA) to join the project. Although I’m not sure why we didn’t get anywhere
with Ghana’s government and it puzzles me that they didn’t jump at the opportu-
nity, I realize that most of the ministry’s activities were designed around policy
planning, research, production and analysis. The Ministry didn’t see its role as a
commercial partner to active traders, so whether prices came in today or in two
weeks didn’t really matter. MISTOWA hired various “agri-NGOs” to provide Esoko
with market data, but this effort had mixed results. 

We quickly realized that it was all well and good to create a great software plat-
form, but if you couldn’t attract the right content it would be useless. We also real-
ized that MISTOWA was working hard to facilitate the content and to use the plat-
form, but it had no advertising budget. Unfortunately, this  is not uncommon for
development projects across Africa. Thus we found ourselves in quite a predica-
ment: for one thing, if the content was late or poor, no one would benefit, and even
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if we had great content, if no one knew about the service, no one would get the
benefits. 

MODEL 4: BUILD AND DEPLOY
The problem of content is what I had feared all along. The model would have

worked perfectly if our focus had remained exclusively on the technology and
there had been a ready market, but nobody wanted to create the content, and fewer
still wanted actually to go out into the market and drive usage, which is time-con-
suming, expensive, and was not one of our organizational strengths at the time.
What we learned about content at that point remains an essential lesson, one that
has stumped Google and many other companies that release great software but
don’t create content on the African continent, where there is little existing digital
content to leverage. Market knowledge is unstructured and uninformed in many
ways. The idea of creating a network of people to go out and count prices, get
offers, and profile people—in other words, to create meaningful content for
Esoko—was a strategy most startups could not even consider. But, in a different life
in a different place, I had worked with a team to do exactly that. In New York, after
hearing time and time again that it would be impossible to cover every music, arts,
sports, and theater event in the city, we did just that. We structured the data and its
collection in an efficient way with a digital-ready format. In fact, that was the secret
of our success and why Microsoft, CitySearch, and Capital Cities had all offered to
buy our firm—not because of our technology but for our methodology. 

I was convinced we could do the same, at least in Ghana. And so, leveraging
the MISTOWA contract, we convinced MISTOWA to pay us to collect data in
Ghana and  set up a network of market price watchers in 25 markets throughout
the country. At first we tried to use the government market watchers, paying them
something extra so we could manage them and hold them accountable for the
prices they sent in. We quickly realized, however, that although these civil servants
were comfortable (and talented) with observing prices, only half could transform
themselves into more active market and  technology roles. So we started hiring
young people, teachers—people connected to and living in the market who were
comfortable with the technology and keen to have a role in an exciting project. 

MODEL 5: WELCOME CLIENTS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES 

By 2007, we started to develop our own clients in Ghana outside the MISTOWA
contract. Two key clients—both much smaller in scale than the development proj-
ects we were already working with—emerged at this time and taught us important
lessons. 

The first was SEND, an NGO based in northern Ghana. Sponsored by
International Institute for Communication and Development in the Netherlands,
the group had been working with farming communities to build people’s skills and
capacity and to provide them with microfinance loans. They approached us to pro-
vide market prices as part of their intervention. Soon after, we worked with SEND’s
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field officers to profile the local farmers so we could deliver prices to them. We
already had built in the ability to set up automated SMS alerts for individuals,
which were customized to arrive on their phones on the day they wanted, in the
language they wanted, and in the currency they wanted. 

We had adapted our trainings over time, and the charismatic Mohammed
Mumuni, the SEND project manager, had aptly implemented them. It clearly was
important to enter communities through trusted agents, NGOs, and local opinion
leaders like Mohammed. Children also needed to attend the trainings so they
could help their parents read the messages, and it was critical to ensure that the
training groups represented women adequately, as about 52 percent of all farmers
in Ghana are women. 

A year later, I went to visit these communities and met with three different
groups. The program was not without challenges. Some people struggled with
using their phones, accessing messages, or ensuring that credit was available, and
some didn’t realize that SMS messages could come from other providers. One per-
son told me he didn’t understand one of our messages and I asked him to show it
to me: it read, “Interested in unlimited introductions to the opposite sex? Text
XXX.” I had to explain that not all messages came from our service . . . 

Nevertheless, when I sat talking with those farmers, the impact was clear.
Again and again they told stories about how they had benefited from the service,
which broke down into three main ways. First, they were able to negotiate a better
price with visiting traders. This probably was not only because they were receiving
better information, although that was evident too; it was also due to the format of
the information. It was written down in the form of an SMS message that could be
viewed and shared—proven, if you like. With that evidence at hand, the farmers
had gained confidence, which changed the dynamic between farmer and trader.
Second, some farmers said they avoided the local traders altogether and sent their
produce directly to markets like Kumasi and Accra, which were hundreds of miles
away. Again, it wasn’t that they couldn’t do this before, but now they had a constant
source of reliable price data. They were perfectly aware that they might not get
exactly the same prices but that this was generally the price of the market. 

The final way they were able to improve their business taught me a lesson
about literacy. I tiptoed around the issue at first. “I’ve been warned,” I started, “that
some people in your communities have difficulty reading . . . would you prefer it if
the phone spoke the message to you?” They all shook their head vehemently.
“Why?” I asked, totally perplexed. “Then it wouldn’t be written down,” they
responded. “We can save the messages, and we refer to last week and the week
before to see how the prices are moving. It helps us determine when we should go
to market.” At that point I realized that the actual written nature of these SMS mes-
sages was an advantage, and that these farmers were using the messages to analyse
prices and determine trends. 

There clearly was no lack of business acumen among this group of farmers.
They knew exactly what they needed to do; they had just needed the right infor-
mation. Their experience was a confirmation of everything we had been working
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for, and I raced back to Accra full of energy and excited about sharing it with the
team. We have seen the same outcome over and over again: having access to mar-
ket prices can help farmers improve their revenues. Some farmers can’t convert
metric measures into local measures, as they’re used to counting sacks or bowls,
and in some cases the prices aren’t useful because the rains didn’t come, but it’s a
clear and obvious intervention for which anecdotal evidence abounded. “I’ve
bought a fridge,” one said. “We bought more animals for my family,” offered anoth-
er, “and I’m sending my kids to school for the first time.” 

Based on the few data points we could extract, we estimated that these farmers
were realizing  about a 20 percent revenue improvement. This was  reinforced by
an independent study conducted in 2010 by CIRAD, a French organization that
tackles international agricultural and development issues, among cassava, maize, and
peanut growers, which confirmed a 10 percent improvement in revenues. Another
study of 1,000 households  by New York University was started in 2011 with results
due out in 2013, and is even more thorough. We believe that this will be the first
rigorous study to demonstrate the impact on farmers of having access to market
information via mobile, which represents a major step forward after decades of
failed efforts by organizations around the world. 

Another important lesson came from Agribusiness in Sustainable African
Plant Products (ASNAPP), which was to transform our thinking about how mar-
ket information tools could be used by businesses. ASNAPP is an association of
producers and traders that focuses on natural plant products—mostly those that
grow in the wild and are collected by the community. One such plant is voacanga
africana, a tree whose bark and seeds are used as a stimulant, among other uses.
We worked with ASNAPP selling them a group license to Esoko in 2008. Larry
Amekuse was in charge, and he diligently profiled his producers and traders in the
system and sent out SMS messages on behalf of the association. At one point, an
exporter asked Larry to enquire among the association members to help him
source voacanga. Larry sent out SMS messages quoting the offer and the price, and
the results were telling: the exporter was able to source the required product in 30
days rather than the usual 60. He also worked through one middleman instead of
three, and he increased his share of the export price by 20 percent while the pro-
ducers increased theirs by 5 percent. We suddenly realized that Esoko was not just
a consumer product farmers used to get prices and a few messages, but that it was
a business tool anyone could use to improve the efficiency of their supply chain.
This proof of concept came at the same time we were talking to organizations and
businesses about our farmer price service, and they were all asking for similar busi-
ness tools they could use themselves. 

MODEL 6: APPS FOR AGRIBUSINESS 

Developing a suite of tools that met the needs of businesses solved two key prob-
lems that were emerging for us: deployment and sustainability. As we had evolved
into collecting content and distributing the service, rather than just building a soft-
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ware platform, our costs increased substantially. We also had difficulty scaling the
service. We clearly were having an impact on the SEND farmers, but the service
didn’t seem to be spreading from farmer to farmer. It was difficult and expensive
for us to profile farmers and train them how to access and manage messages on
their phones, and there also was no easy way for them to pay us—mobile payments
were not yet in place (they still aren’t in every market), and the organizations we
worked with didn’t want to chase after farmers to collect pennies. We felt that if we
could build a suite of tools for businesses, the business owners could pay for every-
one in their value chain and then spread the technology and provide training to
suppliers with whom they had existing commercial relationships. In other words,
it would be in the self-interest of business owners to train their suppliers and get
them to use the service. Furthermore, they would primarily be uploading their
own content. 

At this stage, our technology had already grown to include prices, bids and
offers, and the ability to send out free-form messages. User profiles were classified
according to their location, markets, and commodities, and we recently had intro-
duced ways of grouping users on the system into specific networks — so that peo-
ple could share only certain information with certain people. Again, in the African
context, commercial capital was intricately tied to social capital. 

Our team had grown to about 10 people. I’d been able to attract an Italian soft-
ware expert and American deployment specialist, another American entrepreneur,
and we had a great group of Ghanaian, Senegalese, Nigerian, and Beninese who
were driving administration, testing, and programming. It was an exciting time,
and we were beginning to burst at the seams. We started taking over more offices
at BusyInternet and our revenues were healthy. I was surprised that the Esoko idea
had moved so quickly and attracted so much attention in so little time. We defi-
nitely had momentum, and we soon were offering the product and services to
clients across Africa. We also won an award from the World Summit on the
Information Society for the most innovative e-content program. 

Two key meetings we held in Ghana drove a critical business evolution. One
was with a lively Lebanese-Ghanaian trader, Raj Najar, who had a tilapia farm. He
was working with another USAID project to look at locally sourcing maize feed for
his fish, and he had set up some demonstration farms where he was trying to
increase farmers’ yields. His heart was in driving the local Ghanaian’s maize pro-
duction so he could buy locally, but he couldn’t rely on them. “I don’t know what’s
planted or what the crop will be like this year, so I just buy from Argentina: fixed
date, fixed quantity, fixed quality—I can actually drive my business off that,” he
explained. “I cannot skip a day feeding my fish!” Raj asked if there were any way
we could use our SMS system in reverse:

Instead of pushing information to the farmers, can’t we get them to tell us
stuff? I can’t scale my demo farms and interventions by visiting them, so
I need to use something fast and cheap to check that they’re doing what
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they’re supposed to be doing at the right time in the crop cycle. I want to
ask them a question by SMS and have them respond yes or no.

He needed a way to check whether farmers had planted on time, or if they’d
weeded or applied fertilizers according to schedule. It was a fascinating conversa-
tion—and a game-changer for Esoko. I suddenly realized that it wasn’t so much
about pushing information out to farmers as it was to get information from them.
The concept was confirmed at a different meeting, this one with Stallion Group in
Ghana,5 at which we discussed its desire to build a rice mill in Ghana. The Stallion
Group said it “couldn’t take the risk of leaving the factory idle for a day or a week—
there’s no transparency on the market here, there’s no security of supply.” This con-
versation echoed Raj’s problems about sourcing maize, and for me it went to the
heart of the dysfunction in Africa’s agricultural sector. I even discussed the ‘buyer
risk issue’ with Archer Daniels Midland who were keen to enter the African mar-
ket but examining the risks.  If we could create more transparent value chains in
agriculture to help larger businesses identify a more constant and predictable sup-
ply of raw materials, there would be much stronger motivation for farmers to pro-
duce and less risk to all parties involved. This would improve production, yields,
and revenues at both ends of the value chain—an exciting thought. After a few
more meetings with Raj and one of our most talented developers, Xose Ahlijah, we
had the outline of our first critical business app innovation—a form of crowd-
sourcing/polling via SMS. Sure, there were questions—about incentives, whether
farmers would respond, if we could ask the right questions, whether the heuristics
in the system could interpret the answers and map results—but I was convinced
that the value of the information flow would lead us to develop an appropriate sys-
tem.

It was now late 2008, and Esoko had clients in Sudan, Tanzania, Madagascar,
Afghanistan, Burkina, Ghana, Cote D’Ivoire, and Mali. It became clear that we
needed a more powerful and scalable software architecture to support all of this
growth. Esoko had been through so many modifications that it was beginning to
suffer and bugs were all too frequent, so the team was tasked with building a new
system. It was no surprise—innovation requires iteration, and iteration in software
has to be managed carefully. The new Web application was built under Andrea
Biardi’s leadership, and we also built a powerful, and open, application program-
ming interface that we envisioned third parties accessing to add new applications.
And, finally, the new Web interface was built around networks of people, not
around countries or multiregional programs—an important shift for the product
that was based on what we’d learned in the market. 

At the same time, we recognized that Esoko itself had changed and that we
were now dealing with farmers, traders, governments, projects, NGOs, and
agribusinesses. Therefore, we decided not just to rebuild the platform but also to
relaunch the brand. Up to that that time we were branded as TradeNet, which we
now felt was too English and too focused on literal trade. While traveling with one
of my colleagues, Sarah Bartlett, in Tanzania, we learned that soko means market
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in Swahili; we liked how it sounded so we registered esoko. It rolled off the tongue
and actually had a meaning, and to anyone who didn’t speak Swahili it was one of
those fun names that worked well and we hoped would grow into a brand. By 2010
we had formally launched Esoko. 

MODEL 7: CONSULTING AND FRANCHISING TO SCALE

We continued to hire senior managers, and by late 2010 we were up to about 40
people  and suffering all the challenges encountered by young companies that have
grown quickly.6 Moreover, we were a complex business whose activities cut across
deployment, technology, and support in multiple languages and countries, with
value propositions for a varied number of clients. The key challenges we faced were
keeping our focus, delivering on our product, and staying financed. Despite the
early indications that we were onto something that would have a significant impact
on farmers, results were disappointing. The service was difficult and expensive to
deploy and we were struggling to scale it. Moreover, with the focus shifting from
market prices to business apps, we had simply tried to run faster than we could.
Being too ambitious caused us to build a lot of functionality that didn’t serve any-
one well. 

We began to license the technology platform to partners around Africa, who
would then deploy it themselves as franchises or by selling subscriptions to indi-
viduals and organizations in their local markets. Prices ranged from $18 per year
for an individual to $8,000 for a large organization. This was the best method we
could come up with to be able to remain consistent in each market, rather than to
come and go as development projects seemed to do. Each individual franchise was
to be responsible for seeding the platform with basic content and then selling
licences and consulting services to clients. We came up with a detailed financial
model and business plan that assumed each country franchise could become prof-
itable after three years. 

As noted above, Esoko at this point was offering not only a sophisticated
cloud-based mobile platform but also, under Laura Drewett’s leadership of the
partner support team, a suite of consulting services and support and a business
model for sustainability. The consulting revenue ended up being 75 percent of our
global revenue, something we would never have expected in the earlier days.
However, as we learned about deployment—data collection, negotiations with
mobile operators, sales to different clients, trainings, etc.—we realized that we were
one of  the only organizations with this capacity. We decided to host an annual
partner conference in Accra where our deployment partners could come together
and learn from each other. Although the new mobile technology was exciting, it
was also filled with unknowns, and these gatherings were (and still are) invaluable
to each partner. 

Despite technical hiccups and some overreaching, the potential impact of our
innovation was clear to several investors. Back in 2009, we’d been lucky enough to
attract a large angel investment from an imaginative philanthropist, Jim Forster,
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who had been seeking interesting for-profit models with the potential to have a sig-
nificant social impact. In  2011 we were able to attract an additional $2.5 million
in financing from the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Soros
Economic Development Fund (SEDF). We weren’t at all a typical investment for
these two, but Jason Downes of IFC and Ben Matranga of SEDF both saw the
potential intervention that an Esoko platform could provide across value chains in
Africa. They recognized the difference between the hype and the reality about
mobile, and they saw the foundations the Esoko team had been laying to deliver a
great product with appropriate support that could have an impact on a massive
scale,  reaching millions across the continent and perhaps beyond. 

Currently, in mid-2012, we have around 90 people in Ghana working on tech-
nology, supporting clients, providing strategic consulting, and project planning.
We’re collecting data around the country and, through partners, all over the conti-
nent. We’re in nearly 900 markets and carrying almost a million prices in the sys-
tem. Our product focus and technical capacity have never been stronger.

The new variable we’re struggling with today—and what may well end up
being Model 8 in this story—is voice services. Farmers have indicated that they
need a phone number to call to support the service, but we don’t know whether it
should be merely a customer support line to help subscribers with their configura-
tion or service, or whether it should provide market information and agricultural
advisory services that can’t be delivered easily over SMS or for people who are chal-
lenged by SMS messaging. Finding the right strategy for a company often is
defined by what it has the strength to leave out rather than what it includes. For
Esoko, the challenge going forward will be to find the right balance between tools
and content for our many types of clients.

LESSONS LEARNED

We have learned countless lessons through this journey that are worth sharing.
Here are three of the most important. 

Building software anywhere is difficult, but particularly in Africa.
I’ve been involved in building innovative software products since popular use of
the Internet began, around 1995, and have had the pleasure of working with great
teams of engineers, thinkers, and enthusiasts in New York, Los Angeles, London,
and Accra. We defined and built our products around ideas that were highly iter-
ative as the industry and markets were maturing. Wherever you are, you need to
involve your team every step of the way. They need to understand and have a role
in the product development process, and they need to know who your customers
are and why they will want what you’re building. 

In Ghana, it’s difficult to find great software talent, but we were lucky to start
with some talented developers and to build an outstanding team over time. We had
to work hard to retain talented individuals, as their abilities were in short supply
and they were constantly being approached by people from the burgeoning bank-
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ing and telecom sectors, and some went abroad to find other work. Adding to this
was the fact that in Ghana, both informal and formal education teaches students
to respect authority and elders, which has the effect of discouraging young people
from questioning as much as they should. That’s a serious disadvantage in software
development, where the best developers are people who see things differently and
question everything.  The acceleration of software development in Africa, particu-
larly in Kenya, is relatively recent and can largely be attributed to the ascendance
of mobile communications and the emergence of mobile apps. The landscape is
changing rapidly, and it won’t be long before we see some game-changing innova-
tions that are home grown and can be scaled successfully. 

The public sector is a difficult but necessary partner.
It’s been a difficult journey, particular in dealing with governments and develop-
ment partners and projects. Before starting Esoko, I had worked exclusively in
business and the private sector, and I entered this new space thinking naively that
there would be a clearly defined market and motives that could be understood. I
found, however, that the public sector isn’t really subject to a traditional market in
the way we understand it and it is not simply building products that the market will
accept or reject or reward with revenue. Development projects across Africa are
driven by a different set of factors, largely political or moral, and are seeking to
address needs that the market has failed. It’s truly an undemocratic process. Most
of the individuals I’ve come across in this sector are well intentioned and smart,
but few of them have run a business or been subject to the rigors of the market. It’s
been unpredictable, expensive, and confusing. To be sure, these organizations rep-
resent public money and require complex bureaucratic processes to safeguard
those funds and demonstrate their impact. Thus they compel their partners to
adhere to strict deliverables and not waiver—which is nothing less than a death
wish in a fast-paced, iterative industry like software innovation, where change is
more often than not the required path to success. I believe disruptive technologies
are born in iterative and adaptive organizations—the very thing the development
world is scared of (or even prevented from) funding. It does appear that the tide
may be turning, however, as USAID and others are now trying to attract private-
sector innovation in development. 

Aside from these criticisms, we certainly acknowledge that the involvement of
the public sector in projects like Esoko is critical, and we’re learning how to
describe and structure those engagements more effectively. Although private busi-
nesses throughout Africa are intrigued by the Esoko model, it often is hard for
them to commit significant resources and push a product to scale when the busi-
ness model remains unproven and they’re busy operationalizing their existing
models. This is where patient capital and pump priming is essential. With a shared
vision of where this market is going, the public sector can be convinced to support
projects, but to get it on board, innovators will need to learn the language of
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engagement: matching funds, gender policies, sustainability, private/public part-
nerships. There really is a whole language out there, a whole world. 

Keep it simple, go slowly, stay focused.
In contrast to the heady days of the dotcom bubble, there is no such frenzy in this
sector. Agriculture has struggled to spark the compelling engagement that has
characterized health development interventions; it’s easy, for example, to relate and
respond to such problems as infant mortality. Agriculture is more complex, hard-
er to reach, and calls for a longer engagement. I’ve had the luxury of time to work
with my team and my partners and to try different approaches, to experiment, and
to come back to try something new. This article, for example, describes several dif-
ferent models of Esoko that evolved over just five years! Time has been on our side
and we’ve survived, but I believe we were too ambitious in building such a complex
technology, too ambitious in sequencing business applications, too ambitious in
thinking our service would spread virally among farmers and projects and busi-
nesses. Our focus now, and always has been, is to continue to determine where the
energy and direction of the community lies and where results can be demonstrat-
ed. 

IMPACT
Esoko’s impact started with the farmers and remains with them. Our goal

always has been to see more money in their pockets. We have witnessed farmers
improving their revenues and changing how and where they access markets, which
we believe is of global consequence now more than ever, given the pressure on the
global food supply. We also have seen the interesting but unintended impact dis-
ruptive technologies always brings, with small hints that transparent market pric-
ing can minimize domestic disputes. More broadly, studies are expected to be
released in the coming year that will demonstrate improvements in revenue for
farmers who have accessed prices via SMS. Over time, we’ll see more sophisticat-
ed content services such as weather reports, bids and offers, and agricultural tips
all demonstrating some impact. We estimate that there could be a one-time jump
in revenues of about 20 percent. Across 600  million people in Africa, that’s enor-
mous.

There also will be an impact on the entire agricultural value chain. We’ve
already seen an exporter who got a 20 percent improvement in his final export
price and reduced time to delivery by 50 percent. This result has been echoed in
Malawi, where traders are using SMS to send out messages to farmers, saving them
the costs of advertising, calling, or visiting, and also improving the speed with
which they can use their capital to source, sell, and buy new product in the mar-
ket. In Malawi, an early study of a midsized trading business that was using Esoko
suggests that an increase in revenue of $350,000 over five years is possible. For a
small agri-business in Africa, that’s enormous. 
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Another of Esoko’s goals is to have an impact on the information and commu-
nications landscape of Africa. Widespread deployments of technology that are
conceived of and built and coded entirely on the continent will soon emerge.
Esoko is one of the first, and it hopes to inspire many across Africa by demonstrat-
ing that innovations can be rolled out cost effectively across multiple countries and
can change people’s lives. I’m also optimistic about the impact our example could
have on how the rest of the world perceives Africa—showcasing a brilliant team in
Accra and successful franchisees around the continent are just the kind of stories
Brand Africa will thrive on.

Finally, we hope to have an impact on our development partners and to reward
our brave early investors, SEDF and IFC. We hope that, through engagements like
Esoko, our development partners will take a more commercial approach to market
interventions, seeking payments and revenues,  and thus listening  more intently to
the voices of those who they seek to serve. I can’t help but think of the powerful
role information played in the Arab Spring. I see the same thing happening in
African agriculture—greater transparency, greater empowerment, a voice for all.
That’s the promise of technology and innovation. It just takes some dreamers to
give it a go.

1. International Food Policy Research Institute. Available at http://www.ifpri.org/publication/agri-
culture-s-critical-role-africa-s-development. 

2. Population Reference Bureau. Available at
http://www.prb.org/DataFinder/Geography/Data.aspx?loc=246.

3. McKinsey. Available at http://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/Sizing_Africas_business_opportuni-
ties_2633.

4. FAO. Available at http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/74192/icode/.
5. Stallion Group is one of West Africa’s largest business conglomerates.
6. Our team included Laura Drewett to head our partners team, Ernest Osei-Poku to lead the prod-

uct team, Patrice Aye to lead international sales, and Nana Kofi Bobbie-Sarfo to lead engineering.
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Sri Lanka is often referred to as the Pearl of the Indian Ocean. Resplendent in nat-
ural beauty and diversity, the island nation is richly resourced in terms of its high-
ly literate and connected population of 21 million and an economy that is grow-
ing annually by more than 8 percent. Sri Lanka’s mobile penetration rate is near
100 percent, while the literacy rate and level of awareness of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) are approximately 91.9 percent and 50 per-
cent, respectively, as of 2010.1 Sri Lanka joins the nations of Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Iran, Maldives, Nepal, and Pakistan to form the geo-
economic region of South Asia. 

Despite its intrinsic structural strengths, sustainable social and economic con-
structs, and the presence of an emerging powerhouse in the form of the Indian
economy, the South Asian region nevertheless has a low Human Development
Index (HDI) rating.2 South Asia’s lagging performance in terms of raising its HDI
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rating somewhat belies the long-term competitiveness of a region that has shown
strong potential in terms of emerging economic prosperity. The median Gini coef-
ficient for South Asia of approximately 40 underscores the assertion that the
region’s HDI is the result of the economic inequalities prevalent in South Asian
countries, which in turn dilute the positive factors of globally competitive literacy
levels, connectivity, and economic growth.3

With its vastly unequal income distribution, South Asia is home to approxi-
mately one-half of the world’s illiterate adults and a nearly equal proportion of the
worlds’ poor, defined as those living on less than US$1 a day. Policymakers, civil
society, and public- and private-sector organizations in the region are actively
implementing both orthodox and innovative strategic interventions that confront
the challenges referred to above and leverage the potential of the region’s embry-
onic markets to create a more egalitarian and competitive society in South Asia. 

South Asian markets are typically bipolar in nature, in that they have a sub-
stantial cosmopolitan and globalized top of the pyramid (ToP) segment, which
exists alongside but in great contrast to the numerous middle of the pyramid
(MoP) and bottom of the pyramid (BoP) communities, which tend to be heteroge-
neous and complex in terms of structure and diversity. The divide between these
segments of society are typically multidimensional, and they manifest as asymme-
tries across many essential areas of human development, including but not limit-
ed to education, health, commerce, and information. Given the economic dispari-
ty prevalent in such social constructs, innovative intervention clearly is an imper-
ative and will require energetic and decisive leadership from both government and
the private sector. 

On the flip side, the existence of globalized (ToP) segments, connectivity
infrastructure provided through mobile telephony, and an increasing affinity for
the use of  ICTs provide a fertile and opportunistic backdrop for the achievement
of quantum advances through innovative interventions. There is a ripe opportuni-
ty to leapfrog the HDI by exploiting enablement platforms based on ICTs in gen-
eral and on the ubiquitous “mobile ecosystem” specifically. In this context, the
omnipresence of the mobile device in its various and pervasive manifestations as a
potentially life-changing tool should be viewed as an epochal social innovation.
The mobile ecosystem undoubtedly has the power to drive the transformation of
economic outcomes through the consumption of socially empowering services,
such as mobile services, and to contribute significantly to the achievement of
development goals. 

The underlying movement toward sustainable development derived through
ICTs implies that information is power. Nowhere is this aphorism more appropri-
ate than in developing countries, where innovation and investment can work
together to eradicate socioeconomic asymmetries in the drivers that promote eco-
nomic development. The eradication of asymmetries in trade and commerce
through the innovative use of mobile technology in particular presents an oppor-
tunity to deliver sustainable social and economic dividends in the South Asia
region. A pre-requisite for the efficacy of such an approach would however be the
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presence of a constituency at the ToP which is competitive on a regional and glob-
al scale, presenting the eradication of asymmetries across the economic pyramid
as an opportunity to achieve deeper mobilisation of human potential and associat-
ed elevation of HDI. Sri Lanka is a country well endowed with the fundamental
economic constructs of a ToP constituency that is globally competitive. This
strength, combined with the country’s high level of mobile connectivity, presents
the opportunity to mobilize a significant part of the population by eliminating tar-
geted asymmetries. 

MOBILE AS THE GREAT LEVELLER: THE DIALOG ETHOS 

Established in 1995, Dialog Axiata PLC was Sri Lanka’s and South Asia’s first GSM
network (or global system for mobile communications) and is now Sri Lanka’s
leading mobile service provider. It is also the principal proponent of inclusive con-
nectivity based on the digital empowerment of communities. Dialog’s journey was
underpinned by an organizational conviction to apply the very latest in ICTs to the
Sri Lankan context. This conviction has been vindicated by the consistently signif-
icant outcomes emerging from the adoption of Dialog’s innovative services by the
targeted communities. 

The techno-economics that underpin modern connectivity technologies in
general, and mobile telephony in particular, have enabled the related technologies
to act as transformational vehicles with the potential to deliver socioeconomic par-
ity in emerging markets. Dating back to 1995, Dialog viewed mobile telephony as
having immense potential to transform livelihoods by providing affordable and
accessible connectivity, not only in terms of peer-to-peer communication but also
as a digital bridge that could alleviate asymmetries in information, commerce, and
knowledge. Spurred on by a series of positive outcomes in the form of sustainable
business returns as well as larger socioeconomic dividends delivered via mobile
telephony in Sri Lanka, Dialog has remained enthused and convinced that ICTs
can indeed transform lives, livelihoods, and businesses, provided they are applied
with close adherence to underlying principles of inclusion. In keeping with the
potentially transformative role they could play in the development of nations, we
see ICTs in their broadest context, including but not limited to being drivers of
multisector inclusion, globalization, electronic commerce and trade, efficient gov-
ernment, and plurality in access to broader opportunity and fundamental rights. 

Today Sri Lanka continues to lead the South Asian region in mobile penetra-
tion, 95 percent, and our team at Dialog draws  fulfilment from the fact that the
company’s catalytic role and game-changing approach to inclusive business has led
to the creation of a sustainable business. Dialog assesses its sustainability in terms
of triple bottom-line delivery that includes attractive economic returns to stake-
holders, multidimensional inputs to community development and empowerment,
and helping to achieve a favorable ecological footprint through the spread of infor-
mation in ICT-engaged societies. Today Dialog serves a subscriber base in excess
of 7.5 million Sri Lankan citizens and enterprises. Driven by a young, determined,
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and enterprising team and the support of a resilient shareholder, Telekom Malaysia
International (now known as Axiata Group Berhard), Dialog rose from being the
last entrant to the market in 1995 to be the market leader in 2000. The company
had secured a greater than 60 percent market share by the 2005, at which point it
was listed on the Colombo Stock Exchange, the country’s largest IPO to date.
Dialog passed a significant milestone when it became the country’s first billion
dollar market-capitalized company. While corporate results tell their own story,
the team at Dialog is proud of the fact that the company was among the first mobile
telecommunications operators in the region to espouse and vigorously implement
an inclusive business model for mobile telecommunications. This ensured that
modern GSM technology was affordable and available to as many people as possi-
ble. Dialog credits its inclusive approach to shared value creation as the basis of the
company’s ascension as a market leader within such a short time.

THE DIALOG NOMENCLATURE OF “INCLUSION”

Dialog was early in recognizing its potential to digitally empower every citizen
across Sri Lanka’s socioeconomic pyramid. Supporting inclusive digital empower-
ment implied that we looked beyond business-as-usual imperatives to position our
intrinsic frame of reference to encompass all segments of society, regardless of the
present viability, and to focus on providing affordable, accessible, and applicable
digital services through multisensory connectivity. 

The company’s ethos of inclusive digital empowerment aims to deliver innova-
tive solutions across value chains, products, and services. The inclusive business
models Dialog has crafted have endeavored to scale the most pervasive and
enabling attributes of the mobile phone in particular and ICTs in general, so that
all Sri Lankans will have an equal opportunity to enrich their lives and livelihoods
through the use of relevant ICTs. The concept of inclusion at Dialog is embodied
in its thrust to deliver a judicious interplay of mobile-based services and value
additions that have a high degree of affordability, availability, applicability, and
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affinity (trust and cultural connect) for the communities they seek to serve. 
Dialog nomenclature further coins the aforementioned four-pronged focus as

a 4A’s model of inclusion. The delivery of our model centers on the pragmatic pro-
vision of inclusive access in terms of the ubiquity of basic service and device offer-
ing, enriched by relevance, life value, and cultural connect. Simply providing
access won’t make these models work. Other aspects such as relevance to people’s
lives across the economic pyramid, creating real value, and mobile ecosystems that
are culturally appropriate are essential for positive results.

Our 95 percent penetration level is evidence that the digitally empowered soci-
ety provides a potent channel for countering asymmetries in socioeconomic devel-
opment drivers. Dialog emphatically believes that inclusion is a fundamental tenet
of economic development and that the paradigm of connectivity should extend to
all other enablers of social and economic development, including commerce, edu-
cation, healthcare, and information. In this context, Dialog sees connectivity as a
fundamental enabler of broader inclusion. Relative to the passive (traditional)
modes of information exchange, mobile technologies have unparalleled strengths
in this area, such as authentication, availability, multimodality, location sensitivity,
online connectivity, and potential transaction delivery. These potent characteris-
tics make the mobile an active and intelligent information-exchange tool in the
hands of the citizen capable of creating cross-sector inclusion.
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The enabling channel created by the mobile phone is positioned to overcome
physical and notional legacy infrastructure boundaries to deliver life-enhancing
services. Legacy infrastructure such as roads and buildings that are comprised of
physical matter take time and significant capital to build and update. The inherent
inertia built into such physical infrastructure systems impedes growth and devel-
opment. Inclusive mobile platforms and ecosystems, however, can be scaled rapid-
ly to leapfrog these challenges and deliver digital services to enhance life, particu-
larly in rural parts of the developing world. 

The realization that we had created such a potent and ubiquitous channel of
empowerment through our inclusive approach to providing a basic service was
gratifying and exciting. We were quick to acknowledge, however, that we had only
scratched the surface in terms of harnessing the potential of citizen empowerment.
For instance, critically examining financial or commercial inclusion through the
lens of the four A’s revealed that we still had a long way to go in achieving inclusive
adoption. For example, achieving inclusive adoption in financial and/or commer-
cial services via a mobile platform would need to advance significantly along one
or more of the four A dimensions. 

In a broader South Asian context, this acknowledgment is backed by the fact
that, although mobile penetration is six to eight times greater than fixed Internet
penetration in South Asia, the mobile share in online commerce is only about 10
percent. Moreover, the mobile share of ad-spend is only 0.7 percent, which under-
scores the assertion that mCommerce penetration is lagging far behind the mobile
telephone as a tool for connectivity that is accessible to all strata of the socioeco-
nomic pyramid. 
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THE CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY 
OF INCLUSIVE DIGITAL SERVICES

Dialog viewed the gap between the pervasiveness of basic services and the relative
under-penetration of a broader set of inclusive digital services as a singular oppor-
tunity to create shared value for citizens and the economy alike. Dialog was thus
spurred on to the next phase of inclusion, which included the construction of an
axiomatic digital bridge capable of delivering life-enhancing digital services to the
largely digitally empowered Sri Lankan population. While our efforts in support of
this hypothesis were focused primarily on finance, commerce, and trade, we also
gave attention to building scalable digital service formulations for delivering edu-
cation and healthcare services. Our actions were motivated by an agenda for driv-
ing development that was linked to the application of ICTs and digital services
across the socioeconomic pyramid. In the context of the accelerated development
aspired to in the Sri Lankan context, our agenda was further conditioned on sus-
tainability and inclusive (as opposed to divisive) development. 

Dialog was consistent in its belief that an information society consisting of
connected and digitally empowered citizens provides fertile ground for social
change and for achieving sustainable development dividends. In its efforts to seed
an information society, Dialog embarked on multiple digital-service initiatives and
deployed an array of innovative integrated mobile solutions aimed at addressing
national development challenges that promised parity dividends to Sri Lankans at
large. These initiatives, which spanned the education, agriculture, trade, and bank-
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ing sectors, were designed to leapfrog infrastructure and capacity by taking advan-
tage of the pervasive and enabling attributes of mobile. We were optimistic that the
combined outcomes of these inclusive solutions would contribute to a quantum
change in the way Sri Lankans accessed financial and banking services, commod-
ity prices, market information, and educational content. We believed that inclusive
delivery of these services would alleviate prevailing asymmetries in the availabili-
ty, affordability, and adoption of these fundamental drivers of economic and social
development. 

The related ICT innovations Dialog seeded underscored the company’s convic-
tion that wireless technologies are inherently inclusive and that these technologies
are capable of delivering bullish outcomes in terms of consumer surplus, narrow-
ly understood, and in terms of socioeconomic and human development more
broadly. These initiatives also framed our public policy positions on key develop-
ment issues related to the acceleration of e- (and m-) readiness, economic empow-
erment, and equitable access to education and healthcare services through the dig-
ital empowerment of the citizen. While Dialog’s portfolio of citizen empowerment
solutions was designed with the base of the pyramid in mind, these solutions were
underpinned by robust business case scenarios that ensured they were integral to
Dialog’s core business and long-term sustainability. 

BRIDGING INCLUSION GAPS AND SECTORAL ASYMMETRIES

The first step in bridging asymmetries through the deployment of digital services
was to identify what inhibited the creation of markets through ICT enablement.
Given that we were in the early phase of investigating domains in the country and
region, our efforts seldom benefited from prior knowledge. Hence, our approach
centered most often on outcome-based learning through a suite of pilot implemen-
tations of need-specific digital services. The first lesson we came away with early
into the hypothesis-building phase was that of the four A’s, affordability presented
the lowest material barrier because the opportunity costs related to the transport,
time, and perishability of certain goods made the cost of digital services reasonably
competitive. Availability also proved to be a relatively benign barrier, due to the
proliferation of attractive mobile handsets with user interfaces that lent themselves
to purchasing effective digital services at an affordable price. Overall, the afford-
ability and availability of access to digital services via mobile devices was high and
presented the least significant challenges in terms of driving multisector inclusion
for digital-based services.

In contrast, applicability and affinity presented the principal challenges to
inclusion in a wider digital services context. Our lessons were derived from a com-
bination of inputs spanning the adoption and usage of a pilot system, market intel-
ligence, feedback on consumer behavior, and network data analysis. Zeroing in on
our focus areas of finance, trade, and commerce, applicability pointed directly to
useability and the effective fulfilment of at least a basic level of mobile-based trans-
actions. We also learned from global trends across similar markets that it was nec-
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essary to engage the entire mobile ecosystem downstream of traditional retail com-
merce ecosystems through fundamental connectors that closed the loop between
provision and consumption, such as mobile payment instruments. We also realized
the importance of integrating the flow of information related to commercial activ-
ity. For example, in order to decide what to plant, when to harvest, and where to
sell his or her crop, a farmer requires price information, crop information, and
transport information. The integration of this “information flow” is what we refer
to here. Providing one bit of information was not enough; to close the loop we
needed to integrate such information vertically across the value and supply chains
that were engaged in fulfilment. 

An associated but fundamental lesson was that if these value chains were to be
effective and to add economic value, they would have to span the economic pyra-
mid. It followed that the information, transaction, and fulfilment flow delivered
through the digital service framework should aim to provide a robust link between
the ToP and the BoP. Engaging the ToP was thus a fundamental enabler for the
inclusion of the BoP. The asymmetry we had to address was not limited to a dis-
tance and/or infrastructure arbitrage but also included the disparate economic and
commercial ecosystems at the top and bottom of the pyramid. Basically, we need-
ed to create a commercial and financial conduit between the mature trading econ-
omy at the ToP, which encompassed the triad of individuals, enterprises, and gov-
ernment and their counterparts and customers at the BoP. This finding was singu-
larly important, as it helped shape our understanding of the divergent way these
two segments of the economic pyramid made transactions using digital platforms. 

It was also fundamental to recognize that while the ToP interfaced comfortably
with existing e-platforms, inclusion of the BoP would require translating this inter-
face into an m-platform and a relatively simple last-mile interface. The bridge link-
ing these two segments thus had to seamlessly link the e-platform and m-platform
environments. This presented an opportunity  to create a link between supply and
demand markets across the economic pyramid through a digital service frame-
work that featured information, transaction, interchange, and fulfilment instru-
ments. It was also important that these instruments provide the translation
between the commercial and the last-mile contexts relevant to the respective seg-
ments. 

Other key themes that emerged under the aegis of establishing applicability
included mobile applications being centered on the needs of each community and
segment. We also learned that we needed to address the root causes of information
asymmetry as a precursor to enabling commerce and trade. Such context also
included adapting the local language to bridge asymmetries in English language
literacy. The need to tailor services based on language and interpretational context
cannot be overemphasised, as we found it to be a principal inhibitor to the uptake
of services. Equally important to the success of a mobile digital service ecosystem
was taking digital empowerment from the level of enablement to actualization at
the base of the pyramid. We found that, in some cases, actualization required going
beyond technological fixes and adaptation and challenged service providers and
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supporting mobile ecosystems  to rethink business models, risk-mitigation strate-
gies, and even regulatory paradigms. The most poignant examples of such service
reengineering are the regulation of proportionality-based regulation, and transac-
tion pricing with respect to the mobile money services that form the backbone of
inclusive commerce and trade. 

The pilot programs we initiated attempted to identify and expose barriers to
applicability and affinity, and to engineer services and ecosystems to circumvent or
bridge those barriers without compromising the targeted shared value creation.
The pilots also aimed to investigate the establishment of scalable and sustainable
business models, albeit within an inclusive formulation. 

BRINGING IDEAS TO LIFE

Tradenet (www.tradenet.lk) represents one of our significant forays into inclusive
commerce, in that it challenged a multitude of boundaries and barriers that were
inhibiting a trade and commerce linkage based on digital service between the ToP

Hans Wijayasuriya and Michael de Soyza

Dialog Tradenet
The Tradenet solution focused on empowering stakeholders through the multi-
faceted enablement platform provided by the mobile phone. Tradenet was
designed to establish equitable linkages between all strata of the economic pyra-
mid and to foster greater opportunities for inclusive and efficient trade. Tradenet
is also an inclusive source of trade information and an intelligent supply and
demand matching platform that delivers applicability and affinity to a wide spec-
trum of stakeholders across the economic pyramid. 

Tradenet maximizes inclusion by supporting multitechnology delivery and
last-mile engagement. Tradenet supports a range of access mediums, including
the Web, WAP (wireless application protocol), USSD (unstructured supplemen-
tary service data), SMS (short message service), IVR (Interactive Voice
Response), and a live-agent-supported call center. Tradenet facilitates informa-
tion delivery and interchange in three languages—English, Sinhala, and Tamil.
Functioning in the context of an access and user interface agnostic trading inter-
change, Tradenet facilitates the exchange of information and enables the trading
of goods and services using mobile and fixed telecommunications technologies. 

From an inclusion viewpoint, focusing on extending the trading ecosystem
to deliver applicability and affinity to BoP segments makes Tradenet a powerful
manifestation of the enabling potential of mobile in particular and ICTs in gen-
eral. The virtual marketplace features of Tradenet enable dynamic matching and
the alerting of buyers and sellers, trading of legal products and services, while
also providing reference prices on demand. The platform collects, collates, and
disseminates information related to products and services across a range of
parameters, such as price, quantity, category, geographical location. The
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and BoP. Dialog set out to build a tool that used the potential of the mobile phone
to bridge information asymmetry and to lower transaction costs for farmers and
other producers, as well as service providers and sole traders. We focused in par-
ticular on the agriculture sector during the design stage of Tradenet and have since
expanded to a wider portfolio of goods, services, and classified user-generated
trading content. The “green field” opportunity was centered on the fact that,
although Sri Lanka has a healthy mobile penetration level, use of the mobile for
fulfilling commercial transactions remained underexploited. As a result, citizens
typically expend considerable time, money, and effort to access markets and infor-
mation relating to the buying and selling of produce, services, and personal and
commercial products. This seemingly benign issue is exacerbated in the agricul-
ture sector, where information asymmetry among farmers results in relatively high
transaction costs. In their seminal work on the potential of ICTs to reduce trans-
action costs in the agriculture sector, De Silva and Rathnadivakara claimed that
smallholder vegetable and fruit farmers in Sri Lanka bear a 15 percent transaction
cost, of which the cost of information searches is 70 percent of total transaction
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Tradenet platform also has a quality and trust grading scheme that improves the
reliability of the information available in the repository. The Tradenet platform
is built on a suite of ubiquitous GSM and Web-based technologies that allow
seamless scalability and reach. The mobile-based interface is specifically relevant
within communities that display low levels of e‐readiness and, in contrast, rela-
tively high levels of m-readiness and an affinity for mobile-based information
exchange. 

Tradenet enables constituencies from across the economic pyramid—indi-
viduals, enterprises of varying sizes, aggregators, and trade associations/cooper-
atives—to post/display their intent to sell or buy goods via mobile phone, Web,
or agent-supported call center. The Tradenet system dynamically matches the
buyer (demand) with seller (supply) and pushes an SMS-based matching alert to
both buyer and seller with their respective contact details. Fulfilment of the
transaction occurs offline after negotiation, and due diligence is completed to
the satisfaction of buyer and seller. 

In the case of agricultural product negotiation and trade, interchange is fur-
ther facilitated by the provision of spot market rates derived from a government-
accredited content partner, Govi Gnana Seva, which assimilates real‐time mar-
ket prices using WAP-enabled mobile handsets from the Dambulla, Meegoda,
and Narahenpita wholesale markets, which are operated under the aegis of the
Ministry of Trade and Commerce. The spot market rates are made available for
over two hundred varieties of produce farmers, and agribusinesses can obtain
spot market rates for agricultural produce by subscribing to Dialog Tradenet
alerts, which are delivered on a periodic (daily, hourly) basis in the language
specified by the subscriber. 
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costs—that is the percentage of the total costs incurred by farmers.4

Tradenet was launched on December 22, 2009, at the Meegoda Economic
Centre, where it supported a rudimentary service that provided agricultural com-
modity price information from three agriculture produce aggregation and whole-
sale markets in Sri Lanka. In 2010, additional features were added to the Tradenet
system, including a buy-and-sell platform and the automated matching of buyers
and sellers. 

Tradenet, among the first and most functional and adaptive systems of its kind,
differs from peer systems due to its ability to match buyers and sellers dynamical-
ly based on their profile preferences. Tradenet was accordingly recognized as a cat-
egory leader on an international scale. In July 2010, Dialog Tradenet won the South
Asia-centric m-billionth award in the m-inclusion category for innovation excel-
lence in using mobiles and ICT’s for development. This regional success was fol-
lowed by global recognition at the World Summit Awards in the form of a gold
award in the m-inclusion and empowerment category. Recognition on this scale
vindicated Dialog’s belief that mobile was in fact a general-purpose technology
with the unique characteristics of pervasiveness, enabling improvement, and
spawning innovation. Through Tradenet, Dialog had tried to transform the
dynamics of micro and macro trade and commerce, enhance productivity, and cre-
ate new services and market channels. 

Hans Wijayasuriya and Michael de Soyza

Figure 5. The Dialog Infomediary framework to reach the BOP
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INCLUSIVE TRADE AND COMMERCE ENABLEMENT: 
THE JOURNEY AHEAD

Developing Tradenet to its full potential in terms of achieving game-changing out-
comes remains central to our ongoing work on the platform and its surrounding
ecosystem. The principal gaps remaining are the enablement and integration of an
inclusive payment instrument that enhances relevance (applicability) as well as
availability (reach), and, importantly, the enhancement of the system’s affinity
characteristics in terms of engaging with BoP communities. We believe that bridg-
ing these gaps will accelerate the transition from enablement to actualization, with
the system providing end-to-end fulfilment. Following the recent enactment of
progressive mobile payments regulation in Sri Lanka, Dialog addressed the first of
these gaps by introducing and integrating eZ Cash into Tradenet—the country’s
first mobile payment system led by a mobile operator. Robust linkages between
Internet and mobile-based payment protocols are supported by eZ Cash, which
also allows web-based payments to be made from a mobile phone and enables
peer-to-peer money transfers and payment for goods, services, and utilities.

In terms of the affinity gap, perfecting the engagement model at the BoP is fun-
damental to completing the fulfilment cycle, which in turn enriches the platform
with the trust and cultural factors that are key to trade and commerce interchange
in the emerging South Asian market. Dialog set about addressing this gap by cre-
ating a “human” last mile in the form of an “Infomediary“—that is, an intermedi-
ary who explains, demystifies, and presents information-based products and serv-
ices to BoP communities and target segments. Dialog built a network of such
Infomediaries, which was a direct response to the low level of digital service adop-
tion at the BoP. Dialog also drew inspiration from the microfinance industry and
leveraged its 25,000-member electronic retailer network to create a legion of social
entrepreneurs who had the potential to function as Infomediaries in their local
communities. The Infomediary development model was aimed at addressing the
affinity gap at the BoP and spurring the adoption of digital services. In this endeav-
or, Dialog collaborated with the International Finance Corporation to adapt its
world-acclaimed SME toolkit program to support Dialog’s thrust to create micro-
ICT entrepreneurs. Dialog and the International Finance Corporation conducted
several hundred workshop-based trainings across all regions of the country. The
training programs, which were branded Viyapara Diriya (Entrepreneurship
Empowerment), to date have trained over 5,000 retailers who have the potential to
function as Infomediaries and, hence, as ambassadors of digital services adoption.
The Infomediary initiative has also been supported by the GSMA’s mWoman ini-
tiative—a collaboration that has helped Dialog build a robust gender dimension of
the Infomediary network. Within the context of the overall development program,
the Infomediary candidate is given additional training on social etiquette, public
speaking, and community engagement, and is provided with a distinctive brand-
ing that brings prominence in the community to his or her role as a digital servic-
es evangelist. 
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Having bridged the principal gaps pertaining to mobile payments and the
affinity characteristics of the last-mile interface to the consumer, we believe we are
on the brink of converting enablement into the actualization of inclusive shared-
value delivery. We believe the environment has been created not only for cross-seg-
ment commerce and trade interchange, but also for the spawning of value-adding
and context-sensitive mobile apps that target the base of the pyramid. These value
additions, which lacked viability in the past due to the absence of a payment
instrument and of an Infomediary acting in the capacity of an adoption advocate,
could now benefit from the hard, soft, and human infrastructure established
through Tradenet and its ecosystem. Early results are very encouraging and augur
well for the future of the ecosystem that is gradually taking form and gaining
strength. 

We have learned that innovation is not always about doing something radical-
ly new. Innovation that delivers transformational outcomes can in fact be incre-
mental. Our approach to the testing of hypotheses, business models, and systems
has been focused on the paradigm that wireless technologies in general and mobile
in particular can have a transformational impact on the economic development of
nations by bridging asymmetries across a variety of socioeconomic development
drivers. While our efforts to innovate across the multiple dimensions of technolo-
gy, supply-chain dynamics, and market creation are still nascent and the results
modest, we are emboldened by what we have seen evolve over the development
period. 

The challenge and opportunity ahead is to track our progress and feed experi-
ence and information into the ongoing process of strategy development. We
believe this will ensure that the digital services ecosystem remains nimble and
adaptive to the demands of economy, society, and environment. We are ever mind-
ful of the delicate balance we need to strike between delivering economic outcomes
with achieving sustainable development. More importantly, we see this challenge
as an opportunity to draw from our innately forward-looking organizational cul-
ture to deliver socially innovative and inclusive multisensory ICT services, which
will lead toward the actualization of an information society. Emerging empirical
evidence on sustainability suggests that information societies are key to transition-
ing a low-carbon economy, thereby asserting the enabling potential of ICTs to
leapfrog development goals beyond notions of conjecture. The challenge ahead
should encourage development initiatives that are centered on leveraging and bal-
ancing the deployment of information and communication technologies so that
they directly and sustainably advance the HDI indicators of the global South. 

We believe ICTs will continue to transform the way individuals, enterprises,
and society at large work, interact, and communicate. ICTs will also determine and
fashion the development of inclusion and the bridging of asymmetries across a
wide range of life inputs. Our future thrusts will be focused on converting our early
work and tested hypothesis into actualized and measurable dividends for the
nation’s economy and society.

Hans Wijayasuriya and Michael de Soyza
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Seth Kigen stepped onto the brightly lit stage in Nairobi, Kenya, for an event that
was the culmination of the many weeks Seth and his partner had spent doing late-
night coding, hardware hacking, and thinking through business strategies. Each
year, entrepreneurs pitch their ideas on the Pivot East stage, the showcase for East
Africa’s best early-stage ideas for mobile apps and services. This year over 200
applicants from Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Rwanda were battling to see who
would walk away with the $10,000 prizes given out in each of the five
categories. Seth was just one of 25 people chosen to tell about their ideas and try
to convince a panel of judges, in addition to potential investors, media representa-
tives, and investors, that their team was worth betting on. 

Seth intended to win the $10,000 prize for his mPoultry system, which helped
farmers monitor their chicken brooders with a device comprising a microcon-
troller and three sensors for gauging temperature, light, and humidity. The first-
generation prototype plugged directly into the IDEOS—at approximately $80 the
world’s cheapest Android phone, often is referred to in Kenya as the IDIOT phone. 

Seth built mPoultry around the simple problem East African farmers had of
losing up to 80 percent of their poultry stock as a result of unmonitored brooders.
The mPoultry device sends text messages to a farmer when his brooders’ environ-
ment becomes abnormal, which allows him to adjust quickly to issues that other-
wise might not be caught for hours. A device like this could cut the time a farmer
spends monitoring his brooders by 50 percent, while also helping him raise health-
ier hens and cut losses by up to 90 percent.

But mPoultry did not win the competition. This year the overall winner came
from the entertainment category, where Ma3Racer took the prize with a Matatu
racing game that has been downloaded 150,000 times in over 200 countries. Last
year’s overall winner was MedAfrica, an app that enables patients and doctors to
communicate through mobile phones. 

What happened in East Africa to get all these startups on stage? The tech scene
in Kenya (and in Africa more generally) has grown significantly and uniquely, to
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some extent because of the distinctive East African environment. My colleagues
and I, all of whom are committed to fostering a bigger and more enabling tech
environment in Nairobi and throughout the region, have built institutions that
leverage the strengths of our corner of Africa and seek to address the weaknesses.
Here I tell the story of some of those projects—the iHub, the m:lab, and Pivot
East—and describe Africa’s tech environment, including the success stories that
have already or soon will come out of the region.

EAST AFRICA’S TECH ENVIRONMENT

There are only five or six cities in Africa that have the right make-up to be a tech-
nology hub. It takes a combination of location, talent, policies, entrepreneurial cul-
ture, infrastructure, and money. For my two cents, I’ll give you Nairobi, Lagos,
Accra, Cape Town, Cairo, and possibly Dakar. However, in any region there can be
only one city with the critical mass to be number one. In East Africa, Nairobi has
the advantage of location, climate, and a history of being relatively stable. The city
also has a lot of available capital, although most of it still goes into sure money-
makers, like land and buildings. Nevertheless, Nairobi has become a major hub for
mobile phone application innovation in Africa, providing a regional center with a
critical mass of quality programmers, universities, technology corporations, and a
government focused on information and communications technology (ICT)
growth, all of which are necessary for tech entrepreneurs to grow and flourish.

These factors have helped make Nairobi the first choice of many international
NGOs, including the United Nations Environmental Program, the only major UN
program headquartered outside the U.S. or Europe. This, of course, makes it
attractive to a lot of smaller NGOs that operate in Kenya and in more troubled
zones, such as Sudan, Somalia, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The
city has a steady stream of white SUVs that carry around the expats, who spend
money and provide white-collar jobs for local professionals. Nairobi is also an
attractive location for global tech companies, including Google, Nokia, Airtel,
Inmobi, Intel, Microsoft, and more. Hungry for tech talent, these businesses pro-
vide great value by training the next generation of business people and engineers. 

It isn’t easy to create or duplicate the right growth environment for tech, as it is
nuanced, organic, and grows over time through the aggregated acts of individu-
als. Much of what makes the Nairobi tech scene a success comes from its spirit of
harambee—a cultural dichotomy of competitive entrepreneurialism joined with a
community that works together—that is so much a part of Kenyan life. While
Kenyans enjoy healthy competition, they would rather work together and celebrate
each others’ successes, as they know that if they help each other along, more will
succeed and all will benefit. The grassroots entrepreneurs who engage in this
process are the people who feed the future. The young university graduates and
entrepreneurs crazy enough to reject a corporate job to try their hand at building
their own empire are the ones who need to be nurtured in ever greater numbers in
order to create to a foundation Kenyans can build on.

Erik Hersman
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Even with all its advantages and entrepreneurial spirit, Kenya wouldn’t be
where it is today without certain government policies and regulations. The coun-
try relies on its government leaders who are willing to make hard choices for the
future of the country, not for themselves or their cronies. Innovation often seems
almost inversely proportional to the amount of regulation in many countries. For
example, why does Nigeria lag in technology innovation despite its huge popula-
tion, or South Africa, which has the most capital? The answer is that the regulato-
ry climates for banking and telecommunications in these countries have ham-
strung their futures. Meanwhile, Kenya walks a fine line, with regulation loose
enough for new ideas to be tested and parameters that can be adjusted as emerg-
ing markets and business models reveal their strengths and weaknesses. The
MPESA story, discussed below, was made possible by regulators, including far-
sighted individuals like Dr. Bitange Ndemo, the country’s permanent secretary for
information and communications, and the leaders of the Communications
Commission of Kenya, who were willing to see beyond the status quo enjoyed by
the banks and let another model be tested.

THE IHUB AND ITS PROJECTS

When I look at the tech scene in Africa, I frequently ask myself which parts of the
technology ecosystem we own and which we rely on others for. I also wonder about
the core components that enable a country to own its technological future. Do we
build our own software or do we import it? Can we prototype and build our own
hardware, even if only on a small scale? Are we investing in our own startups, or is
that being done by foreigners? Are we producing our own researchers, or do we
turn to those from abroad to do that work for us? I do what I can here in Kenya to
act on these questions and hope that the model can eventually be used elsewhere.
The iHub, m:lab, and iHub Research are examples of my efforts that are focused on
local software, startups, and funding.

The iHub
If you go to the top floor of a four-story glass building along Ngong Road, one of
Nairobi’s main arteries, you’ll walk into the nerve center for all things tech in
Kenya: the iHub. The iHub is Nairobi’s innovation center, the place where the tech
community, industry, academia, investors, and government can meet, share ideas,
and collaborate. It looks much like any other office space in the world, with a little
bit of Nairobian flair. More than 50 Kenyan programmers and designers are among
the people one will meet during a day’s visit to the iHub, along with others who are
passing through—investors, people from the media, or traveling staff from Google,
Nokia, Facebook, and Twitter—but the mix of people might be totally different on
the next visit. In fact, there are over 8,000 iHub members, 250 of whom can use the
space at any one time, and iHub hosts more than 100 events each year. Kenya’s top
technology leaders and thinkers speak to the members frequently, and visiting
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leaders from the tech world include Nokia CEO Stephen Elop and Google vice
president Vint Cerf.

The existence of the iHub—not merely as a space but as a community com-
mons that reflects a shared vision of the future—provides a foundation for Kenya’s
current vibrant technology environment, which was built on the foundation of
those who have gone before. I, for example, am one of the founders of Ushahidi, an
organization that was formed in the midst of the post-election violence in Kenya
in 2008. Many of us put our time and effort into building and gathering informa-
tion during that difficult time in our country’s history, and we are part of the
Kenyan tech community.

A discussion took place at Barcamp Nairobi 2008, a tech “un-conference” the
community puts on each year, about how valuable it would be for Kenya’s tech
community to have a  space of our own. The founders of Ushahidi decided that we
liked the idea enough to fund it. It fit with our overall thoughts on being open, it
would serve as Ushahidi’s home in the region, and, most of all, we felt it would give
us a base from which we could use our good fortune to find and help the next start-
ups in Kenya. We needed a place that was flexible enough to be turned from a com-
munity commons into an event space. We wanted part of the space to house
rentable desks, where members could incubate new ideas and work together on
activities, and of course we included a coffee shop. Pete Owiti, one of Kenya’s top
baristas, opened Pete’s Coffee, which we consider the core of the iHub culture and
the place where people can sense the vibe of what happens here. Above all, the
iHub needed to be a place Kenyan techies were proud of, a place that was unique-
ly ours that we could show off to our friends from abroad. It had to have the feel of
being a high-tech community space one could find anywhere in the world, but
with a Kenyan flavor. And it is.1

The m:lab
At about the time we started iHub, we also helped to create the m:lab, a mobile
applications and services incubator serving the entire East Africa region. It
includes a testing lab, training room, boardroom, and offices used by the compa-
nies conceived in the space. The m:lab sits directly beneath the iHub, which pro-
vides m:lab with event space, as well as networking, administrative, and other serv-
ices as needed. Opened in June 2011, the m:lab currently has partnerships with
MIH Internet, Inmobi, Nokia, infoDev, and Samsung. The group behind the m:lab
is led by the iHub and also includes the Web Foundation, the University of Nairobi,
and eMobilis. The iHub and m:lab are environments where all corporate players
have equal access to the market and entrepreneurs who use the space have access
to capital and markets.

Other initiatives have emerged out of the iHub, including the iHub Research
arm that was started last year. It came about for two reasons. First, not enough
technology research was being done in Africa by African researchers, and we knew
we could create a space for that purpose. Second, it gave us the excuse to gather
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and present much-needed market information for the greater tech community that
would help them make better decisions for their organizations.

The iHub UX Lab and iHub Cluster
The newest additions, both of which came online in the summer of 2012, are the
iHub UX Lab and the high-performance computer cluster, the iHub Cluster, which
together fill a void not just in Kenya but on the African continent. In the software
space, design is one of Africa’s weakest points—not just web or mobile design but
product design. The problem is rooted in the lack of understanding or desire to
provide a better user experience. The secret to being able to provide better prod-
ucts is to do research on what users are looking for and how they are using tech-
nology in the first place. UX Lab thus will serve the entire region as a place where
companies and startups can learn about the user experience as they are thinking
about developing new products. This will take place through master-class skills
training, partnering with the world’s top UX experts, and providing the resources
for this to happen.

At the end of 2011, I was approached by one of the iHub Green Members about
building our own supercomputer. Outside of South Africa there is little to no
capacity on the continent for cloud computing, and few of the programmers in our
region have the skills necessary to work on and build this infrastructure. This
means that we have a severely limited foundation on which to build future servic-
es in an increasingly cloud-based computing world. We envision a few cases where
there will be a need for this: 
• Research and training opportunities for super computer enthusiasts and univer-

sity students
• Training people capable of being service reliability engineers
• Power-computing services for local content, such as video editing and produc-

tion 
• A host for parallel and resource-hungry applications, such as weather and

draught prediction and real-time information dispatch 
As with the UX Lab, the iHub Cluster provides a place where people can learn

what goes on under the hood of high-performance computers by building one and
learning how to use its power to solve big data problems. The iHub Cluster also
will be made available to local animation and ad agencies for rendering services.
We currently are looking at hardware and thinking about what it would look like
to have our own hacker space and tech shop in a model suited to Kenya. 

Like the m:lab, the UX Lab and iHub Cluster are located in the same building
as the iHub, and both are being built with the greater Kenyan tech community in
mind. Like all of the iHub initiatives, they only work when people from the com-
munity are a part of them.2
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Other Initiatives Driven by iHub 
The idea for Pivot East sprung from the m:lab. Early on we were trying to create a
showcase for the mobile apps that were being built in the region and to make it the
type of event that gave investors and media alike the excuse to travel to Nairobi. We
agreed that, if it worked, all profits would go to making the m:lab sustainable. 

The 25 Pivot East finalists are selected after a heavy elimination process, and
once selected they go through a further battery of workshops and one-on-one
meetings to fine-tune their business plans, presentation decks, and speaking
skills. We’ve just finished year two, and next year’s event likely will take place some-
where else, probably Uganda or Rwanda, as we aim to get more regional players
involved. 

The biggest gap in Africa’s tech scene is finding angel investors and seed capi-
tal. This gap has three main causes: a “lower hanging fruit” in land and buildings
for local investors, local investors who don’t understand the software space, and
international investors who don’t understand the region. Nevertheless, if you look
across the region you’ll see a handful of great tech companies and organizations
that have made it. They can be considered a success of innovation or of business,
or both. Everyone wants to be at the tip of this, but most are far below, the guys
who keep slugging away. They have some clients and revenue streams but they’re
not at the top—yet. That’s what we deal with in places like the iHub and m:lab—
the people at the bottom of the pyramid who are reaching for the top. They include
the scrappy startups that are risky and probably don’t yet have a solid business
model, and only a few will graduate into the small and medium enterprise (SME)
space above them. There is only one way to make the tip of the pyramid bigger and
to have more success stories in the tech space: the base of the pyramid has to
become broader.

Putting our money where our mouth is, in May 2012 we announced the
Savannah Fund, a Silicon Valley-style accelerator model we are bringing to Africa
and will tweak as needed to make it work for our region. It’s a small fund, just
$10,000, and most of the activity will consist of classes for five startups at a time
that are being brought on board and invested in. Each will get $25,000 for 15 per-
cent equity and have three to six months to prove themselves. Those that fail either
pivot or leave, and those that gain traction have a chance at follow-on funding. A
portion of the fund will be invested at the $100-$200 thousand range, where we’ll
look at follow-on funding for the qualifying startups in our program and at other
high-growth tech companies in the region. We’ll be looking throughout the region
for where to make these investments, from Rwanda and Tanzania to Uganda,
South Sudan, and Kenya. We already have raised half of the fund, which allows us
to start moving. The dealflow is growing and we’ve see places like the iHub pop up
in 15 other countries across the continent. There is MEST in Ghana, ccHub in
Nigeria, Bongo Hive in Zambia, iLab Liberia, ICE Ethiopia, ActivSpaces
Cameroon, and others, all of which are a part of the AfriLabs network. The next
generation of Africa’s tech entrepreneurs will come from these spaces.

Erik Hersman
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REGIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

I was recently asked, “How do you find innovators?” It’s an odd question really, one
that I hadn’t thought about before, but one that is worth thinking through. One has
to think about why innovations happen at all and what the power structures are
that allow them to be identified as innovative. After all, innovation is just a new
way of doing things that differs from what is currently the norm. There are status
quo powers at play in any industry, society, or business, generally legacy structures
that are set up for a time and place that needed that design. Consider how the
broadcasting and print media have been disrupted by the Internet, mobile phones,
and social media in the last 10 years. How about government? How about the
humanitarian space? How about the energy industry? All of these were  innovative
when they came into their own, decades and even centuries ago, but they now rep-
resent the status quo in both infrastructure and design. By their nature, they fight
to maintain the power structures that keep them in the position they hold, but
their relevance in their current state is in question.

In East Africa alone, where Internet connections were extremely rare just 15
years ago, we now sit on four undersea cables that pipe in massive amounts of
bandwidth. In 2002, Africa had just over 1 percent Internet penetration; it’s now at
36 percent. Ten years ago, only the richest people had mobile phones, with less
than 4 percent penetration in the market; today penetration is 67 percent. It goes
on: 87 percent of Nokia phones that cost under $100 are sold in emerging markets;
34 percent of Africa’s 313 million population is now considered middle class;
Ghana has the fastest growing economy in the world; and five of the ten fastest
growing economies are in African countries, including Liberia, Ethiopia, Angola,
and Mozambique. Finally, across the continent, future average GDP growth is
expected to exceed 5 percent.

Innovation starts along the edges, so it comes as no surprise that innovators
also are found in the margins of society. They are the misfits among us, those who
see and do things differently, who challenge the status quo and the power sources
that prop it up. Think about what you’re really asking for when you say you want
innovation in your space, because what you’re asking is for the outliers, the disrup-
tors, and the rebels to have their way. You’re asking for a new way of thinking and
doing. If you’re in a position of power within an industry, you’re likely going to be
upset along the way.

The typical example here is mobile money. As technology journalist Farhad
Manjoo has stated, “Nearly every startup working in payments is simply creating a
new front end for your credit card.” This is true if you live in the U.S. or Europe.
It’s also why MPESA is so important, as it represents both a new form and a new
source of mobile money. MPESA is a peer-to-peer money transfer system that frees
individuals from being tied to a bank. In fact, MPESA destroys the paradigm for
making payments as we know it. MPESA is big now too—big enough to garner a
lot of attention from the credit card companies and banks—with over 14 million
users in Kenya, 9 million in Tanzania, and hundreds of thousands in Afghanistan
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and South Africa. It now processes more transactions in Kenya than Western
Union does globally—somewhere in the range of 25 percent of Kenya’s GDP is
transacted on it. The banks have had a mixed response to this new technology,
which has created the need to innovate beyond the status quo, and represents com-
petition because the banks have to match MPESA’s simple transaction costs. The
credit card companies are watching closely too, and moving. MasterCard and Visa
both are working on mobile offerings in an effort to create links with mobile oper-
ators in order to bypass a would-be competitor. It’s a good thing MPESA happened
in Africa, as it offered a new way of thinking about money and payments without
the legacy baggage of banks and regulations meant for another century. 

Of course MPESA isn’t perfect. There is still the need for a payment system
that works across mobile operators and can be synced easily with any bank, if
needed; although some technologies achieve a semblance of this, there is a great
deal more to be done. Generally speaking, mobile network operators were highly
disruptive in the 1990s, but this has decreased steadily over the last decade.

Operators are no longer the offensive force of yesteryear; they’re instead put-
ting up barriers and defensive walls in an effort to hide and protect what they have.
Disruption today comes instead from the open Web. Whenever  operators attempt
to block to what users want, usually with a high price or restricted access to their
infrastructure, the Web finds a way to displace them. Examples abound—such as
location-based services, text messaging, video, and photos. There’s a reason oper-
ator revenue is shifting away from voice and SMS and moving toward data. The
products that got the operators where they are today are receding in relative value.
The user wants what’s available on the open Web, and that’s just not being provid-
ed by the operators. 

THE STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES OF AFRICA

While the world talks at great length about the shift of global power from the West
(U.S./Europe) to the East (India/China), Africa is overlooked. That works in our
favor—at least sometimes. Just a few of the ideas and products that have started in
Africa and been exported beyond the continent include MPESA, Ushahidi, and
Mxit. Africa’s innovative ideas are based on local needs, many of them stemming
from budgetary constraints, others from cultural idiosyncrasies. People from the
West often can’t imagine or create the solutions needed in emerging markets, as
they don’t have the context and do not understand the “mobile first” paradigm.

Throughout the world, the basic foundation of any technological success is
identifying a problem or a need, and then solving it. That is what is being done in
Africa. There are many different use cases and cultures, which means that there
will be many solutions. Some will be valuable only to local populations and won’t
scale beyond a country or region, others will go global. Those that succeed in
Africa will do so because they understand the nuanced life of Africans. Moreover,
African innovators hold on to a technology longer, experiment with it, even abuse
it. SMS and unstructured supplementary service data (USSD) are great examples of this;

Erik Hersman
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while much of the Western world has jumped onto the next big technology band-
wagon, really crazy things are coming out in emerging markets, like USSD
Internet, payment systems, ticketing, and more. 

Turning the world upside down has as much to do with accepting the idea of
localized success as it does with explosive global growth and massive vertical scale.
Places like Africa have the concept of horizontal scaling, where a product or serv-
ice is grown in smaller units but spread over multiple populations and communi-
ties, where smaller size has certain benefits. I talk a lot about horizontal versus ver-
tical scaling with my friend Ken Banks, as we look to scale our own products
(Ushahidi and FrontlineSMS) in a less traditional format. Entrepreneurs are driv-
en to scale, but the definition of scale in the West tends to be monolithic, creating
verticals that are incredibly efficient but that decrease resilience.

In this time of corporate and government cuts, when oversized companies are
propped up in order to not fail, we shouldn’t be surprised that solutions to the
West’s problems will come increasingly from emerging players like Africa. Instead
of thinking of Africa as a place that needs to be more like the West, we’re begin-
ning to realize that the West would benefit from being more like Africa.

1. We are fortunate to have excellent corporate partners at the iHub, one of which is Google, which
provided some funding to get two initiatives off the ground.

2. The initial funding for a small high-performance computer (HPC) deployment has been funded
by Google Africa Inc. Intel has added to the project with an Intel MultiFlex Server for use as the
“master” component of the HPC cluster.
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The GSMA Mobile for Development team1 was delighted when Omidyar Network,
a leading social investor, told us it wanted to increase its investment in developing
world mobile technologies and asked for assistance in understanding the land-
scape of innovative products, services, and platforms. Organizations working in
this area frequently talk in terms of sectors or “verticals”—for example, agriculture
or healthcare—but, like most technology investors, Omidyar Network thinks hor-
izontally and looks for versatile technology platforms that can scale to meet a wide
range of user needs. The resulting research project forced the GSMA to take a dif-
ferent perspective, one that has changed the way it looks at mobile initiatives in the
developing world and has helped guide the formation of a newly launched Mobile
and Development Intelligence program.2 Through an online community, this pro-
gram aims to map out a complete landscape of developing world mobile products
and services, and to provide free access to a wide range of market data and analy-
sis. 

This article describes a new framework for thinking systematically about
mobile initiatives in the developing world from both a sector (or vertical) perspec-
tive and a technology (or horizontal) perspective. This is based on a review and
categorization of more than three hundred products and services, which between
them account for hundreds of millions of users, customers, and beneficiaries. The
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aim was to get a full picture of the projects currently in operation beyond just the
most talked-about sectors and initiatives, and to understand the true scope of
innovation by uncovering patterns in the needs addressed and the nature of the
mobile products and services being deployed. This framework was used to map
out horizontal and vertical patterns of innovation and to look at the potential to
generate revenue and, hence, to achieve financial sustainability. The findings and
resulting recommendations are described below. 

Chris Williamson and Corina Gardner

Table 1. Systematic Framework
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BACKGROUND: THE BREADTH OF MOBILE INNOVATION
IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD

In just over a decade, mobile networks have become the predominant infrastruc-
ture in the developing world. Mobile phones are the most popular and widespread
personal technology on the planet.3 There currently are more than five billion
mobile connections in the developing world, and this number is still growing fast;4

in Africa, for example, more than 40 percent of people living on a low income now
have access to a mobile phone.5 The arrival of mobile connectivity has had a fun-
damental impact on the daily lives of these populations and will continue to do so. 

This explosion in mobile access has given rise to an incredible breadth of inno-
vation in the developing world. Much of it is commercially driven, but there is also
a huge number of nonprofit and government initiatives as well as social ventures
with both financial and social objectives. The projects in this sample originated in
40 countries and covered every continent.6 As the innovative use of mobile contin-
ues to expand globally, a few hotspots are emerging—for example, India, the U.S.,
Kenya, and South Africa. While some products and services are developed in one
country and deployed in others, there is an increasing pattern of locally developed
solutions that support local needs.

THE VERTICAL PERSPECTIVE

A vertical, sector-based view of developing world mobile markets seems to be the
default approach; in fact, many of the GSMA’s own Mobile for Development pro-
grams work from a vertical perspective, including healthcare (mHealth), agricul-
ture (mAgri), and learning (mLearning).7 This approach is logical, since a relative-
ly narrow set of vertically linked user needs or problems often forms the starting
point for innovation. Mobile solutions can be very complex to deploy and scale, so
focusing on a single sector, at least initially, can help to simplify the requirements
for the solution. Donor funding strategies are also commonly designed to meet
specific macro-objectives for having a social impact within a given area of need, as
illustrated by the Millennium Development Goals.8

Mobile-based solutions address a comprehensive range of needs for develop-
ing world populations, touching on almost every aspect of life—healthcare, learn-
ing, livelihoods, personal finances, citizenship, even socializing and entertainment. 

Looking across the 300-plus products and services sampled for this research,
40 distinct “use cases” emerged relative to the problem or need being addressed.
Although there may be some overlap, these use cases can be grouped reasonably
easily into seven distinct areas of need or verticals (see Table 2, following page).
Many of these verticals are already represented by established donor programs,
conference themes, and industry language and areas of expertise.
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A HORIZONTAL PERSPECTIVE

Let us return to the original challenge. While this vertical approach is valuable—
and often a natural starting point—it also is important to take a cross-cutting,
technology-based perspective on how products and services addressing each of
these use cases and verticals actually work. How can we think systematically about
mobile innovation for developing countries, and not just within vertical silos?

The primary challenge in taking this kind of perspective is one of simplifying
complexity. Mobile innovation can occur across three different technology layers;
at a network, device, and application level. Within each of these layers, services
often use a range of technologies in parallel. A service using one-way SMS mes-
sages to deliver information to a large audience on a basic handset works very dif-
ferently than a service using SMS messages to deliver peer-to-peer social network-
ing to the same group of users. On the other hand, mobile payment platforms
using USSD authentication have a lot in common with other payment platforms
using SMS authentication. 

Some interesting findings emerged when each product and service was exam-
ined in more detail in terms of the supporting technologies, systems, and platforms
being used. Despite the diversity of use cases, some clear patterns emerged in the
way the services actually work. To take a relatively simple example, call centers
with trained experts are used for remote patient monitoring and diagnosis (e.g.,
Telenor Teledoctor 911 in Pakistan 9); to provide agricultural help for farmers (e.g.,
M-Kilimo in Kenya10); and to give business advice to small business owners (e.g.,
Babsha Jigyasha in Bangladesh11). The use cases and expertise (or content) are
diverse, but the underlying call center models are very similar. This is illustrated in
Figure 1. 

Similar logic was applied across the full range of mobile products and services
that were included in this research. This led to the identification of 12 product and
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service types across three technology layers, as shown in Table 3 (following page).
The first seven product and service types—the “Application level”—cover serv-

ices and applications delivered via mobile handsets. This is where most of the best-
known “mobile for development” initiatives fall. All of these product and service
types are already commonly used terms. However, grouping them together high-
lights their distinctive characteristics and provides a more complete horizontal
perspective on how mobile technology is being leveraged in the developing
world—without getting stuck in too much technical complexity. As shown in the
text box “Service Mapping Examples,” it is possible to take horizontal or vertical
approaches to service delivery at the application level. 

The next three product and service types, the “Device level,” cover the mobile
devices used to access these kinds of services and applications. Mobile handsets are
predominate here in terms of sheer number of devices; however, handsets and net-
worked devices were excluded from this research for simplicity (there are thou-
sands) and because they can’t be categorized in terms of verticals. However, a num-
ber of niche devices designed for specific developing world uses were included in
this research. While most mobile devices are horizontal by nature and capable of
supporting solutions across a range of vertical areas of need, some niche devices
take a vertical approach, for example, smartphone attachments for eye examina-
tions (EyeNetra).12

“Network-level” products and services were also excluded from this research,
for similar reasons. They could be seen as another set of product and service types;
two types are illustrated here, but they could be broken down further. Some of
these areas are covered by GSMA Mobile for Development programs, such as
Green Power for Mobile13 and Community Power from Mobile.14
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INSIGHTS ON INNOVATION PATTERNS

Integrating this horizontal perspective with the more established vertical perspec-
tive provides a more systematic way to classify and landscape mobile innovation,
using the matrix shown in Figure 1. Using this approach, each initiative was clas-
sified according to both the vertical need area(s) served and the product and serv-
ice type(s) used. 

Although most initiatives could be mapped clearly to a single sector, some
projects are mapped against multiple sectors and are therefore counted more than
once on the “heat map” shown in Figure 4. However, other projects were not
designed with any specific sector in mind; they were mapped separately as having
a “Cross-sector” focus. While the vast majority of projects clearly mapped to a sin-
gle product or service type, some used different product and service types in tan-
dem. In such cases, each component was mapped separately. This approach was
used to create the innovation “heat map” shown in Table 4.

Clearly this mapping isn’t exhaustive and there are many more initiatives out
there, but it does allow the reader to step back from the noise and make some high-
level observations about where innovation seems to be happening. 

There is strong activity in vertical sectors such as healthcare, agriculture, and
financial inclusion, where numerous donor-driven programs, conferences, and
thought-leadership activities have helped to stimulate an active ecosystem.
Learning and micro-entrepreneurship are also increasingly hot innovation areas,
with a growing number of projects being launched in both. Interestingly, though,
a significant portion of new projects are cross-sector in nature, which highlights
the importance of taking a horizontal view, as such initiatives don’t necessarily get
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Service Mapping Examples at the Application Level
Single product or service type and vertical: Mobilink SMS for Literacy is an edu-
cation initiative that brings literacy and math skills to women and girls in
Pakistan’s rural areas. Along with instruction from local teachers, learners
receive push content—regular SMS messages—to complement the course. The
program is now scaling to 100 centers.
Horizontal approach: Mobenzi Researcher is a data-collection tool designed for
fieldworkers to gather various types of information (cross-sector). It works with
feature phones and smartphones, and allows mobile surveys to be designed and
deployed through a web portal. Surveys can include multiple-choice data, free
text, images, and GPS coordinates.
Vertical approach: KSL provides rural Indian farmers—many of whom have lim-
ited literacy—with high-quality agricultural information and services. Using a
special SIM card, customers gain access to a call center staffed by trained farm-
ing experts and receive frequent push content in the form of voice messages
with relevant content.
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supported or picked up by vertically focused programs and media coverage. In
fact, given that the GSMA’s knowledge is largely based on its own vertical pro-
grams, this sample may even be biased against cross-sector initiatives or less well
established verticals. 

Nearly all the types of products and services have use cases within a broad
range of sectors. This indicates strong technology and platform commonalities
between vertically focused program areas and highlights the potential risk of mul-
tiplicity and reinvention of the same tools. For example, some of the sophisticated
interactive content platforms that have been developed with healthcare use cases
in mind could be reused to facilitate learning, agriculture, or micro-entrepreneur-
ship. 

Mobile payments seem to be the most active horizontal innovation area, cov-
ering more than a third of the products and services that were mapped. Most of
this is operator driven and focused on providing users with mobile wallets, from
which they can access services like domestic and international money transfer, air-
time top-up, and bill and merchant payment. A growing number of projects also
use established mobile money platforms to make payments for a broader range of
services. For example, in the health sector, Changamka is using mobile money to
facilitate access to medical insurance by offering micropayments to Kenyans who
are currently excluded from private insurance schemes because they don’t have a
formal bank account.15
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Interactive content services have been a huge innovation area across the devel-
oping world. These services bring a key element of Internet access—automated
access to previously created content—to populations without access to computers.
The full spectrum of mobile access technologies have been used here (see Figure
6); for users with low-end handsets, a wide range of IVR, SMS, and USSD-based
services have been developed. They can be accessed from the most basic handsets
and will continue to play a key role among rural populations. There are more
options for feature phone and smartphone users; an enormous range of mobile
websites and apps are now available that focus on, and increasingly produced by,
developing world users. 

Smartphone penetration in the developing world is still low; it currently stands
at around 7 percent in African markets16 and 1 percent in India.17 However, adop-
tion is accelerating rapidly, driven by commoditization and open ecosystems, such
as Android—the majority of Africans, for example, may well have a smartphone by
2017.18 The resulting increase in access to the mobile web and smartphone apps
will be a huge boost for more advanced forms of interactive content and could
transform lives and even cultures.

Returning to the heat map in Table 4, 40 different data-collection tools were
analyzed, most of them focused on healthcare initiatives. They vary in their
breadth of focus—from the very specific, such as Pesinet for child healthcare
records,19 to flexible non-sector-specific software such as FrontlineSMS20—and in
their means of implementation—from cloud-based services such as Mobenzi
Researcher,21 to open-source tools such as Open Data Kit.22 Another key difference
lies in access technology and device compatibility; some tools are designed for
large numbers of users to collect data on basic handsets (for example, via SMS),
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whereas others are designed for trained fieldworkers with smartphones. However,
much of the functionality required across verticals is very similar—the ability to
capture data in the form of free text, multiple-choice questions, or even photos,
videos, or GPS coordinates. 

While some of these tools are being widely used, there are many small-scale
initiatives that are not yet being leveraged across vertical sectors, geographic areas,
and/or mobile operators. This gives rise to interoperability problems; tools may be
designed for similar purposes (such as creating and accessing large databases of
simple patient information) but use completely different data structures. Better
alignment (for example, through standardization of data structures) could result in
opportunities to integrate existing tools, improve functionality and ease of imple-
mentation, and achieve scale across a wider range of sectors and geographies. 

In addition to global social networks like Facebook, which is used by hundreds
of millions in the developing world, a number of interesting peer-to-peer plat-
forms have also emerged that are specific to the developing world. As in the devel-
oped world, there is likely to be an increasing shift from centrally generated, inter-
active content toward user-generated, peer-to-peer content. These services fall into
two main categories. The first category within peer-to-peer is posting platforms; at
present, these are typically used for buying and selling goods (for example, Esoko,23

an information platform primarily used for market pricing), or posting jobs (for
example, Souktel Jobmatch24), and have been designed for a wide range of handset
types. The second category is social networks for users for whom the mainstream
social networks may be out of reach; for example, social networks designed specif-
ically for basic handsets (for example, Safaricom Semeni25), and even voice-based
social networks (for example, Freedom Fone26) for users with low literacy levels.

However, more basic enabling technologies such as call centers and push con-
tent systems continue to play an important role, especially in rural areas where
basic handsets are prevalent, and in regions where data access is limited or prohib-
itively expensive. For example, IFFCO Kisan Sanchar Limited (IKSL) combines
a call center with IVR push content to deliver comprehensive agricultural informa-
tion to Indian farmers. Push SMS messages also have unique broadcasting power
and are used in a wide range of health programs, especially in HIV/AIDS preven-
tion (educational awareness messages) and treatment (reminders to take antiretro-
viral drugs). Increasingly, narrowcast messaging is also being used, where each
SMS is tailored to geography, user segment, or other factors. 

Inventory management tools are geared toward using mobile technology to
optimize supply chains for developing world consumers. A handful of these proj-
ects emerged in this sample, with pioneers such as Sproxil,27 Logistimo,28 and
Frogtek29 creating innovative services for shopkeepers, suppliers, and governments.
These tools can be used to track, manage, validate, and order inventory. There will
likely be a rising number and scale of inventory management services, given that
many of these tools use smartphones, which will become increasingly accessible in
urban areas.

Chris Williamson and Corina Gardner
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There is less activity with niche devices, probably due to the higher capital
investment costs associated with developing mobile hardware. However, some of
the innovations in this area, such as supervised mobile payphones (for example,
Psitek’s Jembi phone30) and airtime vending devices, have been widely adopted. At
the moment, there are some particularly interesting use cases in healthcare, such
as EyeNetra, a smartphone clip-on combined with an app and cloud-based plat-
form that allows eye examinations to be conducted quickly and cost-effectively in
the field. 

INSIGHTS ON FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

In addition to providing insights around patterns of innovation, this systematic
framework can also help provide a better understanding of the potential for long-
term financial sustainability and how this currently relates to different horizontals
and verticals. 

There is a broad spectrum of organizations working within this sphere, rang-
ing from purely commercially driven businesses, through social enterprises and
revenue-generating nonprofits, to donor- or government-funded initiatives. For
the sake of simplicity, these can be categorized according to one simple question:
does the organization generate any kind of revenue? This could come from end
users, other businesses, advertisers, or government but excludes grant funding.
This clearly does not prove financial sustainability; a detailed financial analysis of
each organization would be needed to do this. This is simply a rough but useful
indicator of the potential for financial sustainability.

The results are shown in Table 5 (following page), which shows the proportion
of products and services that generated some kind of revenue stream across each
vertical and horizontal.

In sectors where projects directly empower end users to generate or save
money in the short term (for example, “Financial inclusion” and
“Entrepreneurship”), a high percentage of products and services generate revenue
of some kind. This is probably indicative of a relatively higher level of willingness
or ability to pay. In other sectors, where services are typically publicly funded (for
example, “Learning,” “Health,” and “Governance and transparency”), more prod-
ucts and services are purely donor or government funded—although there is
increasing evidence of commercial returns within these areas and an increasing
shift toward public-private partnerships with mobile operators for delivery.

For other sectors there is a more even mix of revenue-generating and non-rev-
enue-generating projects. Overall, 69 percent of all the projects included in this
research had some kind of revenue stream (or 53 percent, if excluding “Financial
inclusion” as a sector). 

Horizontal approaches may have some clear benefits here in terms of financial
viability. Reusing the same technologies and platforms for a range of use cases can
lead to better economies of scale and scope. Furthermore, horizontal approaches
make it possible to serve vertical areas of need that users may be unwilling to pay
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by charging for services in other verticals; for example, SMSOne in India is a
microfranchise that charges local SMEs to advertise to the local community via
SMS; the local users in turn sign up to receive a wide range of free, locally relevant
news content authored by the franchisee.* 

HIGH-LEVEL OBSERVATIONS

Taking a high-level, systematic view of mobile innovation across the developing
world yields some interesting observations:

• Although a few narrow hotspots of innovation emerged (for example, pay-
ment systems to meet basic financial needs), the general pattern was a broad
spread of activity. Moreover, there is a huge overlap in how different types of prod-
ucts and services are used within different sectors; similar technologies and busi-
ness models often are being used to address fundamentally different human needs.

• Many initiatives that are cross-sector in nature already take a horizontal view.
This may be driven by a desire to make the most of a strong technology platform
across different types of users, or by a desire to meet the holistic needs of existing
users through a diverse range of services delivered through a common platform.
There is a risk that these kinds of initiatives may be overlooked by research or can-
not be funded by existing vertically focused programs and funding structures.
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• The most successful vertical initiatives often use a number of complementa-
ry product or service types in tandem so as to reach a broader range of users and
to drive a deeper level of user engagement—for example,  IKSL. This approach can
both broaden and deepen the social impact of these initiatives. 

• Most developing world mobile projects are revenue generating. Although not
explored in depth, the range of pricing models is huge—from subscription-based
services, to pay-per-use, to “freemium” and advertising-funded models, as well as
many B2B offerings. 

• However, some sectors and types of products or services seem easier to mon-
etize than others. Services that are most closely linked to users’ livelihoods and
financial needs seem to have the highest potential for generating revenue. 

• Although there is still enormous untapped potential for mobile technology to
play a role across every sector, some areas are better understood and have received
more financing than others. However, despite a lack of  vertical  program funding,
there is an interesting range of emerging opportunities that has promising com-
mercial potential and social impact around the theme of micro-entrepreneurship. 

CONCLUSION: A CALL FOR SYSTEMATIC APPROACHES 

While the vertical, sector-based paradigm has yielded some impressive results, our
conviction is that this needs to be combined increasingly with a horizontal para-
digm oriented around how different types of products, services, and platforms can
be scaled to meet multiple needs. For organizations that currently work within a
specific vertical, this means developing a greater awareness of how mobile technol-
ogy is being used in similar ways elsewhere, or considering horizontal approaches
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The GSMA’s Response: 
Mobile and Development Intelligence

This research laid the groundwork for a new and broader GSMA program called
Mobile and Development Intelligence (MDI). Funded by Omidyar Network,
MDI offers data, analysis, and user-generated content to support business deci-
sions and to clarify the evidence of socioeconomic impact of the mobile indus-
try in the developing world. MDI is free to use and has been designed with a
broad range of stakeholders in mind. 

MDI currently includes more than 100 market metrics for 140 developing
countries and detailed mobile coverage maps for 180 mobile network operators.
It also holds a growing database of over 1,300 relevant organizations and 600
products and services, including those profiled in this research, which will con-
tinue to be added to by the mobile community. Future tagging and categoriza-
tion of organizations will allow users to analyze these products and services by
sector, product, or service type and business model.
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that use their products and services across other areas of need. A systematic per-
spective rather than a silo perspective is needed.

This perspective has a number of clear benefits:
• A clear view of how existing platforms can meet new sets of user needs. Many

strong and scalable platforms exist, but their use currently may be limited to a
given sector. Others who are looking at different areas of need may do better to
reuse or build on these platforms, rather than starting from scratch. Although a
degree of “reinventing the wheel” is natural early in product lifecycles and tends to
self-correct, it often is limited by a lack of awareness of what else is out there—
especially given the relatively low profile of most mobile initiatives in the develop-
ing world.

• Sharing of knowledge and best practice. Where existing platforms can’t be
reused or adapted, they can be learned from; a horizontal perspective gives inno-
vators a wider view of what has or has not worked elsewhere. While collaborative
approaches and standardization of technology can be difficult to manage, the
resulting benefits and increased scalability can be extremely attractive. 

• A holistic approach to users’ needs. In reality, users in the developing world
have a wide range of wants and needs. There are big advantages to using the same
platforms to meet a wide range of these needs simultaneously, which will provide
users with a more streamlined experience and leverage the technology learning
curve they already have overcome. 

• Product and service types as a toolkit. These can be thought of as a toolkit;
many projects actually use multiple product and service types and access technolo-
gies to fulfill a specific set of linked, vertical user needs. Promoting awareness of
these different product and service types could stimulate real service innovation,
thereby solving problems at multiple levels via different kinds of user interaction. 

Conversely, the costs of taking a purely vertical or sector-based view can be sig-
nificant:

• Increased development costs, reduced success rates, lower social impact and
financial returns. Trying to solve problems without an awareness of how these have
been addressed elsewhere increases the risk of failure and leads to diminished
financial and social returns on investment. It might take longer up front to
research existing solutions and platforms thoroughly, but doing this will inevitably
pay off later in the rollout. 

• Platform multiplicity and interoperability issues. Having a purely vertical focus
means that organizations tend to look for inspiration only at other projects in their
same sector. This results in a fragmented ecosystem of small-scale initiatives—or
“pilotitis.” While some common platforms are developing, our analysis of the over-
laps between technology platforms reveals a strong indication of multiplicity. This
may be exacerbated by tightly focused donor-driven programs. If this is the case,
donor-funded organizations should consider developing more diversified funding.

• Limited scale-up and diversification across sectors. Reaching scale is a chal-
lenge that all businesses and international development programs grapple with,
and technology is often seen as the solution to overcoming this barrier. However,
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if mobile solutions are developed from a narrow, sector-specific point of view, they
may miss the opportunity to reach the full scale of end users who could benefit
from the same solution. 

• Increased risk of obsolescence. Even if broad scale-up is not a priority, niche
developments not supported by common platforms are harder to support over the
long term and are much more likely to be left behind as handsets and access tech-
nologies and user behavior advance. 

Making this shift might look very different from one organization to another.
However, the recommendations above offer some specific actions for donors and
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Donors and Investors

Take time to research what products, services, and platforms have already been
developed, and how and where they are being used, before funding or investing
in similar new initiatives.

• When funding technology solutions, consider allocating funds horizontal-
ly as well as vertically, or pooling initiatives from a number of different vertical
programs.

• Encourage cross-pollination between portfolio projects where technology
overlaps and synergies could exist.

• Engage in collaboration and open dialogue to create platforms and tech-
nology standards and build innovation ecosystems.

• Put a stronger emphasis on the scalability and adaptability of the technol-
ogy, rather than on the depth of the social impact. 

• Look for innovative new ways to use tried and tested access technologies.

Innovators (mobile operators, entrepreneurs, NGOs, etc.)
• Take time to thoroughly research existing products, services, and platforms

before building anything new from scratch. Leverage other organizations’ suc-
cesses, learn from their failures, and avoid surprise competition later on.

• Ask whether you should be building a service tailored to a specific need, or
a flexible platform for others to build on.

• Think carefully about the tradeoffs between device capabilities and reach;
high-end and low-end solutions both have their place. Indicators such as litera-
cy rates, interoperability across MNOs, and/or mobile money adoption rates
may all have an impact on which access technology is most appropriate to deploy
in a given market.

• Understand your target users holistically. Can a range of needs be
addressed with the same product, service, or platform?

• Start with a tight focus, but consider horizontal broadening as well as geo-
graphic expansion to achieve scale. 

• Seek to fund horizontal initiatives from multiple sources when funding is
tightly linked to outcomes in a certain sector.
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investors, and for a broad range of innovators using mobile technology in develop-
ing world markets.

While there already are many success stories, there is still untapped potential
for mobile technology to achieve superior financial and social returns on invest-
ment in the developing world. There has been great excitement about the oppor-
tunity it offers to address barriers to economic progress that the international
development community has struggled to overcome. It offers an ability to commu-
nicate with vulnerable populations more quickly and easily than has ever been pos-
sible, and to provide much needed commercial infrastructure. 

However, to realize this potential, mobile solutions to development problems
need to be created with the horizontal perspective of technology markets, not only
vertically, as is the established paradigm within the development community.
Mobile technology doesn’t only provide unparalleled access to developing world
users; it also opens up new approaches to how innovation can happen. Unlike ear-
marked donor funds, technology knows no geographic borders, doesn’t favor one
group of users over another, and thinks first about the potential to scale. Applying
a systematic horizontal and vertical perspective will strengthen our understanding
and ultimately unlock the benefits of mobile technology to meet the needs of more
people worldwide.

ANNEX: METHODOLOGY

This research is based on a broad landscape analysis of over three hundred prod-
ucts and services using mobile in the developing world, undertaken by the GSMA
in 2011-2012. 

The focus of this sample was on new products and services, rather than reuse
of existing mobile tools (for example, NGOs using existing push SMS platforms for
healthcare messaging). The sample included a broad spread of “B2C” products and
services, as well as many “B2B” offerings, such as mobile money platform vendors
specializing in developing world deployments. 

The GSMA’s extensive knowledge and contact network in this sphere were
used to define this sample, along with desk research of existing relevant databases
and websites, donors’ and investors’ lists of recipients, company websites, press and
social media coverage. Although there is a large and growing volume of innovation
in this space, much remains below the radar of press and social media coverage. It
is therefore impossible to form a truly comprehensive view of relevant organiza-
tions. However, while the sample has been increased substantially since this proj-
ect was initially carried out, the overall picture and patterns have been consistent. 

Each product and service was systematically characterized according to the
following criteria, providing a broad range of data for analysis:

• The specific need or problem being addressed—the use case of the product
or service

• The geographic area where the product/service is being used
• The nature of the key technologies used, including the access channel for
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services (for example, voice, SMS, app) and type of platform and content behind
this

• The nature of the organization (for example, technology start-up, social
enterprise, mobile operator)

• A description of the revenue and pricing model, if any exists
• A list of project supporters, donors, and investors, if relevant
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Given its strong recent growth, the global mobile industry is now a major source
of employment opportunities. Mobile industry jobs can be categorized into direct
and indirect ones, with a diverse labor force supplying each category. Direct jobs
are created by mobile operators and manufacturers in professions that range from
engineers to managers to sales support staff. The International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) estimates that around 1.5 million people are
directly employed in the industry worldwide (ITU 2011). The total number of jobs
fitting this narrow “direct” description may begin to decline as the industry
becomes commoditized. Indirect jobs, however, show strong potential for growth,
in professions related to mobile application development, content provision, and
call center operations. Indirect jobs can be created by mobile operators and man-
ufacturers, as well as by third-party content and device producers, including entre-
preneurs. In some emerging markets, outsourcing of mobile content development
also creates significant numbers of indirect jobs. In India, the mobile industry is
expected to generate around seven million indirect jobs during 2012 (COAI 2011).
This report argues that faster mobile networks and more capable smartphones
make mobile communications a platform for innovation across different sectors
(such as health, agriculture, and financial services), supporting overall employ-
ment numbers in an economy. The greatest potential for employment growth
derives from demand for services enabled by mobile phones. 

For many entrepreneurs in developing countries and rural areas, a mobile
device is a tool not only for contacting customers and accessing the internet, but
also for making financial transactions, establishing a client database, or coordinat-
ing just-in-time supply-chain deliveries. Such critical business functions can
enable small firms to thrive in locations where accessing markets or selling new
products would otherwise be impossible. It is difficult to estimate the number of
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people establishing new companies or the employment generated as small and
microenterprises expand, but mobile phones increasingly contribute to this
process. It is also difficult to say with certainty how much the mobile communica-
tion sector has contributed to employment and entrepreneurship to date, because
no global count exists. It seems clear that the sector is a net generator of jobs, how-
ever, even though it can occasionally eliminate employment opportunities. For
example:

• In the United States alone, the mobile app industry provided an esti-
mated 466,000 jobs in 2011, with annual growth rates of up to 45 percent
from 2010 to 2011 (TechNet 2012). 

• In Canada, a large proportion of mobile apps are games. The gaming
sector is expected to expand by 17 percent over the next two years, driv-
en by increasing mobile broadband access; as a result, mobile games are
likely to generate a significant number of employment opportunities. Of
the 348 gaming companies in the country, 77 percent expect to hire new
graduates in 2013 (Secor Consulting 2011).

• Mobile money schemes have generally proved to be net generators of
jobs. Safaricom’s M-PESA system supports 23,000 jobs for agents in
Kenya alone.1 Airtel Kenya, the second-biggest mobile operator, plans to
recruit some 25,000 agents for its mobile money service, Airtel Money.2

• By boosting access to information about market demand and prices,
mobile phones can also improve conditions for entrepreneurship.3 A
number of recent studies have shown that cell phones make entrepre-
neurial ventures less risky, mainly by reducing information search costs.4

This report showcases some of the mechanisms by which the mobile sector can
support entrepreneurship and job creation, with the aim of informing policymak-
ers, investors, and entrepreneurs themselves. Some of  these approaches share sim-
ilarities with traditional donor initiatives, but many are novel ideas for which the
“proof of concept” has been demonstrated only recently. In an industry evolving as
quickly as the mobile sector is today, it is vital to tailor support to the local circum-
stances and to evaluate impact regularly. As a framework for entrepreneurial activ-
ities, this article examines open innovation and considers one particular way of
supporting entrepreneurial activity in the mobile industry, namely, specialized
business incubators, or mobile labs. The article also reviews mobile microwork and
the potential of the virtual economy, and considers mobile phones as a tool for job
seekers. Finally, it summarizes suggestions to support entrepreneurship and job
creation in the mobile industry.

OPEN INNOVATION AND MOBILE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The rapid pace of innovation in the mobile sector is creating uncertainty and dis-
ruptive technological change while lowering barriers to entry and generating
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opportunities for new firms and entrepreneurs.5 The rise of entrepreneurship in
the mobile industry is unsurprising. The lack of vertical integration and direct
competition between operators, handset manufacturers, and content providers has
resulted in a complex environment of different technological standards and inno-
vation in business models, with ample space for growing new businesses. New
information-sharing and collaboration practices that transcend the closed com-
munication channels are characteristic of newly establishing markets. Similar
information flow dynamics were present in the early stages of other high-tech
industries, including the semiconductor industry in the 1970s, PC software in the
1980s, and the Internet in the 1990s.

In today’s open innovation model, partners, customers, researchers, and even
competitors are finding new ways to collaborate in the product development
process. The paradigm of  open innovation assumes that firms can, and should, use
external as well as internal ideas and paths to market as they seek to advance their
technology.6 Today, firms in many sectors must complement internally oriented,
centralized approaches to research and development (R&D) with more open, net-
worked methods because useful knowledge has become more dispersed (both
within and outside firms), while the speed of doing business has increased.
Collaborative approaches to innovation also offer new ways to create value, espe-
cially in fast-changing industries. To capitalize on fresh opportunities, innovators
must find ways to integrate their ideas, expertise, and skills with those of others
outside the organization to deliver the result to the marketplace (Chesbrough 2003;
Aldrich and Zimmer 1986; Teece and Ballinger 1987).

One of the most promising areas for entrepreneurship is in mobile software
applications, where the barriers to market entry for individual developers and
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are generally low. Mobile apps can be writ-
ten by programmers working for device manufacturers, network operators, con-
tent providers, or software development firms, and they can also be created direct-
ly by individual freelance professionals. In emerging markets, as in those more
developed, there is no “natural” place where applications originate; for the most
part, network operators and device manufacturers provide their own apps, with
other apps supplied to market directly by developers. This room for independence
allows developers who also have entrepreneurial ambitions to start their own apps-
based businesses.

This ambiguity is accompanied by an array of choices of platforms and distri-
bution models, which can be challenging for entrepreneurs to navigate. For exam-
ple, most apps for lower end phones are written for SMS (short message service),
while apps for midrange devices often rely on mobile internet access and may be
written in Java or PHP programming languages. Smartphone applications must be
customized for each platform, including, for instance, the proprietary Apple iOS,
BlackBerry, or Windows platforms, or for the open source Android. According to
a 2011 survey, developers used an average of 3.2 platforms concurrently, which was
a 15 percent increase over 2010 (Vision Mobile 2011). Thus, developers must hone
these skills in multiple platforms because no one knows which one of them—if
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any—will become dominant in the future. In other words, developers choose to
diversify their skills because the market, at the moment, demands variety and flex-
ibility. Making decisions related to marketing and distributing apps is especially
challenging: app stores based on operating systems compete with those managed
by handset manufacturers and major global brands, and programmers must decide
which store, or stores, will be most effective as a delivery vehicle of apps to their
potential customers.

INFORMAL INDUSTRY NETWORKS FOR MOBILE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The lack of formal information channels and uncertainty mean that mobile entre-
preneurs must take the initiative to keep up with changes in standards and indus-
try developments, resulting in frequent socializing and informal networking
between mobile entrepreneurs and developers. Informal social networks, consist-
ing of acquaintances, mentors, investors and other mobile entrepreneurs, serve
three distinct purposes in the development of new ventures—discovering oppor-
tunities, securing new resources, and obtaining legitimacy—all of which are nec-
essary for the survival of a young firm (Elfring and Hulsink 2003). Entrepreneurs
may have initiative, an appetite for risk, creative ideas, and business acumen, but
they may also need complementary resources to produce and deliver their goods
or services. Social networks are important sources of support and knowledge and
can provide access to distribution channels, capital, skills, and labor to start new
business activities (Greve and Salaff 2003). 

One way to support jobs created through entrepreneurship in an era of open
innovation is through structured social networking events that can help define
business opportunities, identify talent, and draw investment into the mobile sector
in emerging markets. Networking events can also graft best practice lessons from
the ground back into the development and donor communities. An early example
of an informal social networking organization is Mobile Monday (www.mobile-
monday.net), an open community platform of mobile entrepreneurs, developers,
investors, and industry enthusiasts. Mobile Monday fosters business opportunities
through live networking events. It provides a space for entrepreneurs to demon-
strate new products, share ideas, and discuss trends from local and global markets.
Founded in 2000, in Helsinki, the community has grown to more than 100 city
chapters and is managed by 300 volunteers around the world.7 More narrowly
focused organizations, such as Google Technology User Groups (GTUGs)
(www.gtugs.org), cater to participants interested in a particular developer technol-
ogy. These groups provide training for developers using the open Android mobile
platform, followed by minimally structured networking events.8 GTUGs vary in
format, from a dozen people who may get together to watch a corporate video, to
large groups involved in product demos, lectures, and competitions dubbed “code
sprints” and “hackathons.” Smaller, local networks have also been formed in many
cities. For instance, Nairobi-based AkiraChix provides networking and training for
women and girls unfamiliar with software design. It cultivates the careers of young
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developers of both genders by providing training in programming and mobile
application development. In Nepal, Young Innovations, the group behind the
Kathmandu-based organization Mobile Nepal, regularly hosts “bar camps”—open
conferences where entrepreneurs and developers give presentations and provide
feedback.9 In Georgia, the business social network mTbilisi promotes corporate
partnerships, coordinates events focused on incubating mobile start-ups, and pro-
vides a space for testing new ideas and designs.10

FEATURES AND DYNAMICS 
OF INFORMAL NETWORKS OF ENTREPRENEURS

Mobile developers and entrepreneurs interviewed for this report identified both
informal gatherings and more structured social networking activities as helpful to
innovation and entrepreneurship in the development of mobile applications.
Respondents from Kenya, Nepal, and Uganda indicated that they are initially cau-
tious about sharing ideas and information but that they freely provide lessons and
support once they are established and have begun implementing their business
ideas.11 Entrepreneurs may first test options for starting their own business within
a circle of carefully selected contacts. As a second step, during the planning stage,
entrepreneurs often mobilize a large, informal network of friends, colleagues,
mentors, and other acquaintances, since they may not know who exactly can help
them (Berglund 2007). Information exchange in informal environments carries
risks for fragile new businesses, including the threat of idea theft: promising ideas
risk being taken over not only by peers and direct competitors but also by larger
companies, which, instead of hiring the idea generator to complete the work, may
assign an internal team to develop the project in-house. To mediate such risks,
once the project design stage has begun, entrepreneurs choose smaller, trusted
groups from a wider social network to form product development teams.
Entrepreneurs recognize that ideas are only relevant when they are accompanied
by a plan for execution: many people may identify demand for a specific product
or service; however, it is execution, in particular functional design and an intuitive
user interface, that makes or breaks an app.

Developers and entrepreneurs tend to rely on their informal networks to iden-
tify potential partners, mentors, or peers who can be consulted in confidence and
relied on to help move a viable product from mind toward market. Once collabo-
ration is under way, individuals may come back to the network to talk about their
example of successful partnership and to share challenges. In other words, the
interaction pattern seems to circle from a group setting to one-on-one interaction
and back to the wider network. The rewards of networking usually greatly out-
weigh the risks. Many mobile entrepreneurs note that collaboration is essential,
because few applications can be successfully brought to market by a single devel-
oper, let alone expanded to additional platforms and maintained afterward. Market
information, idea validation, and partnerships are among the most frequently cited
rewards of participation in social networks, according to more than 80 percent of
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respondents to our survey (Figure 1). Access to finance (including small amounts
raised from friends and family) and mentorship opportunities were other impor-
tant rewards, listed by more than 60 percent of respondents. Finally, marketing
support is another benefit of participating in informal peer groups. On the risk
side, more than 35 percent of respondents are concerned about idea theft, in par-
ticular by more established businesses; however, even these entrepreneurs recog-
nize the necessity of vetting or validating ideas with their peers and consider the
risk of idea theft to be tolerable. Loss of time, funds, and focus are concerns for 28
percent, 9 percent, and 7 percent of respondents, respectively.

The marketing of mobile applications is typically the biggest expense and the
activity about which developers are often the least enthusiastic. Developers often
rely on partners or enterprise customers for all aspects of marketing, which, if exe-
cuted poorly, can stall the adoption of an otherwise successful app. For small teams
of developers working on mass market apps, marketing strategies can include dis-
semination and awareness-raising through word of mouth, Twitter, Facebook,
email, and SMS. Successful incubators, such as iHub Nairobi,12 act as useful “ampli-
fiers” of marketing efforts, because local media and investors tend to follow their
announcements and activities closely.

Participants report that small groups (from 4 or 5 people up to 20) are the most
helpful form of networking in discussing ideas and execution. Larger groups can
be too impersonal or too strongly driven by formal presentations. As a result, many
organizers (including Mobile Monday Kampala13) use breakout groups to ensure
more meaningful conversations at their events. Network sponsors can help
strengthen social networks by attracting well-known figures or VIPs to the meet-
ings as much as by direct financial support. Attracting respected experts to address
attendees can assist organizers in drawing out participants and broadening the
number and scope of conversations within the network. 
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Figure 1. Rewards and risks from entrepreneur participation in social networks
Source: Author interviews. Note: Risks and rewards as perceived by mobile industry entrepreneurs,
based on a sample size of 54, split between Kenya, Nepal, and Uganda.
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MOBILE LABS AND HUBS

While the informal networks of mobile entrepreneurs and developers described
above can provide many resources, including knowledge and connections to
investors, demand for more formal, hands-on learning spaces and supportive
office environments is also strong.14 A typical business incubator may house 5 to
20 start-up companies in a shared space offering common office equipment and
conference facilities. Most employ a resident manager who coordinates business
assistance, training, and other services, such as business plan development;
accounting, legal, and financial advice; coaching and help in approaching
investors; marketing; and shared services, such as administrative support. Once a
client or resident business is deemed financially viable, it moves its operations out-
side the incubator, enters the market, hires new staff, and expands its contribution
to the economy (Lewis 2001).

A number of incubators, or “labs,” focused on mobile entrepreneurs have been
established in emerging markets, including Grameen Foundation’s AppLabs in
Uganda and Indonesia, and infoDev’s regional mobile applications laboratories, or
“mLabs.” (Figure 2; Box 2). Launched over the past five years, these labs are still in
an experimental stage, but they offer several early lessons. 

Each mLab is a technology-neutral physical space with testing facilities for
developing the technical skills and business sense needed to build scalable mobile
solutions into thriving businesses that address social needs. In addition to provid-
ing state-of-the-art equipment, the labs offer technical training and workshops,
and they connect developers and entrepreneurs with potential investors, experts,
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and public sector leaders. The labs are complemented by a network of mobile net-
working hubs, which do not provide physical space. Together, through regular
informal events, workshops, and conferences, they act as convening spaces for the
mobile industry and allow entrepreneurs to access advice, mentorship, idea and
business plan competitions, and investors. Both the mLabs and mHubs are run and
used by local communities working to increase the competitiveness of enterprises
in mobile content and applications, and they are part of a wider mobile innovation
program that is seeking to develop talent and produce successful companies with
strong growth potential. 

Mobile labs facilitate demand-driven innovation by grassroots entrepreneurs,
so breakthrough low-cost, high-value apps can be brought to market. Although
specialized incubators are not unusual, those focusing solely on mobile app busi-
nesses are a recent phenomenon. That presents an opportunity to integrate lessons
and best practices borrowed from related ventures, while tailoring new service
offerings specific to the mobile sector. Ideally, mobile labs should be designed in a
way that enables them to remain open and adaptable to their environment, so les-
sons can be incorporated continuously throughout the lab’s existence.

Mobile lab managers identify their members’ greatest needs as start-up capital
and opportunities to network with mobile ecosystem players and other technolo-
gy entrepreneurs. In addition, many mobile app entrepreneurs need specialized
business training to understand the mobile ecosystem, market demand, or both.
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Furthermore, because mobile app development needs a special set of technical
abilities, many app developers need specialized technical training to continuously
update their programming skills. Networking with local business professionals can
enhance the incubation experience, providing entrepreneurs with highly cus-
tomized advice that can accelerate the growth of their business. Mobile labs can
offer a wide range of services, including “business accelerators”—intensive train-
ing and direct mentoring meant to quickly increase the value of a company and to
help management develop a viable growth strategy. In poor or remote areas, virtu-
al incubation—business training, advice, mentorship, and networking over a dis-
tance and without a dedicated workspace, as well as links with knowledgeable dias-
pora members—can be particularly helpful. The service offerings implemented by
any given lab or incubator should reflect the environment and characteristics of
the region where it is located. These characteristics often dictate the services that
can be offered and the most likely mix of revenue streams. Incubators may be insti-
tuted as nonprofit organizations, for-profit companies (usually when they do not
receive grant funding), or foundations. The business models and regulations of a
given country usually dictate the most advantageous status for an incubator.
Regardless of the regulatory environment, however, partners are essential to the
ultimate success of a mobile incubator through their support of the organizations’
development and distribution efforts. That is because, ideally, the incubator is near
or at the center of the value chain for mobile content creation and, in its role as an
integrator, brokers essential partnerships with all key mobile ecosystem players
(Vital Wave 2011).

Even in developed countries, mobile incubators are a recent phenomenon. In
the United States, the prominent mobile incubator Tandem Entrepreneurs was
launched in 2011 to enable a group of experienced entrepreneurs to provide
resources and mentorship to early-stage mobile start-ups. The incubator also offers
each resident company seed funds and a collaborative workspace in Silicon
Valley.15 As mobile services become more sophisticated and widespread, the poten-
tial of mobile entrepreneurs to contribute to the economies of both developed and
developing countries is likely to grow. Most businesses based around mobile app
technology are at an early stage of development but may offer enormous employ-
ment and economic potential, similar to that of the software industry in the early
1980s. Supporting networking and incubation of entrepreneurs in this space is an
important way to ensure that such potential is tapped.

MOBILE MICROWORK

New employment opportunities in mobile communications are not restricted to
highly skilled developers and entrepreneurs but can also extend to a relatively low-
skilled labor force. “Microwork” refers to small digital tasks (such as transcribing
hand-written text or determining whether two photos show the same building).
Typically, such tasks can be completed in a few seconds by a person without spe-
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cial skills or training, but they cannot be readily automated. Workers are paid small
amounts of money for completing each task. 

For such work to be broadly accessible to workers from developing countries,
it should be performed via mobile devices as well as PCs. However, the mobile
microwork market is still very much in its infancy.

Currently, microwork employs more than 100,000 people and contributes to a
virtual global economy valued at $3 billion a year, according to a recent infoDev
study (Lehdonvirta and Ernkvist 2011). To understand how a mobile user may be
able to tap into additional sources of income, consider, for instance, the growing
gaming industry, which enables online gamers to become microworkers compen-
sated in virtual game currency that can often be cashed in for real monetary gains.
Today’s online game market is very competitive, with monthly subscription fees for
some games nearing zero. Instead of charging players, leading online game pro-
ducers can earn revenue by selling virtual currency to players. The players buy vir-
tual goods and value-added services inside the game using virtual currency. Third
parties—monetization service providers—facilitate the exchange of real money
into virtual funds. Two such monetization services providers, Gambit and TrialPay,
allow gamers to pay for purchases by carrying out microtasks. After completing
assigned microwork, the player is paid in virtual currency, which can be traded for
virtual goods or converted to real money.

Because virtual workers come from a global pool, international microwork
aggregators must be able to provide compensation in foreign countries. This is
complex in any market, but it is especially challenging in developing regions,
where traditional financial infrastructure can be limited. Mobile money schemes,
which are more advanced in developing than developed countries, provide a viable
option for payment for microwork via mobile phones.

Leila Chirayath Janah of Samasource works with refugees in Dadaab, Kenya,
who are paid for performing small tasks for Samasource’s clients, including Google
and CISCO. She suggests that microwork may be a natural complement to micro-
finance, noting that, whereas microfinance can enable entrepreneurs to operate
small businesses serving local needs (such as producing chickens on a small farm),
microwork allows them to reach beyond the local market and develop a variety of
skills. Samasource now facilitates virtual assistance via microwork, including for
clients from the developed world. Janah also notes that, while typical microwork
tasks are not necessarily intellectually stimulating, they encourage interaction with
technology and access to global online social networks, which is “vital to having a
voice in the modern world.”16

Although third-party gaming services have existed for  more than a decade, the
general microwork industry remains relatively new and undeveloped, with mobile
microwork in an even earlier stage of development. And despite the relative sim-
plicity of tasks required, microwork faces the challenge of breaking down larger
business procedures or analytical problems into smaller components that can be
executed by microworkers. This is a technical as well as a procedural problem that
warrants further research by the development and business communities alike. A
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number of new ventures are considering potential solutions in the hope of enter-
ing a market that is likely to grow into billions of dollars a year over the next five
years. Easier-to-use interfaces and better distribution channels are also needed, if
mobile microwork is to prove a viable employment option for some of the poorest
and least educated workers in developing countries (Lehdonvirta and Ernkvist
2011).

MOBILES AND RECRUITMENT

In many countries, coordination and information failures arise between the
demand and supply sides of the labor market. While the demand for employment
exists in both the formal and informal sectors, information on recruitment is often
limited to those with a strong social network or access to job postings via the
Internet. The mobile phone can extend this access to those job providers or job
seekers for whom PCs are an ineffective or unavailable channel of exchange. A
number of  emerging business models are using mobile communications for
improving coordination and information flows in the labor market. At least four
such services are already running: Babajob (India), Assured Labor (Latin
America), LabourNet (India), and Souktel (Middle East and North Africa). Two
others, Pakistan Urban Link and Support (PULS) and Konbit (Haiti), have devel-
oped their systems and will soon start operating.

Skilled, educated workers may already have access to existing web-based job-
matching services such as Monster.com, but job-matching services that are
mobile-based will be even more important for people without access to web-based
services. Mobile-to-web technology will be beneficial for people with basic litera-
cy but not enough knowledge to create a resumé or access online resources.
Employers also find it hard to identify low-skilled workers for entry-level jobs in
developing countries because existing job-matching services mainly target highly
skilled candidates. Mobile-to-web technology promises to bridge some of these
gaps. Building trust among users is the most challenging task for the job-matching
business. Each of the new organizations mentioned above offers additional and
customized services to meet the specific needs of local users, including interview,
resumé writing, and networking skills training for job seekers, and access to a spe-
cial database for employers.

Depending on the job seeker’s target market and country of operation, mobile
phones may be used for different aspects of the job-matching business process.
Most of these organizations use mobile phones for registration and job-match
notifications for job seekers. The actual job-matching service is conducted mostly
via web-based databases.  Of course, such technology cannot fully replace the tra-
ditional interview process. Once employers become interested in certain candi-
dates, they can access job seekers’ information and then contact them directly for
an interview. Use of SMS text messaging can be popular where its cost is signifi-
cantly lower than that of voice services; however, in multilingual environments
with illiterate populations, calls and voicemail remain particularly valuable.
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Perhaps the greatest impact of mobile communications on jobs lies not so
much on recruitment techniques but on the structure of employment. Beyond cre-
ating more vacancy notices, mobiles can stimulate entrepreneurial activity, as the
demand for mobile industry hubs and mobile incubators has shown, and it can
create many more opportunities for self-employment, part-time work, and flex-
work. In a mobile-driven economy, second and third jobs will become much more
common—and much more important.

CONCLUSIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS

Overall, the rise of mobile technology carries great potential for employment, but
with the increased reach of powerful and affordable mobile devices, jobs also may
be lost. Mobile technology can occasionally eliminate jobs, especially where effi-
ciencies are created or resources made available that replace human input. For
example, as more individuals acquire their own mobile phones, the demand for
“village phones,” teleshops, and other phone-sharing services may disappear in
many countries (matching the demise of public pay phones in many countries fol-
lowing the widespread adoption of mobile phones), taking away with it an impor-
tant source of jobs. In sum, however, with growing mobile penetration rates, the
mobile industry is widely expected to produce a net increase in jobs:

• The direct number of jobs in the mobile industry from 1996 to 2011, as
reported by governments to the ITU, shows a clear upward trend in most
(although not all) countries (ITU 2011).

• As the adoption of mobile technology increases, new jobs are needed to
support sales of prepaid cell phone minutes, mobile money transactions,
and other mobile-based services.

• The introduction of mobile broadband is expected to generate signifi-
cant revenues and jobs, especially in related spinoff industries, including
the development of mobile applications.

• Nontraditional business plans (such as those based on microwork) are
a source of potential growth in jobs enabled by mobile technologies.

• The labor market can benefit from the ability of mobile apps to improve
efficiency and lower costs in matching job candidates and employers.

This chapter has outlined a number of tools for enabling the growth of employ-
ment opportunities in the mobile ecosystem, including:

• Supporting informal community networks and activities such as busi-
ness competitions and hackathons to promote open collaboration, men-
torship, and introduction of entrepreneurs and investors, and to identify
viable new business ideas.

• Investing in mobile hubs and incubators, or mobile labs, in order to
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equip entrepreneurs with updated technical skills, to provide them with
tools necessary for product prototyping such as testing facilities, and to
identify businesses with growth potential through business evaluation
and acceleration programs.

• Facilitating creation of micro- and virtual work opportunities.

• Investing in mobile platforms for recruiters and job seekers as well as
platforms that extend work beyond traditional work spaces and times.

To capitalize on the potential of mobile technologies to support entrepreneur-
ship and employment, policymakers may consider whether current regulation
supports an enabling environment for mobile broadband and entrepreneurship,
whether to provide financial support for entrepreneurs and incubation systems,
and whether to incorporate some of the aforementioned tools in their public serv-
ice offerings, such as schools and vocational training institutions, in order to
increase employment opportunities in the mobile ecosystem.

1. These could be considered part-time or supplementary jobs, because M-PESA agent tasks ar
often combined with other merchant duties. See http://www.safaricom.co.ke/index.php?id=252;
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-10-14/safaricom-of-kenya-will-boost-access-to-credit-
insurance-for-unbanked-.html.

2. Bharti Airtel took over Zain Kenya’s network in 2010. Some of the Bharti Airtel agents will also
be M-PESA agents, but others will be new.

3. Mobile Entrepreneurs in Ghana. See http://www.webfoundation.org/projects/mobile-entrepre-
neurs/.

4. As but one example, see Aker 2008.
5. This environment can be contrasted with one of stability, continuity, and homogeneity of the

more established economy. The link between entrepreneurship and economic performance at
the individual, firm, and societal levels has been shown in numerous studies that provide a
framework of dual causality between a strong period of entrepreneurship and a growing and
rapidly innovating economy. See, for example, Audretsch and Thurik 2000, p. 26, and
Wennekers, Uhlaner, and Thurik 2002.

6. The phenomenon of open innovation is explored, among other things, at the Open Innovation
Africa Summit, organized jointly by infoDev and Nokia. The first two summits were held in
Nairobi, in November 2010 and in May 2012; see http://www.infodev.org/en/Article.640.html.

7. See www.mobilemonday.net. 
8. See www.code.google.com.
9. See www.younginnovations.com.np/.
10. http://www.facebook.com/mTbilisi.
11. Nairobi and Kampala interviews conducted by the authors. See also Pfeiffer and Salancik 2003. 
12. See www.ihub.co.ke.
13. See www.momokla.ug.
14. Globally, the shortage of employees with information technology skills has persisted in recent

years. See, for instance, http://us.manpower.com/us/en/multimedia/2011-Talent-Shortage-
Survey.pdf.

15. See http://techcrunch.com/2011/11/01/mobile-startup-incubator-tandem-opens-new-”mobile-
home”-in-silicon-valley-now-accepting-applicants/.

16. See http://www.socialedge.org/blogs/samasourcing/archive/2009/08/25/microwork-and-micro-
finance.
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Today, migrants can count on the availability of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) as powerful tools to mediate their trajectory of life.1

This paper examines the use of ICTs by some of the vast population of multi-
cultural, multilingual, and multiethnic migrants living in Europe, Asia, Australia,
the Americas, and Africa. Drawing from recently published studies by the
Pordenone Group of Scholars,2 this paper explores how internal and external
migration is consistently transforming societies across the globe. Many of the mil-
lions of people who have moved from their birthplace now use mobile phones and
the Internet to maintain familial, religious, political, linguistic, commercial, and
cultural connections, regardless of their whereabouts. The role these migrants play
in the construction of new societies using this connectivity is significant and trans-
formative, such as their contribution to innovative business and entrepreneurial
activity. Using examples from the everyday experiences of migrants, this paper
provides a glimpse of the many different circumstances in which migrants use
ICTs to maintain their lives.3 In so doing, it aims to provide a view of migrants
worldwide from the perspective of their use of ICTs, thereby offering new knowl-
edge about “a body of humankind on the move with a mobile phone in their pock-
et or access to the Internet to guide them.”4

The reasons people migrate are manifold, but it is not so much why someone
has migrated that is explored here but what happens after they have moved. Once
in their new home, the migrant must establish and sustain a new life and perhaps
also support their family, whether they are with them or left behind in the home-
land. The new social ecology of the migrant is examined here, first with regard to
how they maintain communications with their home and the emotional effects this
may have on them and those left behind. The paper then explores the growing
recognition of the positive contributions migrants make in the business communi-
ty, as well as how they have appropriated the ICTs and are using them to define
their identities. The paper includes illustrations from our studies, which cover all
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the continents, and considers future opportunities for innovation and commerce
that might be enhanced or in some way impacted by the new global societies.

KEEPING IN CONTACT WITH HOME

Stories and myths carried down from past centuries of migration provide a strong
folk memory for new migrants of the present day, not least in perpetuating the
nostalgia they feel for home. Traveling to make a new home elsewhere may be a
joyful decision, but it might also entail great hardship and come at considerable
cost to the migrants and those left behind, who may have paid in cash as well as
emotionally to give a family member a new chance in life. Migration is not only
about making a great journey across continents to flee oppression or for survival;
it can also be about making a relatively short journey from the countryside into a
town in search of economic prosperity and new opportunities. Whatever the rea-
son behind a move, there is most likely a desire to keep in touch with those left
behind, and finding effective ways to manage emotional family ties and the wrench
of separation frees the migrant to make their way in their new homeland. In this
section, I explore some of the ways the migrants in our studies have maintained
their emotional bonds with their home and family. 

Looking first at the history of communication between migrants and the
friends and family left behind, one can begin to see how the new communications
technologies in use today can support migrants’ emotional ties. The availability of
ICTs and the pace of technological development—from the early post and tele-
graph to the telephone to the ubiquitous Internet and/or mobile phone coverage—
have changed the mode of keeping in contact, particularly over the last decade. The
expanding geographic rollout of mobile phone and wifi networks now easily pro-
vides for those who need to stay in contact when away from home.
Communications companies initially provided their service primarily for mobile
workers who made a daily commute or business trip, rather than for those who
were permanently relocating. In the UK, for example, the first public mobile phone
coverage was provided in 1985 for people working in the oil industry in Scotland
and offshore in the fisheries, as well as in the financial district of London.5

However, it is now people who travel for business and holidays, migrant workers,
and the immigrant diasporas that will de facto push for the availability of services
in ever more places, including ports of entry, entertainment venues, international
sporting events, holiday resorts, commercial centers, etc. The availability of smart-
phone applications in all these places shows just how appealing the new ICTs are
to all, regardless of whether they are a migrant, a visitor, or a native of a particular
place.

This mobility in the use of communications by the general population is to
some extent reducing the differences between users of ICTs, not least between
migrants and non-migrants. With a mobile phone or Internet access, one can make
contact with home from almost any location in the world, a significant change
from even the recent past, when moving to a new country meant that telephone
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contact was possible primarily via public phones or in the workplace. Personal
phone contracts in the UK and many other countries were not permitted, regard-
less of financial status, unless a person had a bank account, and even then it was
often only possible if one had a permanent address and at least six months’ resi-
dency. Nowadays a person merely needs an email account or a SIM card from a
local mobile phone operator to be connected to home immediately upon arriving
in a new country. 

In the past, contact between migrants and those they left behind was main-
tained mostly by paper mail. This handwritten communication was significant: it
did not simply convey information but replaced face-to-face communication with
a sense of personal contact through the familiarity of the handwriting and the feel
of the paper on which a letter was written. Indeed, the sight of a loved one’s hand-
writing could convey a more multisensorial experience than the words alone, and
the emotion conveyed was something that today’s texts or email cannot so easily
provide. Pui-lam Law and his team have studied Chinese internal migration in the
Guandong province for 20 years, and have observed many of the transformations
occurring during this period in the attitudes and behaviors of the different waves
of migration.6 For example, some of the workers Law interviewed for his latest
study had their family at the top of their mobile phone contacts list, but this did
not necessarily mean they called them most often or even called them at all. The
availability of mobile phones and Internet cafés has transformed these migrant
workers’ mode and frequency of contact with their families. Services related to job
information and playing Internet games now often occupies their spare time,
which distances them from the affection inherent in interacting directly with their
family members, which had been manifest in the letters and phone calls that today
are no longer so prevalent. 

Cheng studied the migrant workers in the Pearl River Delta who float between
jobs and never really settle down. They used the social network QQ to maintain
relationships and establish their status in this virtual world, even when they never
really found time to create the same links in their face-to-face workaday life: 

Mobile QQ as a technological communication innovation fills this gap,
and some workers have started to adopt this kind of technology to escape
the boredom and sadness of a dull and aimless working life. The paradox
is, however, that the more they adopt and are addicted to cyber relation-
ships, the more likely it is that they will feel lost and withdrawn from the
real world in which they are living.7

The notion of losing the intimacy of face-to-face contact by essentially living
in a virtual world has also been explored by Turkle, who suggests that we are on
the cusp of “the robotic moment.”8 However, she also says that the more time we
spend with our mobile phones and computers, the more likely we are to come to
realize the importance of keeping face-to-face connections alive.

Evidence from other studies regarding mobile phone use shows that for some
people the mobile phone has almost become a substitute for the presence of others
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or a means of bonding with a new group of migrants. For example, in their respec-
tive research in Europe, Lásen and Vincent found that people fondle the phone
when thinking of a close loved one. Evers and Goggin, who studied newly arrived
and established migrant men living in Sydney, Australia, most of them from
African countries, had similar findings.9 Many of these young men have spent a
lifetime in refugee camps, frequently moving and being moved on by people who
misunderstand them and believe them to be a threat. Like the native mobile phone
users examined by Vincent and Lásen, for these men the mobile phone is crucial
to their intimate daily life. However, it is also key to the development of their new
migrant identity: 

Mobile phones are part of a masculine bonding that is crucial to coping
with resettlement. [They] have a passion for their mobile phones that
goes beyond simply need. The young men are intimately connected to
their phones. They compare their phones, play with them, swap them,
compare and share what’s on them and always guard them with vigor . . .
When playing football some of the young men will not put their phones
down and will carry the phone in their hand, music on.10

While the mobile phone has become critical to the affective bonds between
these young men, Evers and Goggin also noted that their phone calls home can be
traumatic and carry quite an emotional cost. Thus the mobile phone at once pro-
vides both the comfort of  intimate friendship with those who are present and the
pain of keeping in contact with loved ones who are absent. Again, this experience
is similar to that of native users but certainly more poignant when those absent
most likely will never again be present. Although ever in reach by the touch of the
mobile phone, once the call is completed the reality of separation and isolation is
forced into sharp focus. The strong emotions discussed in Evers and Goggin’s work
are different from the response to separation found in Law’s and Cheng’s studies
on mobile phone use in China, where emotions are not confronted in the same
way.11 Nevertheless, managing emotion in mediated communications was a factor
in all the studies presented here. The loss of the comfort brought by the familiari-
ty of a handwritten letter is perhaps more than compensated for by the emotional
connectivity made available at all times by ICTs. 

MEDIATED EMOTIONS

Emotions mediated via ICTs as highlighted in these examples were explored by
Vincent and Fortunati and other members of the Pordenone Group. Their findings
suggest that emotional ties between family members are managed similarly via the
mobile phone and the Internet, whatever the distance apart and however long the
separation.12 Thus, using ICTs to manage the emotional aspects of migration is not
unique to these groups of migrant users. Indeed, in our studies of emotions and
ICTs, we found that people used their mobile phones to create, live, and relive
“electronic emotions”—that is, the emotions enabled and conveyed by machines.
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While some present-day migrants may have had ways of maintaining constant and
instant contact with family and friends before they emigrated, they might feel these
electronic emotions more keenly in their new world because the “always-on”
aspect of mobile phones is a constant reminder of the possibility for immediate
contact. 

An example of this constant connectivity can be found in the experiences of
Filipino overseas workers, for whom maintaining contact with those they cherish
is extremely important, as noted in Pertierra’s study of migrants from the
Philippines.13 He identifies how mobility and new media create opportunities for
Filipinos living overseas to keep in touch, as well as for those left behind. Unless
they are in a professional class, Filipino workers do not enjoy an affluent lifestyle,
and there is little private space in their homes. Therefore, the mobile phone has
become the place they go for privacy and intimacy, as text messaging enables per-
sonal ties between users who might otherwise have no such connection. Internet
cafés are also used to a great extent to establish and conduct real and virtual rela-
tionships: 

The normal constraints of gender, class and generation are suspended in
the café, allowing alternative relationships, both real and virtual, to devel-
op. Like the London coffee houses in the 17th century, Internet cafés facil-
itate communicative exchanges in the real and virtual worlds. 

Keeping family connections active is important in the Philippines, including
the mortuary rituals that are so important for making funeral arrangements. It is
at times of bereavement that the isolation and distance from home is most keenly
felt. However, the introduction of broadband connectivity in Manila’s funeral
homes has helped assuage the guilt felt by those not able to attend a funeral, as rel-
atives living abroad can now participate in funerals, if only via a digitally mediat-
ed link.

Notwithstanding the negative effects of being immersed in a virtual world of
social media, it would appear that the studies of ICT use explored here show in
general that social media can make a positive difference in the well-being of
migrants, and for those who receive their communications in the homeland.
Keeping in touch is thus not simply a matter of supplanting letters with electronic
messages; in this media rich world, there are many ways to stay connected and to
continue to participate in day-to-day home life—or, if desired, to retreat to the
cyber world of virtual relationships.

CONTRIBUTION OF MIGRANTS 

Thus far I have discussed the migrants who want to stay in touch with relatives and
friends left behind and to maintain their identity with their homeland, as well as
some who have become immersed in the social media of their new communities
to the exclusion of those left behind. Many migrants remain linked to their coun-
try’s diaspora, send money home, visit home regularly, and carry on their lives in
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both their original home and their host country.14 There are, however, migrants
who leave their country of origin behind forever and begin a new life in their
adopted country. History offers many examples of how migrants, far from staying
in the background of their adopted country, have been at the forefront of innova-
tion, academic success, new technologies, and industry. Indeed, we only need to
look at today’s university professors and industry leaders to see the multinational
presence of migrant workers. Sombart, writing about this subject over a century
ago, argued that migrants provided great leaps forward in technological innova-
tion;15 for example, Marconi, Einstein, Fermi, von Neumann and Wittgenstein
were all migrants: 

Migrants’ contribution applies as much to the Arts as to the Sciences.
African musicians, Jewish refugees, Soviet dissidents and Asian intellec-
tuals have not limited themselves to “integrating” in the host culture and
society but they have enriched and reoriented many contemporary soci-
eties and cultures.16

While one can point to particular individuals for the impact their inventions
and entrepreneurship have had on society, academia, or the business world, migra-
tion can also have a broader impact on society. Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle exam-
ined data on the patent applications of U.S. college graduates from 1940 to 2000.17

They found a direct correlation between immigrant science and technology grad-
uates and new patent applications that “implies that the influx of immigrant col-
lege graduates in the 1990s increased the US GDP per capita by 1.4- 2.4%.”18 They
further suggest that immigrant graduates have greater inventive ability than native
science and technology graduates; therefore, a policy of substituting immigrants’
skills with native skills would be unlikely to achieve the same result. This is borne
out by a report from the U.S. Fiscal Policy Unit, which shows higher rates of busi-
ness ownership among migrants than natives.19

Research in Australia, the UK, and the U.S. has shown that the contribution
immigrants are making to new businesses and entrepreneurship is higher than that
of the native population. In Australia, this has led to schemes to fast track the
immigration of certain business entrepreneurs to address particular skill shortages.
The UK and U.S. studies show that migrants are more likely to start up businesses
than lifelong residents; for example, the immigrant share of small business owners
in the U.S. is 18 percent of the total, which is higher than the 13 percent share
migrants have in the overall population; the immigrant presence in the workforce
is 16 percent.20 Levie and Hart’s UK studies found that nascent entrepreneurship
and successful business startups were more likely to come from immigrants, in
part because of their ability to access international markets.21 Levie and Hart’s stud-
ies also noted that being a migrant but not of any particular ethnicity was the dif-
ferentiator for nascent entrepreneurs, thus innovation and new businesses
emerged not as a result of race or nationality but because certain individuals were
making their way in a new community—and country. The use of ICTs is not
specifically addressed in these innovation and migration studies, but it is likely that
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establishing a new business is much the same for migrants and natives, although
for migrants, transacting business across the globe has, of course, been made sim-
pler with ICTs. 

As Goggin has shown in his research exploring the intersection of mobile
phone development and Australia’s relationship with Asia, the growing migration
from Japan and China has reoriented Australia more toward Asia and the Pacific
and away from its former colonial links with the UK.22 Much can be written about
culture and the multinational societies populated with migrants and their descen-
dants. Mantovani highlights the dilemma of second-generation migrants, who are
not fully accepted in their parents’ adopted country or in the country their parents
left behind.23 While this might create political and religious tension for some, it
leads others to join in constructing new communities that have intercultural rich-
ness and common values. Nevertheless, many in these new communities do main-
tain links with their homeland while establishing a new life in their adopted coun-
try. Use of the Internet and smartphone apps can help them to manage their tran-
sition into the life of the migrant; for example, Steinbock offers an iPhone app
called Migrant & Asylum Rights, and Cardoza Inc. offers a national education pro-
gram app for migrant children—just two of many developed for immigrant com-
munities and new migrants. 

Mobility in the day-to-day life of migrants often is negotiated in a new lan-
guage; migrants must learn the language of their adopted country, and English is a
bridging language for many. Bortoluzzi has explored the concept of “englishes,” or
the existence of multiple versions of English.24 The computer program being used
to write this article offers 18 versions of English, and there are many more avail-
able worldwide. Following Kachru, Bortoluzzi shows how current English lan-
guage usage has developed.25 Originating in Britain, it extended out across coun-
tries that adopted English as their first language, on to those who learned it as a
foreign language, and eventually to those who use it only to read certain books or
to access the Internet:

Englishes have migrated far and wide with multinational organizations,
business and service-based economy, banks, international publishing
houses, media channels and so on. The consequences of this diaspora of
Englishes from the native speaker center(s) to the non native speakers
periphery and back is a continuous movement of interests and ideas
which has contributed to the present status of the most learned foreign
second language in the world.26

Thus, not only people but also language is migrating globally, particularly
through commerce, as English is the common language for so many businesses.
Innovative new apps such as “sayhitranslate” enable quick, albeit not always per-
fect, translation of many more languages, which perhaps indicates that mobile
devices will be used as universal communicators through universal translation
functions.27
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“POLYMEDIA”: MULTIPLE INTERCONNECTIVITY

It is evident from the experiences of the migrants already discussed in this paper
that the ubiquity of mobile phones and Internet access has had an important effect
on what it means to be a migrant in this second decade of the 21st century. Mobility
is now a concept that can apply to anyone, as roaming the world with a mobile
phone and picking up the Internet wherever there is wireless connectivity is com-
monplace, not just for migrants but for all who travel from home. This means the
migrant is not necessarily identified by their mode of communication or lack of
access to some types of communication. In fact, as Kluzer and Codagnone point
out, many migrants use more ICTs than locals, which eases the migrants’ integra-
tion into their new homes.28

What it means to be a migrant is often defined by the media, but whereas a
migrant in the past might be misrepresented, the Internet has given migrants a
new relationship with the media that allows them to be “the creators of the media
themselves.”29 As Madianou and Miller have identified in their concept of poly-
media, “media” now refers to multifaceted interconnectivity, to the plethora of
media that include social network sites, YouTube, blogs, webcams, and more.30

Social media can quickly extend the reach of a community from a few local links
to a global presence. Examples of this are manifold, such as Garbin and Vásquez’s
study of the Pentecostal community in London that maintain links with its spiri-
tual leader and fellow congregations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
through websites, television, radio, and even mobile phone messages that are tran-
scribed, translated, and printed onto leaflets.31 One particular “megachurch” in the
UK has an outreach program that has a website at its core. It is using this website
to “build a church without walls,” which will extend its reach via television and
radio stations around the world to 217 countries.32 Internet links can facilitate a
special bond between these religious communities, as exemplified by the audio
connection made between the spiritual leader in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and a new place of worship in London. 

GLOBAL SOCIETIES: THE CONNECTED GENERATIONS

In exploring ICT use by migrants on five continents, the Pordenone Group has
shown how migrants adapt to their new communities while keeping in touch with
their countries of origin. The migrant workers discussed in this paper are connect-
ed to their homelands via mobile phones and the Internet, and there is nothing to
suggest that this kind of connectivity will not continue to grow apace. As new tech-
nologies are developed and mobile phones gain ever greater capabilities, having an
email address and a SIM card will probably be the minimum requirement for a
new migrant. Recent research for the GSM Association highlights the growth of
machine-to-machine connectivity, low-cost cellular technology, and a general
increase worldwide of ICT access, which can only create more opportunities for
innovation in the migrant communities.33
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New global societies that are connected via social media, mobile phones, and
the Internet are clearly increasing rapidly. What is apparent from the studies dis-
cussed in this paper is that migrant communities around the globe continue to
have a voracious appetite for ICTs and that ease of access to ICTs has transformed
the lives of many people who find themselves in a foreign environment. These peo-
ple can leverage business opportunities in their new communities and also main-
tain a business in their home country. Maintaining emotional and affective contact
is facilitated by ICTs, which can enable a recent migrant to help manage home life
even across continents. 

Looking to the future, there are many routes the new migrant communities can
follow with their use of ICTs. Virtual global societies are already emerging in
which migrants can immerse themselves to escape the dullness of their new life, or
they can use them to enhance their lives, as did the Filipinos finding new intima-
cies in a virtual domestic space. While there are obvious opportunities for migrants
to use ICTs to avoid learning a new language and the culture of their adopted
country, it appears that ICTs are used in much the same way by migrants as by the
native population. The mobility afforded by mobile phones and wireless Internet
frees everyone to move around and conduct their business as they please, which
suggests that what it means to be a migrant is no longer defined by deficiencies in
access to communications. Many migrants today demonstrate a more robust use of
ICTs than that of natives, including Web 2.0, satellite and mobile phones, televi-
sion, and connectivity on the Internet via services such as Skype or ooVoo. Future
global societies—real and virtual—populated by migrants are likely to be framed
by a new  socio-technical system co-constructed by migrants and natives that will
support the mobility of peoples’ lives and accommodate their varied cultural iden-
tities. Developing a new social ecology such as this clearly will create many oppor-
tunities for migrants and non-migrants alike, who will continue to innovate and
develop new products, new technological capabilities, and new ways of keeping
their global societies connected.
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If you ask any economist what drives the development of human societies over the
long term, you are likely to get one of two answers: technological change and inno-
vation, or institutions, notably those that enable the definition and defense of for-
mal property rights.1 While the importance of each of these factors individually is
largely uncontested, the interaction between the two is almost unstudied. 

Granted, human societies existed for millennia before the development of for-
mal property rights—deeds, titles, and the like. In some societies, the very concept
of private property is still almost alien. Yet in the absence of both robust informal
mechanisms to structure social relationships and formal mechanisms to establish
clear ownership over goods, the incentive to engage in economic exchange is
severely attenuated. After all, how is it possible to engage in exchange if the parties
involved do not know who owns what or what is implied by a trade? Moreover,
without property rights, individuals have less of an incentive to engage in produc-
tive activities and invest their assets to create economic value. 

Property rights also are crucial to the functioning of credit markets, where
individuals and businesses pledge assets as collateral; credit markets in turn are a
key to growth across the economy.2 For these reasons, wherever societies have
grown and informal mechanisms for tracking reputations have become strained,
the definition and enforcement of formal property rights have correspondingly
increased in importance.

Over the past 25 years, economists and policymakers have increasingly recog-
nized the role played by institutions in general, and property rights in particular,
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in the process of economic development. The impetus for this new emphasis has
come from both the core and the edge of economic theory. Iconoclastic Peruvian
economist Hernando DeSoto is one of the most prominent advocates of the impor-
tance of property rights in economic development and alleviating poverty. In his
book The Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in the West and Fails
Everywhere Else, he states: 

Property, then, is not mere paper but a mediating device that captures
and stores most of the stuff required to make a market economy run.
Property seeds the system by making people accountable and assets fun-
gible, by tracking transactions, and so providing all the mechanisms
required for the monetary and banking system to work and for invest-
ment to function.3

Although organizations such as DeSoto’s Institute for Liberty and Democracy have
sought to persuade governments around the world to advance development by
reforming their formal property rights institutions, the outcomes for which
DeSoto and his allies have advocated have been slow to materialize, despite
increased appreciation among development professionals of the importance of
property rights. Cumbersome processes persist, making economic “formalization”
more costly than it’s worth for many impoverished households and small-scale
entrepreneurs. Moreover, enforcement is often lacking, which results in expensive
and time-consuming judicial processes that render formal property rights institu-
tions of little use to individuals and businesses. More to the point is the fact that in
many places, incumbent elites who advance narrow interests have sought to
obstruct rather than embrace systematic improvements to property rights sys-
tems.4

Why have reform efforts failed to yield more satisfactory outcomes? In this
essay, we consider several of the challenges of formal institutional reform. We
argue that the current environment of technological possibility provides opportu-
nities for significant improvements to formal property rights institutions. We
believe that appreciation for the manner in which technology sets the context for
the documentation, validation, and enforcement of property rights has been lack-
ing, both in theory and in practice. In this context, technology not only refers to
the physical hardware required to maintain a formal property rights registry—
paper filing systems, computers, mobile phones, etc.—but also to the specific orga-
nizational routines that enable the hardware to function. Furthermore, we note
that a property rights system has multiple components, each of which may use a
different technology. These include systems to communicate the existence of rights
and to share instructions with potential users; the registry itself; a mechanism or
set of mechanisms for validating claims and resolving disputes over claims; and,
finally, a method for enforcing valid claims. Changes in the underlying technolo-
gies and institutional structures used in any of these subsystems can alter the effec-
tiveness of a property rights system in the near term and affect development out-
comes in the longer term.
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Our objective, then, is to consider how technology interacts with the evolution
of institutions, in particular those related to property rights. This is not just an aca-
demic question. Today the frontier of technology is reaching the majority of the
world’s population, notably but not exclusively in the form of mobile handsets.
Increased connectivity in even the least developed countries, coupled with the pro-
liferation of mobile phones, presents an opportunity to bring improvements to for-
mal property rights processes in the developing world. This may create exception-
al opportunities to accelerate institutional evolution and advance development
through the purposive application of technological innovation. 

In section one we outline the theoretical relationships between formal proper-
ty rights and social development, and between technological innovation and social
development, offering select empirical evidence to support this conjecture. In sec-
tion two we discuss various obstacles to realizing the social benefits that can be
derived from formal property rights—in essence, why we have not seen the “prop-
erty rights dividend” shared equally around the world. In section three we get to
the heart of the discussion, describing the interaction between technological inno-
vation and property rights and the importance of that interaction for development.
We conclude in section four by outlining the mechanisms through which the cur-
rent generation of technological innovations might accelerate institutional evolu-
tion related to property rights, and thereby yield substantial development divi-
dends.

PROPERTY RIGHTS AND TECHNOLOGY-BASED INNOVATION 
AS DRIVERS OF DEVELOPMENT

Property Rights and Development
To the extent that the development of a society is about the ability of people in that
society to meet their aspirations and to live long, healthy lives, a system of proper-
ty rights does not represent development. However, property rights promote devel-
opment by enabling exchange and encouraging entrepreneurial initiative, which in
turn advances development further.

Timothy Besley and Maitreesh Ghatak define four primary mechanisms
through which property rights enable exchange and encourage entrepreneurial
initiative: (1) decreased risk of expropriation; (2) lower cost, due to a reduced need
to allocate resources to defend property; (3) facilitation of the gains from trade;
and (4) the ability to use property to support other transactions, credit in particu-
lar:

Expropriation Risk. As the risk of expropriation increases, individuals are less
likely to benefit from the increased output resulting from productive activities or
investments. This in turn reduces the incentive to increase production inputs. By
reducing the risk of appropriation, established individual property rights can lead
to higher output and productivity. Reducing expropriation risk is particularly
important for entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurial opportunity is arguably greatest
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where market failures are greatest, but a lack of appropriability of returns due to
weak enforcement of property rights undermines incentives to engage in entrepre-
neurial activities.

Defensive Labor. When expropriation risk is high due to insecure property
rights, producers may choose to allocate labor to defending property. This increas-
es the cost of production and reduces the labor supply for productive activities. 

Trade. Classic economics also emphasizes the notion of specialization, where-
in individuals focus their efforts in areas where they have an advantage in the mar-
ketplace. A requisite of this specialization in the marketplace is the presence of
trade, which cannot take place without recognition of changes in ownership and
agreed upon rights over property.

Credit Markets. The link between formal property rights and credit markets
presents a particularly compelling narrative for the economic benefits of property
rights. The logic is as follows: When individuals or businesses have formal title to
their assets, those assets can be pledged as collateral. This in turn eases credit con-
straints and lowers interest rates for lenders. Formal titles can interact with credit
markets via other mechanisms as well. For example, lenders may be more likely to
extend credit where property rights are strong, because borrowers can then be
expected to have higher future wealth due to a reduced risk of expropriation.
Formal titles also may function as a useful signaling device.5

These theoretical links between property rights and economic development
have been the subject of extensive research. With respect to expropriation risk,
Besley, Abhijit Banerjee, Lakshmi Iyer, and others have found evidence of
increased incentive to invest in rural settings.6 Erica Field identifies a causal rela-
tionship between formal property rights and inputs, as well as defensive labor allo-
cation, in urban Peru.7

Although there is some evidence of the link between credit supply and formal
property rights, there is considerable debate about whether the relationship holds
for impoverished households, due to the modest value of their assets and the small
size of the loans they seek.8 In such contexts, securing loans through collateral may
not be the binding factor in accessing credit. The high transaction costs associated
with verifying ownership, collateral processing, and foreclosure may make it unvi-
able to serve poor households, even in the presence of formal titling. Michael
Carter and Pedro Olinto have found empirical evidence in Paraguay to support
this claim.9

Besley and Ghatak posit that the logic of the link between property rights and
the improved welfare of borrowers hinges on assumptions about the competitive-
ness of the credit market. They built a model for contracting between borrowers
and lenders and analyzed the implications of varying degrees of competitiveness in
the credit market, as well as distribution of wealth within a society. While their
model lends general support to the notion that the creation of collateral through
property rights has positive implications for productivity, their analysis also finds
that “in the presence of extreme poverty and little competition, increasing proper-
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ty rights registration can actually lead only to greater exploitation in the credit
market because lenders can foreclose on defaulting borrowers more easily.”10

These arguments suggest that careful consideration is needed when seeking to
address poverty via the effect credit markets have on improved property rights
institutions.

Technology-Based Innovation and Development 
On the surface, the relationship between technological change, innovation, and
development is quite direct. Technological change and innovation enable greater
efficiencies in production, which in turn allows for greater savings and leads to
additional technological change and innovation. Through this virtuous cycle, the
aggregate resources available to a society increase and greater prosperity becomes
attainable.11 New products and knowledge gained in the course of production only
enhance this process, as consumers have greater options and producers have new
spaces within which to learn.

There is truth to this standard tale. Investment does drive economic growth in
the long term. Technological change and innovation are the primary mechanisms
by which that happens. However, there is much more to the story.

To begin with, technological change cannot take place without organizational
and behavioral change, as the two are intrinsically linked. The more disruptive the
change, the greater the loss experienced within an existing organization. Practices
that were effective in an earlier technological environment become ineffective, and
the institutions that derive their power from those practices lose economic legiti-
macy. Consequently, as a general rule, incumbent institutions have a first-order
interest in obstructing technological change and innovation whenever such change
shifts economic power away from them, as will frequently be the case.12

Because of their fluidity, however, new ideas are difficult to suppress.
Advantage-seeking individuals will always search for the best tools. If impeded in
one place, ideas and technologies that have the potential to disrupt existing modes
of economic activity will resurface elsewhere. In the long run, it is through this sec-
ond pathway of economic disruption that technology-based innovation has its
greatest impact on development.13

IMPEDIMENTS TO THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
SUCCESSFUL POLICY INNOVATIONS

While there is compelling evidence that formal systems of property rights, coupled
with technology-based innovation, positively impact development, translating that
evidence into policies that accelerate social development is not an easy task. The
complexities of formal institutions operating at scale, weak capacity in developing
countries, and low demand from citizens all hinder the attainment of desired social
benefits. 
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Formal Institutional Complexity
Many researchers who provide empirical support for the theoretical links between
property rights and economic development conducted their analysis in informal
institutional settings. Therefore, while the studies provide compelling evidence of
the need for formal property rights reform, it is critical to understand the increased
complexity of formal institutional settings.

Informal institutions generally operate on a small scale, typically at the village
level. They involve a limited number of individuals who often have direct person-
al relationships. These characteristics have profound implications for the dynam-
ics of the system. Information is passed easily through such informal institutions,
as individuals tend either to hold relevant information themselves or have knowl-
edge of and access to those who do. This keeps the cost of verifying pertinent prop-
erty rights information low. Since most actors know each other, the cost of dishon-
oring contracts is high. An informal setting also lends itself to low enforcements
costs.

Contrast this with formal property rights systems, which typically operate at
the national level. This creates problems of operation at scale that are less present
in informal environments. Organizations are physically distributed, so personal
relationships are likely to exist between those who enforce property rights and the
citizens who enjoy their benefits.14 The relevant information for the system is vast
and far beyond what any single individual or set of individuals can know. Physical
distance and the lack of personal relationships increase the cost of gathering and
verifying information, which often is held in paper records. Because the system
isn’t dominated by a tight network of social connections, a breach of contract has
a lower cost. In addition to increasing the operational complexity of execution,
operating at scale creates additional principal-agent relationships that invite cor-
ruption. Once a culture of corruption takes hold within formal institutions, it is
difficult to revert to an efficiently functioning state.

Low Capacity
The complexities of executing at scale within a formal institutional construct are
further stressed when capacity is limited, as typically is the case in developing
countries. In this context, this system not only faces inherent complexities at scale,
it attempts to execute with far fewer resources and far less human capacity than is
optimal. As a result, service to the end user is weak, and the system opens itself up
to corruption. We see this in developing countries, for example, when it takes an
excessive amount of time to register property. In such circumstances, ancillary
services often take hold, where a case can be prioritized for an additional fee. 

Low Demand
Despite the existence of formal property rights institutions, many property owners
may choose to remain extralegal. This can be attributed to ignorance about the
benefits of formality or to the costs of formality outweighing the benefits.
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Low demand is indeed a significant issue, as evidenced in a recent study of the
urban titling program in Peru. The study reveals that, despite the granting of for-
mal titles, subsequent transactions are rarely registered, which compromises the
benefits of formal property rights. Of the plot transactions studied that involved a
change in ownership, only 21 percent were registered.15 Molina finds that when
simplified procedures and reduced fees are not in place, the likelihood of register-
ing a transaction falls significantly.16

OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE 
FORMAL PROPERTY RIGHTS INSTITUTIONS

Any formal system of property rights is based on some technology—whether the
technology of paper records and file cabinets or of digital records and computer
storage. For property rights systems, technology-based innovation has the poten-
tial to improve social outcomes by lowering costs, increasing reliability, and
expanding access. 

There are numerous pathways within formal property rights institutions
through which information and communications technologies can achieve these
goals. These include improved efficiency of titling and registration processes,
lower enforcement costs, reduced discretion between principals and agents within
the system, and lower transaction costs in credit markets. 

Improved Efficiency of Titling and Registration Processes
As demonstrated by Molina’s research in Peru, the cost of the registration process
is strongly and negatively correlated with the probability that property transactions
will be registered. Paper-based systems persist in many parts of the developing
world today, resulting in cumbersome and expensive processes; in Senegal, for
example, registering a property takes an average of six procedures, 122 days, and
20.3 percent of the property’s value.17

The efficiency of titling and registration processes can be greatly improved by
the use of information and communications technologies. For example, the infor-
mation required for titling and registration can be stored in a single directory and
accessed easily by the relevant government agencies engaged in the process.
Citizens also can use technology to update records virtually, greatly reducing the
cost of doing so. 

The government of Rwanda recently digitized its National Land Centre. As a
result, the number of days it takes to register a property fell from 371 to 55, and the
cost of registration fell from 10 percent to 0.4 percent of the property’s value.18

Decreased Cost of Enforcement
The benefits of formal property rights are limited in many places, due to the inabil-
ity of the state to enforce contracts and adjudicate contract disputes. According to
the World Bank Doing Business Report, which measures contract enforcement
broadly, it takes 1,420 days, 46 procedures, and 39.6 percent of the cost of a claim
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to formally enforce a contract in India.19 Such realities render formal property
rights institutions essentially useless.

As with titling and registration processes, information and communications
technologies have the potential to greatly reduce the cost of enforcing contracts.
For example, a technical solution would create the ability to centralize all relevant
property claim documentation in a single place, making it easier to resolve dis-
putes. Sophisticated analysis of claims and supporting data could yield the seg-
menting of claims, which could then inform operational efficiency improvements
within the courts.

Reduced Discretion
The cumbersome processes for titling, registration, and enforcement that are the
norm in many developing countries also create opportunities for corruption, as
property owners are willing to pay bribes to accelerate what would otherwise be
prohibitively costly processes. Each face-to-face interaction between citizens and
bureaucrats provides an opportunity for public officials to exact payments. The use
of technology can eliminate steps that otherwise would require person-to-person

Philip Auerswald and Jenny Stefanotti

Mobilizing Properity Rights

What could a technology-enabled 21st-century property rights institution look
like? One possibility is a global network of property registries hosted on secure
systems that can be accessed and updated via mobile phone from any village,
town, or city in the world. The creation of a cloud-based platform for the digiti-
zation of national property rights registries could pick up where the institution-
al reform initiatives undertaken by Hernando DeSoto’s Institute for Liberty and
Democracy left off: unlocking investment and entrepreneurial initiative in
places where informal property claims currently are the rule rather than the
exception. In places where governments are interested in economic inclusion,
the availability of such a platform would provide a powerful new inducement to
upgrade existing property rights systems. In places where governments are not
interested in economic inclusion, such systems could provide an extranational
substitute for national, paper-based systems when such systems are unreliable or
corrupt. 

Could a network of property rights registries in the cloud really substitute
for national, paper based systems? The question may be less “if ” than “when”.
Innovations such as Wikipedia, Ushahidi, and OpenStreetMap have demonstrat-
ed the power of open cloud-based systems to generate large-scale, authoritative
databases. The creation and maintenance of such databases is no longer the
exclusive domain of governments and large corporations, nor is it an activity
restricted to rich countries. Thanks to the near ubiquity of mobile phones and
cloud computing, citizen-based creation and validation of large-scale databases
may be on the way to becoming an everyday global reality.
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interactions, such as updating records. In doing so, corruption may be inhibited. 

Reduced Transaction Costs in Credit and Other Markets 
As some of the empirical evidence summarized above demonstrates, the ability to
secure loans via collateral sometimes is not the primary path to credit. This is par-
ticularly true for impoverished rural and urban households, where landholdings
are modest and transactions costs for serving loans are high. 

Information and communications technologies lower transaction costs for
lenders. For example, a single property rights registry made accessible to third par-
ties would enable banks to verify ownership documentation at a very low cost.
Such technologies could address the high costs of collateral processing, foreclo-
sure, and resale, issues that make lending to the poor unviable. New technological
opportunities could also enable radically low-cost forms of operation, much like
M-PESA in Kenya. Moreover, any third party could potentially access official
information without needing to interact with a person.

INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL EVOLUTION
FOR PROPERTY RIGHTS

We noted at the outset that economists who study economic growth and social
development tend to be divided between those who emphasize institutions20 and
those who emphasize technology.21 As a result, the best studies of long-term devel-
opment by economists end up looking a lot like institutional determinism or tech-
nological determinism. Similarly, development strategies overwhelming empha-
size either technology-centric “projects” or institution-centric “reforms.” Few stud-
ies or strategies elucidate the complex processes by which technology, institutions,
and societies co-evolve. 

Nevertheless, pathways for making progress in development almost inevitably
involve both institution- and technology-based innovation. Absent institutional
disruption, technology projects are unlikely to effect lasting change. Absent tech-
nological disruption, institutional reform will fall short of its potential. In the long
run, development depends on the regular creation of disruptive, technology-based
institutions. 

The design and deployment of 21st-century digital property rights institutions
are well within the boundaries of technical feasibility. The foregoing suggests that
the creation of such institutions would be greatly beneficial, if not transformative,
if and when accomplished on a global scale. 
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